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FOREWORD

In spite of efforts to cut back on motor vehicle use and reduce speed limits. Oregon's accident statistics are
distressing In 1974. 667 people died on the states highways and many more were infuresi More than 80 of the
fatalities were pedestrians and 18 were bitychsts Because our traff is environment is complex and demanding. the
need for appropriate safety education is crucial

To help classroom teachers implement an effective traffic safety education program. the Oregon Department of
Education,* publishing a series of instructional handbooks This handbook for grades four through six. includes
activities on Pedestrian. bicycle. car passenger and school bus Passenger safety. It carries on the instructional
program begun with the primary level handbook *Published earlier .

You can help the Department improve the traffic safety series by returning the evaluation lorm which follows the
introduction We want to make this a -valuable resource ip helping bregon's students acquire nieded traffic
survival skills i

/ Verne A. Duncan
Superintendent of
Public Instruction

O.
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INTRODUCTION

el,

This instructional handbook is the Second in the OregOn series on traffic safety education It outlines classrOom
activities for students to learn the minimum competencies that are necessary for survival in our complex and
hazardous traffic environment

. .
The importance of having every student acquire traffic survival skills is recognized in the section." Citizenship on
the Streets and Highways-. of the Oregon graduation requirements (see Oregon Graduation Requirements.
Section III. Part 3 0') That section reviews the goals and competencies which shikold be mastered to acquire
traffic survival skills To aid the teaching of these skills. the units in each level of this himdbook are organized by
program goal and competency. the table of contents for each level lists the corresponding goals. competencies.
lessons and page numbers

Teachers at all levels should also refer to 'the explanation and examples of performance indicators in the
-Introduction- to Oregon Graduation Requirements.` Among several helpful suggestions is a procedure for
evaluation manual skills when they are central to a skill (teg . demonstration of ability to drive a bicycle). In such
cases. the student should be evaluated on the basis of ac$al performance of the skill rather than by a written test
or Oral description

It is anticipated that educators throughout the state will develop add Monet performance indicators to usewith thiS
handbook and which are appropriate to their locale and their students

, .
To assist leacheis on lesson planwng. instructional materials which are not attached to this handbook are
identified at the beginning of each level- Ordering information is also given

Many of the units on bicycle safety refer tO Oregon Bicycle Rules of the Road A copy of the booklet is inserted
insidv the hunt coverseparate copies are being distributed to students in grades 4-6

I
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Traffic Safety Education too Oregon Schools. 4-6

YOUR VIEWS ARE IMPORTANTI After you read and examine this publication. please forward your comments to the
-publications staff of the Oregon Department of Education Call us at 378-4776 or tor your convenience. use this response
form

PLEASE RESPOND so that your views can be considered as we plan future publications Simply cut out the form. fold and
mail it back to us We want to hear horn you'

Did you read this publication?

_ Completely
__ More Than half
- Less Than halt

Just skimmed

Does this publication fulfill its purpose as stated in
the preface or inlroduChOn9

Completely
Partly
Not at alt

Did you hrld this publication useful in your work'

Often
Sometimes
Seldom

_ Never

What type of work do you do,

_ ClasSroorn teacher
Consultant to classroom teachers

_ School administratpr
_ Other

Would you recommend this publication to a
colleague/

Did you find the content to be slated clearly and
accutately2

_ Always yes
_ In general. yes
_. In general, no
_ Always no

Other

Were the contents presented in a convenient formal?

.4.

Very easy tO use
_ Fairly easy

._ Fairly difficult
_ Very difficult
_ Other

Did you fond this publication to be free of discrimona-
bumpr biased content towards racial_ ethnic.
CuTiiiral and religious groups. or in terms of sex
stereotyping?

_ Yes. without reservations
_ Yes, with reservations
._ No
._ Other

What is your impressiOn of the overall appearance of
the publication (graphic art. Style. type, etc 1?

Yes_ without reservations _ Excellent
_. Yes_ with reservations Gould
_ No . Fun

_ Other . Poor

When this publication is revised what (pelves yvould you like to see made*"

Additional comments (Attach a sheet of yOui wish

4
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PROGRAM GOAL

Students will be able to function
as responsible individuals when
Participating in traffic as
Pedestrians

Students will be able to function
as responsible individuals when
driving a bicycle

N.

Students will be able to function
as responsible individuals when
participating in traffic as
Pedestrians or when driving a
bicycle

TABLE OF CONTENTS

COMPETENCY

Students will be abla to demonstrate an un-
derstanding of the proper Pedestrian use of
sidewalks and roadways.

Students will be able to demonstrate an un-
derstanding of the role of visual perception in
Pedestrian safety

Students will be able to demonstrate an un-
derstanding of the use of color to maximize the
safety of the pedestrian

Students will be able to demonstrate an un-
derstanding of the proper standards for selecting
and maintaining a bicycle

Students will be able to demonstrate an un-
derstanding of the rules of the road for bicycle
operation

Students will be able to demonstrate an^r-
derstanding of the proper techniques 'for
operating a bicycle safely 4.

Students will be able to recognize the hazardous
nature of bicycle travel in a motorized vehicle
environment

Students will be able to demonstrate an un-
derstanding of the relationship between speed
and safety in traffic

Students will be able to demonstrate and un-
derstanding of proper pedestrian use of
sidewalks and roadways. and of proper techni-
ques for operating a bicycle safely

LEVEL 1V

LESSON PAGE

1 1

2. 3
3 7
4 9
5 11

6

7

8

4.

10
11

t2

13

t4

c

13

15

17

19

21
25

27,

29

31



TEACHING AIDS NOT INCLUDED IN THIS HANDBOOK

Level IV

I

1

Lesson Films and Source Books and Source Other Materials

4

11

t2'

Maps of Oregon

sa

..

..

9
III

,

Mr

Transparency map .f school
area showing streets_ Dittos of
the map of the school area!
Teacher mustmaketransparen-
cy and dittos

Pictures show ing various
bicycling activities, depicting
good and poor riding practices -
Collected by students or
teacher.

pictures of streets and roads.
showipg typical traffic
situations Collected by
students or teacher

A
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AREA: Socia. I Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Level IV
LESSON 1

PROGRAM GOAL: Students will be able to function as responsible individuals when
participating in traffic as pedestrians-

COMPETENCY: Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the proper
(Course Goal) Pedestron use of sidewalks and ro4dways.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given rules for Pedestrians_ the student will interpret
their meaningS and the consequences it therules are
disobeyed

CONTENT:
Pedestrian Safety Regulators

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Art. language arts

MATERIALS:
Story. "John's Safety Trip (Appendix. Page 34)

"Rules for Pedestrians (Appendix. page I)

Pencil (it crayons

Writing or drawing paper

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
t .Read the story about John and his interesting

walk to school.or pass out copies ::dhe
students and let them read the story them es

_It

10

1

0

2 Before closcudiSong John's safety violations. have
the children make a list of the safety violations
they noticed In the Story When they have
finished. ask them for some of the safety rules
John violated For instance

a He didn't. allow enough it o school
so heft* to hurry .-.11

b He didn't check the weather c i editions and
dress aPPrPPriately

c He left the house hungry

d He didn't use the sidewalks or safety
patrols.

. .

e He walked across another Person's proper-
ty

f He wasn't alert

g He faywatked

I

11.

t
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AREA:

SUB-AREA:

4

Social Responsibility .

Citizen.on the Steeets.and Highways

Level IV
LESSON 2

PROGRAM GOAL: Students will, be able to function as responsible individuals when
participating in traffic as p estrians_

COMPETENCY: Students will be atilt to
(Course Goal) pedestrian use of stdewal

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
From the actions 01 a character it the story The
Mystery of the Kissed Schnauzer.' the student will
identity and list the following violations of
pedestrian safety

I Jaywalking

2 Walking,.on the wrong side of a road without
sidewalkss

3 Crossing against the lights at an intersection

4 Standing in the gulatr rather.than on the curb
While wailing for traffic to pass

5 Riding two on a bicycle

CONTAINT:
Pedestrian Safety Regulators, Problem- Solving

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Langulge arts, listening skills

MATERIALS:
.Story, "The Mystear.,,,of the Kissed Schnauzer
(ApirodRi. page 2101P

LEARNINGACTIVITIEs:
In introducing the story to the class. emphasize that
there is a mystery involved and that the children
should try to recognize the clues to Solve if The
story may be read independently, or it could be
presented orally by the teacher or by selected
readers from the class At the conclusion ot the
wading_ the child n should be given time to look
back Ihrougl the s ere- find the clues and list them
on Paper To add interest. divide The class into
groups of tor to six anl*see which group can solve
the mystery tirst A discubsion period should tallow
the solution

RELATED ACTIVITY:
Clues In

"The Mystery of the Kissed Schnauzer"
.

The boy who found Packy committed five safety
4i4.-67,tlations on getting him to the D-X stabith- That

meant that the boy had to beircith-t incOtn 'pchool
where safety was riot taught in the fourth rade
Fourth graders from Mark Twain had stud* afety
and would have avoided these foolish misty The

311

.
.00.strate an understanding of the proper

soadways. .

safejyviotatior4 made by the boy were

1 Cr9ssing in the middle of the block (jaywalk-
ing).

2 Walking on the right side of a road. without
sidewalks instead of walking on the left

Atli"
3 CrOssfeg an Intersection when the light said

"Don't Walk "

4 Standin in the gutter (instead ot on the
sidewalk) to wait for cats to pass

5 Riding as a passenger on the handlebars of a
bicycle

A MOCK TELEVISION NEWSCAST
A television reporter interviews characters from the
story. Answers given by -those interviewed to the
questions suggested, here will give an excellent
review to' the points made 'in ..tabe,story and will
emphasize the rules ot safety Additional questions
should Occur to Reporter No 2 as the interviews
proceed Other characters in the44tory might be
interviewed also The following SftlenCe of in-
terviews and questions is suggested

Reporter No t gives a brief account directly to
the TV viewers

As was reported .on this program a few
evenings ago, little Kathy McDonald. tour years
old. was bitten by a stray dog on the sidewalk in
front of her home at 2874 West LaVista Avenue
Police have been unable to locate the dog. and
so Kathy has started on a series bf painful anti-
rabies shots. To prevent a recurrence of this
Situation: Scoutmaster Leon J. Kelly of 4 t83
Wentworth Avenue. has had the Spotted Turtle
Cub Scout Pack hunting down stray dogs and
bringmg them into the city dog pound The
Spotted Turtle Pack is made up of fourth grade
boys from the Mark Twain and Lincoln Schools
of this city A human interest Story has come out
ot this search for stray dogs and fdlb that story,
We take you now to the home of Scoutmaster
Leon Kelly

2 Reporter No 2 takes up the narration

"Here we are at the home of Leon Kelly,
Scoutmaster of Boy Scout Troop 97 and Den

_F,



Level IV
LESSON 2-

Father for the Spotted Turtle Cub PrIck Mr
Kelly. how long have you been in scout work?"

This begins the interview" Reporter No12 asks
further questions that will bringput the bac ground
facts given in "The Mystery of the Kissed
Sctrauzer OuestiontAllit be

a Why fad you choosetheSpotted T
Pack for this stray dog hunt rather*
older Boy Scout troop?

b Why was the hunt for stray dogs ins

How were the boys who found st
supposed to get them to the you
answer here. of course. A. that t
were to bring the dogs to artrucls th
be waiting at the D-X station on th
of Lee Street and Higgins Road To e truck
would take the dogs to the pound)

d And is it true. Mr Kelly_ that one of the bolts
on your dog hunt almost had his own dog
impounded by mistake?

rtitiCub
an your

octane)

y dogs
? (The
e boys«

It would
corner

e Will you tell us how that happened. Mrt
----

1M Kelly's account will indicate thatjlitrasdue
to safety violations made by the bby whoa
brought Oasky in that Tony was able-kr identify
the boy as being a pupil at Lincoln-School Mr
Kelly should mention the safety violations
made. but not explain them )

3 At the conclusion of Mr Kelly's- accoer7.'
Reporter No says

-Thank you. Mr Kelly And now we have with
the Cub Scout who brought Packy to the D-X
station What is your name. young man'?"

The boy paying this part gives his licte
Further questions follow

a Where did you find Pikky?

.b Why did yOu cross the street in the rmddte of
it block?

e_ Didn't you know that was a safety wolairdn1 .

*1 Why is it drgerous to Cross a street in the
middle of a block instead of at a corner or
marked crosswalk?

e In walking allOng Potter %ad. didn't yoi;

ti

realize it wasa safety hazard to walk on the
right side of the road with the traffic at your
back?

riaf y shouldwou walk on the fell side of a
d When there are no sidewalks?

g, At the shopping center. why did you cross
l when the light said "Don't Walk?

h Why did you stand in the gutter to wairOr
cars to go past instead of standing on the
sidwalk?

And is it true that you rode on the
handlebars of a friend's bicycle and held
Pocky in your arms?

Wasn't it hard for your friend to see where
he was going?

Didn't Packy squirm around and try to get
away?

I Dorsi you think that's a dangerous way to
ride a bicycle? .

ni Looking back on the whole situation, what
advice would you have regarding
pedestrian safety for other boys and girls
who migffikbe'watching this newscast?

(Those ,artswering q iv in the interviews
should attempt to av --'yes and no answers. of
course They should exOler their vriswers'enough
lo give the interyiewo flowing400versational quail-
ty

4 After this boythas given his advice. the reporter
Says

4

-This interview has comer to you from the
reattlence of Mr tlednJ Kelly your reporter has,
been (give the name of some prominbrit
newscaster)" we return yoir now -to (give the
name of some other prominent newscaster?"

Reporter No 1 takes over He says

Thank you And that con-
cludes The Mystery of the K issed Schnauzey'd

(Reporter No 1 gives an opening line orawo 01a
current news story as 11 continumethe heWs
or closes our the prografp by spying goodnight
to the audience]

THE END 4 4!

fwe
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AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citiien on the Streets and Highways

Level IV
LESSON 3

1.PROGRAM GOAL: Sktdents will be able to functioncs 'responsible individuals when
. .

. to- participating in-traffic as pedestrian .
.

. . . .. .

COMUTEriCY: Students will be able to demonstrate an- understanding of the proper
(Cou*Goal) , pedestrian use cif sidewalks and roadways.

% -

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Looking at given sketches. the student will Orally
name the tollowing traffic dangers involved-

1 Walking on a road without sidewalks.

2 Walking near congested factory areas

3 Playing in *vacant lots near congested traffic
areas and supermarket parking lots

4 Playing in the street

CONTENT:
Pedestrian Safely Regulators and Environmental
Setting

SUGGESTED APPLICATION: '
Art. social studies. language arts

MATERIALS:
Set of cards bearing sketch of pedestrian and traffic
situation plus a brief, description of the situation
(four cards included)

Ir
Overhead transparenciei or slides similar to cards
(Appendix. Pages 54)-

LEARNING ACTIVITIES: tlfllr
I Divide the class.info groups Give each group a

card illustrahrig a car-pedestrian or car-

' 4

13

7

bicyclist situation and a brief desCriplion of the
situation

Each group should meet and discuss.

a Are there any dangers Present'?

b. Why safety rules are being broken?

c. What corrections can be made?

2 Each group elects a speaker or a panel to
discuss its problem situation. The discussion
leader projects the sketch on overhead projec-
tor while reporting the findings oithe group. At
the close of the presentation. the class offers
additional suggestions to help correct the
situations A set of basic safety rules will have
evolved and should be recorded by the group.

RELATED ACTIVITY:
Have the children think of other safety situations
which Present danger. draw the sketches. and
exchange cards with each other Or.' construct
three-dimensional displays using toy cars and
buildings

`*1

Jr
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AREA:

SUB-AREA:

PROGRAM GOAL:

COMPETENCY:
(Course Goal)

Social Responsibility
N.--

Citizen on the Streets Ad Highways

Level IV
LESSON 4

Students will be able to tuhction as responsible individuals when
Participating in traffic as pedestrians_

Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the proper
pedestrian use of sidwalks and roadways.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Upon observin blank traffic signs. the student will
identify in writi the type of sign by its shape and
what action pe estrians should take when en-
countering it

CONTENT:
Pedestrian $afety Regulators and Prockdures

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:'
Social studies

MATERIALS:
'Sturdy cardboard cut in the shapes of road signs.
with messages printed.on one side of each lAppen-
dm. pages 9-12) i

Maps of Oregon

a

9

+IP

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
Automobile operators are required by law to be able
to recognize many kinds of road signs. Pedestrians,
too, should be familiar with road signs so they will
know what is expected of drivers and walkers

1 'Discuss Who must obey signs? Who is rest:Son-
sible for locations of signs? What can be done of
citizens think there should be more signs in the
community? Can you report on pertbnalobser-
vations regarding failures to observe signs?

2 Let small groups of children plan a trip, pre-
tending they are navigating for someone else
who drives. Use state maps. Cline student can
narrate the short trip whole anther draws the
outlines of the predetermined signs on the
boars! The remaining students tiecide what the
sign should say

I 4
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AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

p, ROGRAnGOAL:

COMPETENCY:
(Course Goat)

' \

Level IV
LESSON 5

Students will be able to functiop as responsible individuals when
participating in traffic as pedestrians.

Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the proper
pedestrian use of sidewalks and roadways.

PERFORMANCE INDIC=ATOR:
Given a dittoed map of the neighborhood, the
student will draw the safest route to sphool

CONTENT:
Pedestrian Safety Environmental Settcrig

SUGGESTED APPLICATION!
Social studies, maps

.t. .
MATERIALS: .,

Overhead projector

Transparency map Of school area showt...ing streets.
but not including street names. stop signs. safety
patrols. or other things which will later be added
(teacher must make transparency)

Dittos of the map of the school area

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
I Put a transparency of the school area on the

overhead projector Ask the children it they_
recognize what it is If they can't guess. tell Nein
that it is an incomplete map of the school area
and that you want their help to till in the-oUssing----
intormation ..

Mention that whenever a map is designed. a
"key" or "legend" must be developed Ask the

e

I
4

15
11

$
4

children if they know what a map key is. Take
suggestions and discuss what things the
children feel should be filled in on their blank
mar, and what symbols should represent these

f.i.-thongs
(The following symbols are examples )

School Patrol Boy

El P
Traffic Signal Home

,vp

410*Stop Sign

n
Crossing Guard

Haveltre class fill*tn alithe-rmssing-tnformatiOn
This will show how aware the children are of
directions and the area in which they live

2 41, ext Pass out dittoed copies of the sParen-
--- cy Ask 11.:: children to fill in t information

wnich pertains to their route to and from school 4
le g . street names. their house, stop signs). Tell
them they can use the key which was developed
in class or they can develop their own They
must include a key on their map and trace their
route using dotted lines

Before letting the children work on Weir maps.
discuss some of the factors which make a route
safe (e g . the most sidewalks. most crossing
guards, most policemen, traffic lights, patrol
members, and the least volume of traffic)

RELATIVE ACTIVITY= vale
Plan the safest "Trick or Treat" route



AREA:

SUB-AREA:

PROGRA1111 GOAL:

COMPETENCY:
(Course Goal)

Level 1V
LESSON 6

Social ResponsibRity
-...

kCitizen on the Street and Highways

Students Will bk able to function as responsible individuals when
participating in traffic as pedestrians. . .

Students will be able to demonstrate an understandinp of the role of
visual perception in pedestrian safety.

'PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
The student identify the inner and outer parts of
the human eye. and the function of each part

CONTENT:
Pedestrian Safety Human Capabilities

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Science health

MATERIALS:
-Look At Your Eyes '; (See page 14)

Transparencies of eyes (APpendob. pages 15 and
33)

Markirig pens

L RNING ACTIVITIES:
1 enclosed

questions

l

one
s verses

Read
and

you

two

reading This covers Ine eye color. outer and
inner features Relate ihe children's everyday
experiences with the arses as they are read

2 The teacher may cortanue the discussion by
using the blowing ideas

Eye

Uses

Learn about
oui won Id/

Protect

ourselves

Show our
feelasso

Eye

Color

Eyes have
different
colors

blue

brown
green

gray
hazel

Outer
Features

Eyebrows

Eyelids-
Keep light
and dust
out

I

Eyelashes
Keep dust
out

13

Eyes
work for us all day long
help us see things around us
guide our hands as we work
help us get to know people
help us see dangers and help us
move to safety (discuss dangers
cars. etc )
help us have fun
help us learn in school
help us read 41.
help us see and show feelings

3 Show transparencies of the pupil (two) Discuss
the purpose of the pupil. Stress that while our
pupils let light in and out we must help them by
Using good lighting Dark glasses help us
protect the eye from bright sunlight We can
also help our eyes by having a doctor check
them once a year

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
Invite a doctor-to come and tell how to care tor eyes
Children can write the invitation and thank you
notes

Inner
Features

,

Tears

Keep eyes

warm,
clean.
shiny

Pupil
Lets light
in and keeps
light,out

Care of
Eyes

Good lighting

Protect eyes
from bright
light

Eye chec-kup

time j yeas
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Sometimes I look in my friend's eyes
I like to make faces at him
Sometimes I play a game as.--.-
I sit up straight and lean toward

I lean close to him .

1 clan see only his eyes
My eyes are Idokipg at his eyes

It is fun to play this game with
my friend

My friend plays it. too

What does he see,
His eyes are blue
Whal color are my eyes/

Look at your friend's eyes again
There are eyebrovis over them

There are eyelashes around them
The eyebrows and eyelashes are made

of little hairs
..?y keep dust from falling in his eyes

,

My friend-s eyes are
What color are mine/
They are

1.
*

LOOK AT YOUR EYES

The water keeps your eyes clean and
makes them shine

Eyes have eyelids_ too
Eyelids are like window shades
they close down over ner eyes and

keep out the light
Then ybu can go to sleep

When there is a lot of water in your eyes.
--40u have-tears. _ _ -- - - ---- - -- -
You do not have to cry to mAtie tears

Tears come when the wind blows hard
Tears come when it is very cold
Tears are good lor your eyes
They keep them warm They keep them clean

Your eyes are shiny
That is because they are Wet ."
There is always a little water in your eyes

_ .

-'>

4

-.

Get close to your friend again
Look in the middle of one of his eyes-
Do you see the black spot?
The black spot is called the pupil
Sometimes it is smak
Sometimes it grows big

Did you ever watch the pupil in your
friend's eye change its,slie?

This is how to do it los
Have him close his eyes almost all the way
lieep them open so I can see just a litjte
I count to ten.

Onetwothreefourup to ten"
Then have him open his eyes wide
Watch one pupil in your friend's eye
It grows smaller as soon as he opens

his eyes

Why does the pupil change its we/
The pupil is a little round window
It lets the light into your eye
When your eye needs a tot of light.

the pupil gets big
When your-eye needs only a little light,

the pupil gets small
Your pupil grows big to let in every bit of light

Your pupil gets big
when you are in a dark roork
or when you are outdoors at night

Then your eye needs all the light it can get

4OP Your pupil is small
when all the lights are turned on.
or when you are outdoors in the bright
sunshine Ilr

Then there is plenty of light to see by
Your eye does gpt need so much light
Your pup, ts groan
It keeps out t e light that your eye

does not ne d

11
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AREA: Social Responsibility f/

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Level IV
LESSON 7.

PROGRAM GOAL: Students will be able to function as responsible individuals when
participating in traffic as pedestrians. m

COMPETENCY: Students will be able to demonstrate ail understanding of the use of
(Course Goal) color to maximize thisafety of the pedestrian

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
The student will lost two Colors that should be worn
at night and tell the advantages these have over two
other Colors

CONTENT:
PedeStrian Safety Environmental Setting

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Math igraPhsi social Studies

MATERIALS:
Flashlight

Cardboard glue and reflecting material

Grapy. paper

Vrsion lest (Appendix page 161

p

Defensive Driver Game (AppendiA. page 17)

Blind spot experiment (See page 161

Sides cit Jiffererilly Clad children (19ht dark etc:1
I-real:her ter Picividoi! SIldieS)

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
Wealhe conditions play an important part in
pedestrian safety It is 'easier tot a pi.destr Ian to see a
car than tor a drive; to See a Pedestrian Extra care
muwt be. taken by pedestrians when it is dark
[4u-wig. snowing. foggy. and when Streets are
slipr.rery

the pedestrian has a reSponsibilhy to wear
(e,t.c- iething white or light cohered alter dark and in7i weather. and thus warn the automobile driver

I In a darkeded classroom. shone a tlashlight
various Children clad in dark colored_ light

colored and white clothing Also have Some of
the children wear something made of reflecting
material (for exarnple. a safety patrol belt in a
iluOreScenl cOlor). aS proof that it shows up at
much greater distances than any other material

Each student should design and make a badge
131 reflecting material to wear in the dark and in
bad weather

3 Inchosed lime is required to get ready for a trip

to school Or eliewhere rn co/d_ snowy weather
_JP also takes tenger to get there if the safest

Possible route is f011Owed Have the students
make graphs comparing the time it takes to gel
ready tor school and walk lo school on a warm
day and the Irrne it takes lo get there on a bad.
winter weather day (They might ask their
parents to help thrn figure out the times

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
I Use prepared slides to show differently Clad

children te g . dark Clothes and tight-tigthes,
relleclor tape) walking after dark Hatttstudents
notice the degre$of visibility

2 Use two vision tests, to help students understand
vision limitations This will help the students
re

Than
that it IS easier for a pedestrian to see an

automobile an for a driver to see a person on

3 Use the Blind Spur experiment to help the
Students realize that a driver is not always the
jr,? o at fault when he or she fails to see a
Peliesb ran

Ellrnd Spo experiment'
Crossing the street is an activity which requites
keeping both eyes open Hazards that are guitii
Close sometimes Cannot be seen because of
vision limitations This prOlect will demonstrate
the' blind Spot of the ere

Have students punt an X on a blank sheet of paper
?,hart inc-nes from and on the same line as the X.
each child pritits his or her initialS Sample as .

RE

jhis paper is then held about 10 inches from the
(ace Each student covers the left eye and is told to
stare al the X. while moving the paper slowly
toward and then away from the face AI one porn( the
InahalS are invisible T his shows the child that the eye
has a blind *ot

..4, 14.. 1 .4. IA.*
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AREA:

SUB-AREA:

PROGRAM GOAL:

Level 1V
LESSON 8

Social Responsibility ;

C,jtizen of the Streets and Highways

Students will be able to function as responsible individuals when
driving a bicycle

COMPETENCY: Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the proper
(Course Go) standards for selecting and maintaining a bicycle.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
The student will list the criteria for proper bicycle fit

CONTENT:
Bicycle Safety Human ari Vehicle CaPabdities

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Safety

MATERIALS:
Article_ "Selecting a Bicycle (See page 18)

Transparency, --How a Bike Should Fit = (Appendix_
Page 18)

Handout. 'Do You ve Good Form''- (Appendix.
*page 191

Oregon Bicycle Rut of the Road

LEARNING ACTIVIT IES:.
1 ASk the children if any Di their families or

friends- families, have lust made a large
Purchase (eg.a car) if so. ask if there were any
things the family considered before making this
Purchase to g . size. cost. model. make_ number
of doors) Mention that just as a car is a vehicle
sD are bicycles. -and when buying a bicycle or
driving a bicycle there are certain important
factors to be considered Ask the children what
size bicycle they think they should have and
also ask them why the leel it is important to
have the correct size bicycle See -"Selecting a
Bicycle

After discussing the importance 91 a proper
sized bike. use a transparency to show how the.,
child with a proper size bike looks when riding it

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
t Have the children do research on the different

types of bicycles and report the advantages and
disadvantages Of each type (e g . lightweight.
middleweight) Students can begin their
research by reading pages 11-16. Oregon &cy-
cle Rules of the Road

2 Ask the children to go home and check to see if
their bikes are the right size If they find their
bikes are not the right size. mention that size can
be altered by adjusting the seat and handlebars

19
17

3 Distribute handout. "Do YOulave Good Form?"'
Discuss why good -form in rodi g is as necessary
as a proper fitting bike fe g . careful riding and
not getting tired)

SELECTING AllICYCLE

For safety. a child's bicycle must beihe right size for
him orher lf it is too large or too small, it will be hard
to control The child will tire much more quickly
under these circumstances

If the bicycle Is too large. it will sway from side to
side The Child can't come to a stop without leaning
to one side_ and may fall off If it is too small: the
child s knees will bump and the bike will be &Inuit
to steer

Also. bicycling is easier and more fun if the leg
muscles Can be flexed fully The muscles won't tire
as easily as when the muscle doesn't get fully4
extended

One manufacturer recommends measuring the
distance from the Child's Crotch to the Ilvor (while
the third is wearing flat-heeled shoes) to determine
the proper bicycle size If the leg length is between
29' and 35 inches. a 19" frame is recommended
From 35" to 38". a 23- or 24" frameisrecommended
Above 38". an adult's bike (26" Or more) can be
ridden

T he National Safety Council recommends bike sizes
by ages For the 5-to-7-year-old a junior bike with a
20" wheel and training wheels is suitable This bike
should be restricted 'to bike paths or sidewalks For
the 7-to- t0- year -old an intermediate bike with a 24"

"heel is good From age 10 through adulthood a 26-
or 27" wheel with frame size being selected accord-
ing to height or personal preference can be ridden

When buying a bike, one should also check for
accessories The reflector should be seen from at
least 300 feel The front light should be whiteand be
visible at least 500 feet away The horn or bell should
be audible at least 100 feet away There should be a
carrier or basket according to needs There shOuld
be a mud guard and a proper chain guard.
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AREA:

SUB-AREA:

PROGRAM GOAL:

COMPETENCY:
(Course Goal)

Level IV
LESSON 9

Social Responsibility

Citizen dm the Streets and Highways

Students- will be able to function as respdhsible individuals when
driving a bicycle

Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the rules of
the road for bicycle operation.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given specific questions and blank signs_ the stu-
dent will select the best answers as to the sign
warnings

CONTENT:
Bicycle Safety Regulators

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies

MATERIALS:
Oregon Bicycle Rules of the Road. pages 35-40

Traffic#Sign Quiz ( Appendix. page 20)

Transparencies of blank traffic signs (Appendix.
pages 9.12_ 401

-Know Your Bicycle Laws (Appendix_ page 61)

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
Students must realize the Importance of recognizing
traffic signs or signals and form the habit of obeying
them This is a practice which will carry over onto
latei life and help them to be better automobile
'it wets

1 Discuss the foll0wing common traffic violations
1)1 CyChSts

a Riding in the middle of the street

b Failure to yield right 01 way On most cases.
the cyclist didn't "see- the car. in some
Cases he or she intentionally infringed on
the motiyist's right of way

c Riding too fast lor conditions

19

as.

d Disregard of traffic signs or signals

e Riding against the flow of traffic

I Improper turning

What are some Of the traffic signs normally
encountered by bike riders? Are bike riders
'required by law to Observe and obey such
signs? Why? Why don't bike riders consistently
obey traffic signs? See Oregon Bicycle Rules of
the Road

Who determines where traffic signs are placed
and what signs they should be Why place a
two -way stop. four-way sto or lights instead of
a stop sign or a yield stgn an you think of an
intersection that presents a azard because of
the type 01 sign placed there? How .can it be
changed?

2 Have students complete the Traffic Sign Quiz
using the transparencies of traffic. signs in the
Appendix The teacher will have to add ap-
propriate numbers to the signs af-141 develop a
test key

RELATED ACTIVITY:
Have students work in pairs or Small groups to write
Short skits or puzzles ObOut intersections in the
neighborhood. such as "You are riding your bike
from to YOu pass a
sign, a sign. and What in-
tersection are you approaching'?" When the children
are ready. have these puzzles read aloud so the Other
students may try 10 guess the correct intersections



AREA:

SUB-AREA:

PROGRAM GOAL:

. COMPETENCY:
(Course Goal)

Level IV
LESSON 10

Social Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Students will be able,to function as responsible individuals when
driving a bicycle .

Students will,; be able to demonstrate an understanding of the proper
techniques-fir operating a bicycle safely.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given a bicycle skills course, the student will
demonstrate proficiency at operating a ycle

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies

CONTENT:
Bicycle Safety

MATERIALS:
Large.paved area (Playground. parking lot or street
which can be blocked off)

Suggested skills tests (See page 221

Sample map of bicycle skills Path **layout (See
page 24)

Copy of bicycle inspection check list (Appendix.
Page 3$)

List of stills being tested

Procedures for --skillS day" and specific material#
(See page 22)

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
This will probably be done on a schoolwide basis
but it not this plan might be followed

The ciass will elect a committee to read through the
different bicycle skill tests and. with the teachers
guidance. decide which ones louse This committee
will then. on the basis 61 the skill tests being use Set
up a suggested layout for the testing area Th e
children will also guide the class in selector,
children to actually draw the lines needed for the
teStS_ to bring items needed for the'skIll test. to mark
the skill test sheet_ and to check bicycles to make
sure they're in proper condition before allowing the
rider into the Skills' test area All of the work. except
actually checking off each child as he or she Passes
a skill test. should be done before the actual test
time Other adults (mothers. student teachers. local
Poke) should probably participate in the actual
skills testing II children participat the leacher
should use children without blCycl IX test these
children during some free time sot at they will not
mu% the henehtS Vf this tt.t

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
1 Write letterS to parents Or Other classes in the

School inviting them to your skill d8y

R.

21
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2 Exptain the test being given. show the children
the needed patterns for the tests selected. have
the children set up their own layouts. and have
the class vote to select the best layout

GENERAL PROCEDURES FOR SKILL DAY
1 Mark lines for maneuvers with chalk, dry or wet

lime. or yellOw or while paint

2 Haite youngsters use their own bicycles

3 Inspect bicycles to see that they are in good
oPeratirig condition (Children should know
rules for safe bicycle riding before the tests and
also know something about the mechanics of
the bicycle so that they can discover mechan-
ical defects and know how to correct them

4 Before giving the test it should be explained
carefully to drivers The purpose of each test
should be fully outlined

5 It is wise not to use groups larger than ten One
group should be entirely finished before the
next group MOOS

6 A competent bicyclist should demonstrate the
test before each exercise

7 for teaching purposes. a Pass-fail grading
system should be adequate (A check mark
could stand for past and an *x" for fail )

8 All lines should be 2" wide unless otherwise
specified All dinlenslons should be measured
between the inside edges of the lines

MATERIALS
,.. Tape measure and yardstick

Chalk and chalk lime. lime (wet or dry)

Paint (white or yellow)

Stopwatch or watch with second hand

Objects to be used as obstacles Such as cardboard
boxes_ stanchions, milk cations_ Saw horse. blocks

Simulated stop sign. and traffiC signal

Score card Or sheet
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S.

String

Bicycle repair tools

The following bicycle skill tests will be Concerned
with the observance of signs and signals. balancing.
pedaling. braking. hand signaling, dismounting, and
tine control ft is important that children have
acquired skill in these various areas.so that they will
become competent drivers and not have to worry
about proper maneuvers should an emergency
situation occur while riding

SKILL TESTS
I Steering Have each student ride at a comfort-

able speed for thirty feet between parallel lines
four inches apart. without disturbing beveled
lo.A.S Placed against the lines in pairs (twelve

git'qutiedi al distances Of Six feet Deduct
h. an ore _a IVO) flo_eint;

r :so cacti time 3 tore touCheS either line e

Five posits ear!'h lime a wheel roils oulSide the
iiiie either

Eight oints, each lime ir wrie&I touches .3
t14, led block

Ten pole its ea.: h tune a tiller tilts Coif tile bicycle

r;otriesmq arid ;egtrahng Students must signal
Barris and then make senCrOth left- and right
i.je,j tlpf Eiedur. t horn score of 100 pomts

F vie ricmis t.ut gieat dill's:pity in ritaiieuvrbing
tom

1 ers fume the tides tails 4:111 tritt
bltrit;I: le

1.401111S Ptf,'11:1.$ tui,e nig! rtitief 1311: tr:14,ignai
nail

i itianeuveteng Place cardboard cartons OA
t.i.veled block c, from previous tetiti twerity-five
f :,:el aarl alOng a Aiairjtit line 150 feet long\1,,,even rria lief ,-44-.guiredi Have each student
ilde at a co oi talge speed weaving to pass oh
Alternate bideS of the markers Deduct from
..._ote i_il Inn points-

F v.:wit.; each tirrii:_anlaiker IA.. out-tied by any
.jit cif the idr co his bicycle

Tim [..sent'. each lime the rder laN off the
vc

41,

4 Circle Riding Mark two concentric circles with
diameters of 16 feet abd 12 feet respectively. to
make a circular path two feet wide Have each
student slay within the path while riding four
times around at a comfortable speed Deduct
from score of 100 points

Two points each time a tire touches either
circular line

Three points each time a wheel rolls out of the
path (either toward the inside or Outside)

Five points each time both wheels of the bicycle
loll off the path (either inside or outside)

Ten points each time the rider falls off the
bicycle

5 Bala/1011g at SfovSpeed,Mark a lane three feet '

wide with white chalk di- highway pain$ Havel
each student ride fifty feet at thy_ Slowest
Possible speed_ keeping inside the lane lines
Deduct from score of 110 points

.

Points PeJapme a trregouches either laneo
lour

a

22

22

r-
Five points cacti time a wheel rolls outside the
lane on either side,

Ten points each time a rider falls off the bicycle

One point for each second of time less than one-
hall minute for riding ChstanCoe 4.11 fifty feet

Braking Using a portion of the testing area,
have each student pedal continuously at ,a
comfortable f8 to IQ miles per hour) speed At
sonic ,saint in this tide give the command -stop"
as a signal for the rider to Make an emergency
Skirl in a str.aight line Stop should 4:ie made in
about 14 feet Deduct (rpm score of tO0 points

Five points if the rider strips pedaling before the
command to stop is given

Fiore points it the near tise,Skids in making the
str=ip

,
F points if rider swerves making the strip

Ten pointS if the rider fallS off the bicycle in
making the MP

4
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Level IV
LESSON 11

?tr_AREA: Social Responsibility--

`.,SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PillaGRAM GOAL: Students will be able to function as responsible individuals when
driving a bicycle.

COMPETENCY: Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the proper
(Course Goal, techniques for operating a bicycle safely.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given slides Or pictures depicting proper and im-
proper bicycle riding practices, the student will
determine what desirable or undesirable results
might oCc ur

"Ow

CONTENT:
1-Slity0torSefely -Regulat'011.-

ting

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Language arts

ental Set-

w44

MATERIALS:
The Bicyhsl as a 'Driver (Appendix. pagb 21)

Oregon Bicycle Rules or the Road.

Pictures showing various bicycling activities, depic-
ting good and poor riding practices (Collected by
students or teacher )

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
1 Have students read Chapter 3. Oregon Bicycle

Rules ol the Road Discuss why we have traffic
laws Ask the students to explain the difference
between 'traffic laws" and "satety rules

2 Have students read. The Bicyclist as a 'Drover
and pages 65-72. Oregon Bicycle Rules ol the
Road

3 Using the articli as a guide. students should
critically view pictures of children on bicycles.
pointing out sale practices and careless ones

They shovid be able to discuss these questions
and comments

a Why do automobile drivers often say. "I
never trust kids on bikes?"

b Why is it essential that a cyclist develop skill
in balanced pedaling?

21
25

.. .

C What is -the reason for this rule: Cyclists
must ride with the flow qt traffic, not against
traffic?

d you know qv:4 the motor vehicle lawlof
practi states require the use ofhand

nags as a safe bicycle riding practice? IS
that the only reason cyclists should use
them? What are the three proper hand
signals?

e Why do people complain about bicyclists
who crowd between a car and the curb?
After all, a bike doesn't need much room
Shouldn't car drivers be glad that c yclists at
least stop of a corner?

t The "banana- seat on the hi-rise bike was
designed for carryingan ektra person on
the bike. wasn't it? Then why do people
complain about the danger of two on a
bike?

g is there a real danger in holding onto a
moving vehicle? if go, what is the danger?

h What is so bad about stunt riding on a bike?
People do it on television shows and at the
circus Some kids ride lust as well as these
performers do

If a cyclist is sbpposed to ride with traffic.
end as close to the right curb as possible,
how is he expected to make a left turn?

Do you have a right to leave your bike Iging
in your own driveway or across the sidewalk
in front of your own house ?'Why?

RELATED ACTIVITY:
Students might draw pictures or cartoon strips
showing9ood riding practices or results of careless
riding habits,
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AREA:

SUB-AREA:

PROGRAM GOAL:

COMPETENCY:
._(Course Goal)

ercietal ReSponsibility

Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Students will be able to function as
driving a bicycle

Level IV
LESSON 12

responsible individuals when

Students will be ableto recognize the hazardous nature 4 bicycle travel
in a motorized vehicle environment..

PERFORMWCE INDICATOR: 4
Given pcoalble hazards for bicycle riders in a
number of street and road Situation pictures. the
student wolf interpret what he has seen and suggest
solutions tOr piobtris which exist.

CONTENT:
Bicycle Safety Human capabilities_ Environmen-
WI Setting

"41
SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Scic ialitudies language..-arts

MATEIIIALS:
Pictures of streets and pads. showing typocalhaffic
situations such as crossroads alleys. side tuads
hills driveways. busineSs areas_ residential areas_
and rural areas (Collected by Student or teacher

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
Practice makes perfect is true Only if one pi'actices

g.od habits An exptmericed bicycle drover who
conscientiously uses good driving habits is better
.able to cive with sudden dangers than an onex
peroenceoj drover

It is illiPOSSibl IOUcClatnrit children with an example
of every hatardOus Sitalion with which they might
be confronted However. it rS possible to impress
upon them the need for constant alertness in bicycle
'ding it is alsO PoSSible! and desirable. to pfesent

some typical Situations which might arose and give
them OPPUrturiltie9 to train thernSelveS 10:r aritiCiPille
dangers arid know how to react

, In a general discussion- have students conAre
reactions of automobile drivers and bicycle

fir

V 2,5

J 27

drIVera to iven situations Perhaps some
children hav ridden In a car with a new driver
t maybe a 16- ar-pfd brotheuor Sister) Did they
teeits coritidirt Ortrilhat person as with their
parents? Have they watched young Children
ride bicycles in the street or on the sidewalk?
How *yid they tell that the young Children
hadn't ridden bikes for very long?

2 Tell students that they are to pretend they are
Tiding' bicycles toward the movie screen Pic-
tures will be flashed onto the screen and left for
Several seconds. When the picttre tamed off.
Students are to tell what they saw that might bee
Potential hazard and what they would do. 10
prevent an accident

RELATED ACTIVITES:
I Have Students write short stories on subjects

as the following

a It takes orrOre skolrio dr ive a bicycle safely
Than to drove a car safely

What can happen when bicycles are not
parked in safe praCeS?

c. How a bicycle can endanger the safety Of 8
pedestrian

d ' A bike rider who ignored driveways and
alleYS

i
2 If you hale a tape recorder available. ot r ht be

Interesting to have the Students 'record ear
Short stories and play the tape for the class ia r

A4



AREA:

tUS-AREA:.

PROGRAM dOAL:

COMPETENCY:
(Courseoal)

.Level IV
LESSON 13 ()

Social Responsibility

Citiien oil the Streets and Highways

Students will bt able to function as 'regponsible individuals when
driving a bicycle.\
Students\ will be able 30.to demonstrate an understanding

. relationship between speed and safety in traffic.
. :' .

PERPORMANZINDICATOR:
Given a chart stopping distances, the student will
interpret it and ake one graph of the information
from the chart 4,

CONTENT:
qicycle Safety Vehicle and Human Capabilities '

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies. math. science

MATERIALS:
Char; of stopping distances (Appendix. page 221

Graph paw' and crayon;.

LEORNING ACTIVITIES:
1 The leacher will use the transparency 404 Ert

pass out copies 01 the chart of stopping ds,
lanCeS Ask. 'What is -thinking time (Distal:lee
traveled beloteo brakes are applied i Once the"
children haveOelmed this terni..the class can
dis.cuss vehicles other than bicycles which
require the driver..to think before stopping then,
ie g trucks_ buses trams)

Also, discuss braking instance 'the chliitince
ti aveled after the br Mies have been applicioaind
'topping distance- Mine thinking distance and
the braking distance

3

Pass out graph paper and give the children one
example of how to use the Heil to graph the
information Both wet slopping' distances arid
dry stopping distancel can be incorporated into
one bar graph by having the children use
different colored crayons White could rePrev
Sent thinking distance. red could represent
braking dislapce on dry paVernent, blue could
represent braking distance on wet priVernent

Have the children take balls of yarn or roll Is\nf
crepe paper onto the playground At your
signal. have them unroll thee- material to mark a

An certain number of feet For example, of the
leader calls 20.feet. whenosignaled the children

of the .
ik .

will mark with the yarn the dies ce they think is
20 Wet and `compare the two lances_ The
class could work in teams of with one
estimating and the other measuring and recor-
ding the actual distanckmarked ,and the dis-
tance which should lrebeen marked

From the graph and the chart ask the chin:Iron if they -

distance and wet stopping distance (Wet Stopping
can see any relationship etween dry stopping

distance is almost three times greater than dry - ,,

stopping distance Ask what remainS,the same If the .,
pavement is dry or wet? (ThinIsing distance ) Ask
What is the total ratio, according to our graphs and

-charts. between stkoping distances on dry pave-
ment and stopping distances on 'wet pavdment?
(About to timest

RELATED ACTIVITIES: fibi Have the children find the stopping distances&
different vehicles and transIdta this inforaugon
into gragifi.Dr chart form so that they can see
hew much longerltafies another vehicle. (e g .8
car to, step when going the same speed as a
bicycle) Children could do research to find.why
it takes different distances to stop 1 -----,_--------..-

-.".' Have the class divide into teams with. t least
toui children on each team Have the children
who have speedometers on their bikes bring 4
their bikes yo school tio to the playground and.
a, teams, hJve each learn decide on the speeds
they want to check for timeitlave the
rider get up to the patticul peed slid signal
when he '6. reached that speed Heioe one
member of the team blow a whistle or in some
manner sigetal the rider to stop Another
member will watch the, time and a fourth
Member will record the data Deck in the
classtoom. have the children, translate their.

'information into graphs or charts and present it
to the rest of the class Discusswhy, if two teams
use similer speeds, the,stopping times might be
eitierent Human capabilities and vehicle

1;--'1 capabilities differ, Compare gicycl and
automobile stopping times

4.4
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AREA: SociaP.Responsibility

Level IV
LESSON 14

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM GOAL: Students will be able to function as responsible individuals when
participating in traffic as pedestrians or when driving a bicycle

COMPETENCY: Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of proper
(Course Goal), pedestrian use of sidewalks and roadways. and of proper techniques for

operating a bicycle safely.

PERFORtlIANCE INDICATOR:
Given a hypothetical courtroom s`ttua lion involving a
car accident. the student will bektble to recognize
who was responsible for the accident and orally
state four rules governing bicycle and pedestrian
safety

CONTENT:
Bicycle Safety. Pedestrian Safety Regulators

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Language arts. dramatics. social studies.

MATERIArS
Copies of t'he facts of the case (See page 32)

Diagram of courtroom showing placement of tur-
niture (See peg? 38)

Diagrams of fhe accident, including placement of
vehicles and witnesses (See page 37)

LEARNIWG ACTIVITY:
Mock Trial
The children who take part in this learning situation
should be tamiliar with the identilication of rules
pertaining to safe bicycle practices and pedestrian
rules This lesson should give the student the
Opportunity to think creatively in a decision-making
and problem-solving situation. It will bring to bear
the necessity of delineating the area of responsibili-
ty for each person involved. Whose fault was it that
the accident occurred/ How do we cope with this
problem? What human capabilities controlled this
situation/ The child must devi,se the appropriate
plan of action for the situation that can really
happen

THE FACTS:
On Thursday at noon. it was raining. Billy Gray. a
student at North Shore Elementary School. was on
his way home for lunch. He drove his bicycle out of
the schbol parking lot and over the sidewalk with
Mark Driscoll' riding as a passenger on his
handlebars. Out of the parking lot driveway. Billy
turned hteticycle to the left ( without giving a hand
signal) and started up Damon Street on the left side.
He was going fast and wearing a pair of sunglasses
to protect his eyes from the rain. Both his clothes
and those of Mark Wiscoll were dark m color so that
they did not show up well. The bocyole had bad
brakes and was without a reflector ar lights for nogrt
driving

Ste0e Morrison. another North Shore student. had
RIO come Irom the school carrying a model dinosaur
in a bog paper box. The dinosaur had been on display
tor f.T.A. night and had somehow slipped off the
homeroom table and broken off an ear Steve's
homeroom teacher apologized to him for the broken
ear. but she could see that Steve as hurt and angry
'because his model had been broien. Outside in the

, rain, Steven was hurrying along the sidewalk carry-
ing the box when his mother honked at him from her
car parked across the street from the school. Sbe,
had come to pack him up. Angry and upset as he was.
Steve turned off the sidewalk between two parked
cars to start across the street to his mother.,

The safety patrol monitor down on the corner saw
Steve turn toward the street and yelled for him to
conie on down to the crossing where the crossing
light was located. But Steve paid no attention:
maybe he dtdn't even. hear the yell or maybe he
did. No one knows. At any rate. Steve started across
the street toward his mother Jaywalking. Like B illy
and Mark. Steve was wearing dark clothes that were
difficult to see in the rain. The box he carried was so
large (three feet square) that Steve couldn't see
over it or around it very well. He didn't see Billy Gray
approaching and when Steve' stepped out front
between parked cars. it was directly into the path of
the bicycle Steve. Billy and Mark all went sprawling
on the street. No one was serious hurt. Steve picked
up his dropped box arid went on across the street to
his waiting mother. Billy and Mark righted, their
upset bicycle and continued their ride up the street

NOTE:
The foregoing material (together with the sketch of
the accident setting) shouldibe thoroughly familiar
to the lawyers and all witnesses in the trial so that
there is no confusion in the accourrf that is given to
the class. which will be serving as alloy. These jury
members. however, should not know ahead of time
what happened. The details of the accident should
become known to them only as those details are

ti brought out by the lawyers in questioning the
witnesses Such a procedure lends suspense and
permits the completestory to unfold a little at a time.
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ROOM SETUP:
See accompanying sketch number two_for place-
menaif furniture To open the trial, the principal sits
behind the teicher's desk. In chatr-desks to his right,
sit STEVE MORRISON and'ALLEN PATCH To his



Mock Trial*

left, sit BILLY GRAY and LARRY SHARP. All four
boys face the class. PATTY JAMISON. sitting at the
left end of the teache desk. also faces the class.

4 /
PRINCIPAL:
(Rising to stand as he addresses the class) Good
afternoon. students. I'm the pkincipal of your school.
My name is Mr./Mrs. Skogman. I'm here in your
room to find out who was responsible for an
accident that occurred today at noon when Billy
Gray ran into Steve Morrison with his bicycle.
(Pause) This is a veryjerious thing we're talking
about because every year the number of children
injured on bicycles continues to go uP. In 1954. there
were 400 people killed while riding their bicycles and
in 1968. there were 800. In addition to that. there
were 38.000 injured. Thirty-Eight Thousand!!! So,
you see. that's pretty bad. (pause) Here in School we
have ruled on how our bicycles should be ridden.

iand if we find out that Billy Gray was breaking the
rules of bicycle safety. maybe we shouldn't let him
ride his bicycle to school,. any longer. That's what
Police do with automobile drivers, you know. If
someone has an accident. and the accident is his
fault, sometimes they take away his driver's license.
(pause) So since this is such a serious matter. we're
going to handle it just like a case in court. That
means with lawyers and a judge and everything. As
principal of the school, I'm going to be the judge.
and Larry SharP is going to'be Billy Gray's lawyer.
Allen Patch is going to be the lawyer for Steve
Morrison, and the clerk that swears in the witnesses
will be Patty Jamison. (Of course. actual names of
the student actors may be used instead of these
character names. if desired. Girls might be lawyers
as well as boys.) Since this is just a mock trial, we'll
use a dictionary for swearing of the witnesses. Fora
jury. we'll have everyone in the class who isn't a
witness. And when the trial is Over. the jury is to vote
on whether it thinks Billy Gray is guilty or not guilty.
(Looking at Allen Patch) Is the Prosecution ready?

ALLEN:
Ready. your Honor.

PRINCIPAL:
(Looking at Larry SharP) Is the defense ready?

LARRY:
Ready. your Honor.

PRINCIPAL:
Then we will first have the prosecution lawyer
address the jury and tell us just what he expects to
prove in this case. (Principal sits in his chair behind
teacher's desk) (From this point, et is not possible in

..__.. this script to give the exact words the actors will use.
Their speeches. questions. and answers will be
determined by the cases the two lawyers have
worked out beforehand. After their first question toga
wetness, the lawyers will have to phrase what they
say according to theanswers they get. From here on.
the exercise becomes an exercise in creative think-
ing and impromptu acting.)

ALLEN:
(Rising and talking to the class as if it were a jury

(which it is). Allen will tell them what he Plans to
bring out in the course of the trial. The points he
plans to make will be:)

a. Billy was riding too fast.

b. He drove his bicycle over the sidewalk
instead of walking it as he was supposed to
do.

c. He did not give a hand signal when he
turned into Damon Street.

d. He was riding on the wrong side of the
street when he struck Steve.

e. He was carrying a boy on his bicycle
handlebars at the time of the accident.

f. Even though it was raining. Billy was wear-
ing sun glasses so he couln't see clearly.

g. Billy's bicycle had faulty brakes.

h. The bicycle had no reflector for night
driving. This might make it more difficult to
see in the rain.

At the conclusion of his talk. Allen says.'"Thank
you." and sits again. -

PRINCIPAL:
(To Larry Sharp) Is the defense ready for its opening
statement?

LARRY: .

Yes. your Honor_ (Larry rises and addresses the
class as Allen did. His address might go something
like this): in this trial the defense will show that Billy
Gray was no more responsible for the accident in
question than Steve Morrison was. We will *Show
that.

a. Steve Morrison was in an angry upset
condition when he left the school house
today at noon.

b_ He darted from between two parked cars to
get across the street to his mother who was
waiting for him.

c. He jaywalked.

d. He disobeyed the Patrol monitor on duty at
the 'crossing.

e He was carrying something Ina big box that
kept him from seeing as well as he should
when he crossed the street.

f He was wearing dark clothes that wouldn't
show up on a gray. rainy day which it was

We will Prove all these things with witnesses we
intend to call- Thank you. your Honor. (Larry sits
down.) /4
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PRINCIPAL: bicycle at noon?
(To Allen) The Prosecution May call itsfirst witness.

ALLEN:
The Prosecution calls Mary Alice LI* Fever td the
witness stand. Please.

MARY ALICE:
Yes -

.

ALLEN:
How did you happen to see him?

(Mary Alice Le Fever leaves her desk and goes to the
witness stand. Patty Jamison meets her there with MARY ALICE:
the dictionary.) I was going along the sidewalk up to the corner

crossing, and all at once Billy came shooting across
PATTY: the sidewalk in front of me on his bicycle.

' State your name please.
ALLEN:

MARY ALICE: Where did this happen?
Mary Alice Le Fever.

4 MARY ALICE:
PATTY: There at the parking lot driveway.
(Holding out the dictiongy.) Place your left hand on
the dictionary. (Mary Alice does so. and raises her ALLEN:
right hand.) Do you Promise to tell the truth, the There where you're suPPosed to walk your bicycle
whole truth. and nothing but the truth, so help you across the sidewalk instead of riding it?
Noah Webster? i

... MARY ALICE:
MARY ALICE: , Yes.
I do

ALLEN:
PATTY: But Billy Gray was riding his?
You may be seated.

. 1 MARY ALICE:
(Mary Ahce sits in the witness chair. Patty returns to Yes.
her chair at the left end of the teacher's desk and sits.
Allen stands and goes to the witness chair. As he ALLEN:
asks Mary Alice questions, he may stand still, or he Was he going fast. or slow?
may ship to different positions around the chair. The
followolTg reproduction of questions and answers is MARY ALICE: .

given merely to serve as a general guide that the He was going real fast.
testimony of a witness might take. Questions will
vary, of course. according to the case the lawyejihas ALLEN:
worked out and is attempting to prove.) How fast?

6

ALLEN: k MARY ALICE:
Will you Please state your name for the jury? Real fast. I had to jump back or he would have run

into me..
MARY ALICE:
Mary Alice LeFever

ALLEN:
Where do you live. Mary Alice?

MARY ALICE:
At 1947 Lassiter Street.

ALLEN:
Are you a student at this school?

MARY ALICE:
Yes

LARRY:
I objects

PRINCIPAL:
On what grounds?

LARRY:
The witness doesn't know if Billy would have run into
her or not That's just something she thinks might

...... have happened.

PRINCIPAL:
Objection sustained. (To Class) The jury will ignore
the witness' last statement.

ALLEN: .

What grade are-you in? NOTE The teacher may want to eliminate objec-
tions by,,the lawyers. Objections will add interest

MARY ALICE: only if they are used sparingly so as not to become
Fourth grade. tedious and if the lawyers involved are able to

recognize ground's upon which objections may be
ALLEN: made- Some common reasons for objections are.
Did you see the defendent there. Billy Gray, on his these:
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a. The witness is giving an opinion rather that
s-*.ncl a fact.

b The witness is testifying to something he
did not actually see or hear himself

c The lawyer is telling the witness what to
/s

d The witness (instead of the defendant) is
being treated as the person on trial.

ALLEN:
(To Mary Alice) After Billy Gray got across the
sidwalk in front of you. what did he do?

MARY ALICE:
He made a left -turn into the street

ALLEN:
Did you see him make a hand signal that he was
going to turn/

MARY ALICE:
No ...

ALLEN:
He didn't make any hand signal to show that he was
going to turn?

MARY ALICE:
I didn't see him make any.

ALLEN:
All right Billy is out in the street now on his bicycle
Which side of the street was he on

MARY ALICE:
He was on the left

ALLEN:
Are you sure?

MARY ALICE:
Yes. I am sure

ALLEN:
Bicycle riders are supposed to
the street. you know Th

MARY ALICE:
Yes. I kriow But Bill was on the left side

o on the right side of
me, as cars.

ALLEN:
Was Billy by himself on bicycle?

MARY ALICE:
4o. he had another boy ri g on his handlebars

ALLEN:
Do you know the other bo s name?

MARY ALICE:
Yes. it was Mark Driscoll

ALLEN:
And Mark Driscoll was t e Person sitting on the
handlebars in front of Billy Gray Is that right?
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MARY ALICE:
Yes

ALLEN:
Then what happened?

r

MARY ALICE:
About half way to the corner. they ran into Steve
Morrison and knooked him down.

ALLEN:
-And did th bicycle fall down. too'

MARY ALICE:
Yes. everybody I down

ALLEN: ti
Then what happened?

MARY ALICE:
Steve Picked himself up and nt on across the
street to where his mother was sting in the Car for
him. And both Billy and Mark go ack on the bicycle
sand continued on their way.

ALLEN:'
With Mark riding the handlebars again?

MARY ALICE:.
Yes

ALLEN:
(To Larry) That's all the questions the defense has
for this witness. Yol'i may cross examine.

(Allen sits in his chair again. Larry comes to the
witness stand to question Mary Alice. He will
attempt. in the role of defense attorney, to ask her
questions that might mix her up maybe ask the
same questions more than once to see of he gets the
same answer everytime If the answers are different.
he will point this out to the fury to show that the
witness is not reliable )

LARRY:
You say. Mary Alice. that Billy Gray nearly ran over
you when he came out of the parking lot driveway?

MARY ALICE:
Yes

LARRY:
Did it scare you/ Nearly getting run over?

MARY ALICE:
Sure. it scared me!

LARRY:
Mary Alice. how far is it from the sidewalk, where
Billy nearly hit you. on out to the street?

a
MARY ALICE:
Oh. not every far

LARRY:
Now far?
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ALLEN:
I oblect.

PRINCIPAL
On what grounds?

ALLEN:
The defense mask trig the witness to give her opinion
about something instead of telling what she knows
to be tact

PRINCIPAL:
Objection sustained The witness does not have to
answer that question

LARRY:
(To Mary Alice) You say you had to jump back to
keep from being run over?

MARY ALICE:
Yes

LARRY:
And were you scared?

MARY ALICE:
Yes

LARRY:
Mary Alice, how could you lump back and then have
enough time to look at Billy again in the few
seconds it took for him to make the turn into the
street?

MARY ALICE:
I was look mg at him at the same brae I looked back It
all went together.

LARRY:
Or is it that when you finished jumping back and
looked at Billy again. he was already in the street?
And you didn't see him turn?

MARY ALICE:
I saw him make the turn

What was the weather like today at noon?

MARY ALICE:
It was raining

LARRY:
That means you were standing there in the rain.
frightened from having just about been run over, and
yet in the few seconds Billy Gray spent going from
the sidewalk to the street. you were able to watch
him so well that you could observe that he didn't
make any hand signal?

MARY ALICE:
I didn't say he didn't make any hand signal! I said I
didn't see him make a hand signal!

LARRY:
So he might have mad f one then?Andliou didn't see
it Is that possible? 4,
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MARY ALICE:
I suppose its possible But I, don't think he made a
hand signal /
LARFIY:
We're not interested in what you think. Mary Alice!
Were interested in what you know for facto (Pause)
Now you say the boy riding on Billy Gray's bicycle
handlebars was Mark Driscoll?

MARY ALICE:
Yes

LARRY:
And you say that Mark was holding onto the bicycle
by holding the handlebars?

MARY ALICE!
Yes

LARRY:
The time d would take Billy Gray to ride over the
sidewalk into the street and up the street halfway to
the corner where ydu say his bicytte hit Steve
Morrison, couldn't have been more than a minute.
could it?

MARY ALICE:
Something like that.

LARRY:
And yet in that one minute there in the rain, you
jumped back to keep from being run over! You got
scared You recognized Mark 'Driscoll! You think
you noticed that Billy didn't give a left turn signal!
And you're sure that Mark Driscoll was holdir% onto
the handlebars! Now did all that realty happen? In
one minute?

MARY ALICE:
He must have been holding on the handlebars.

LARRY:
Why must he?

MARY ALICE:
Because that's how you hold onto a bicycle when
you're riding piggyback; you have to -hold onto the
handlebars..

LARRY:
Have yov ever ridden piggyback on a bicycle? (Mary
Alice may not be eager to answer ) Have you?

ALLEN:
I object!

PRINCIPAL:
On what grounds?

ALLEN:
Mary Vice is not on trial here. Billy Gray is'

PRINCIPAL:
Objection sustained, The witness doesn't have to
answer that question.



LARRY:
(To the class) I would tike to point out to the jury that
this witness. Mary Alice LeFaver, has changed her
story twice in the time I have been questioning her.
At first. she was positive that Billy Graydid not give a
hand signal when he turned left out of the parking
lot. Than she said he might have given a signal, and
she didn't see it. She also said at first thal Mark
Driscoll wag holding onto the handlebars. And then
she said he must have been, because that's the only
way you can stay on a bidycle when you're riding
piggyback. So I would say that this is an undepend-
able wetness- who says things she isn't sure of. The
jury should remember that (To the principal) That
concludes the defense's questioning of this witness.
your Honor (Larry sits back in his seat again )

PRINCIPAL:
You may step down (Mary Allialleaves the witness
cheitaiscittealans to her seat ) Will the prosecution
cane next witness

And so the trial proceeds until the prepecution has
called all its witnesses-As many witnesses Should be
called as are necessary for Allen to prove the things
ha wants. Suggested witnesses for both lawyers
would be:

a. Billy? ray

b Steve Morrison.

.6

c Mark Dristoll.

d The safety patrol monitor who was on duty
on the corner

e Steve Morrisore3 mother (who was waiting
across the street in her car and saw the
accident).

A teacher who could testify to Steve
Mcirrison's state of mind et the time of the
accident.

g A student (maybe one who intended to buy
Billy Gray's bicycle. but who changed his
mind when ha found the bicycle had bad
brakes and lacked a reflector for night
driving)

h Anyone else who might be heiliful in prov-
ing a point. (Lawyers era expected to tall
witnesses ahead of time what they are to
say in answer to questions asked on the
witness stand.)

NOTE Although actual legal procedures govern the
calling of witnesses to testify. for the purpose of this
mock trial, it will-probably be more satisfactory to
permit the witnesses to be called by either side as
needed.
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SKETCH I Diagram of the street where the accident happened
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AREA:

., SUB-AREA:

PROGRAM GOAL:

1

Level IV
LESSON 15

Social Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Students will be able to function as responsible individuals when
traveling as motor vehicle passengers.

COMPETENCY: Studentscwill be able to demonstrate an understanding of the ways to
thavize he safety of an school bus passengers.(Course Goal)

OBJECTIVE:
Having experienced a discussion on the "Bus
Safety Patrol." each child will state in writing three
general rules about the patrol's job

CONTENT!
School Bus Safety Human Capabilities

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Safety, Social studies

MATERIALS:
Handout. "Duties and Qualities of School Bus Patrol
Member (Appendix, page 23)

Pencil or pen. and paper

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
Jobs assigned school bus patrols vary according to
the area in which the, children give and the school
district The handout will list some of the various
duties

In general. the four basic jobs of the school bus
Patrols are

To help keep order

To chdck attendance before leaving a
loading zone

3.1

*

To help children cross intersections

To help the bus drover in emergencies ,

1 The children should discuss these general
helping areas and see if they can list specific
ways in which the patrols do these gobs.

2 After a OisCussion, these could be listed In some
conspicuous place in the class or each Child
could bLgiven a list of these four general ways
the patrol helps

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
1 In a week or two, you could surprise the class

and see what learning has actually taken place
by asking the children to list three major jobs of
the bus patrol

2 Discuss the qualities of good bus patrol

3 Review the handout. "In Emergericigs (Appen-
dix. page 24)
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LEVEL V

D

PROGRAM GOAL

Students will be able to function
as responsible individuals when
participating in traffic as
Pedestrians.

Students will be able to function
as responsible individuals when
driving a bicycle

Students will be able to function
as responsible individuals when
traveling as motor vehicle
Passengers

t

TABLE OF CONTENTS

COMPETENCY
_1

Studepts will be able to demonstrate an un-
derstlnding of proper pedestrip use of
sidewalks and roadways.

Students will be able to demonstrate an un-
derstanding of the use of color to maximize the
safety of the Pedestrian

Students will be able to demonstrate an un-
derstanding of the`roie of visual perception in
pedestrian safety.

Students will be able to demonstrate an un-
derstanding of how mental alertness and
emotions affect Pedestrian safety

Students know the prlicautions to take to
minimize the Possibility .illIseing molested.

Students will be able to demonstrate gn un-
derstanding of the proper standards for selecting
and maintaining a bicycle.

Students will be able to qwonstrate an un-
derstanding of the rules of ifb road for bicycle
operation

Students will berabls to demonstrate an un-
derstanding of the proper techniques for
operating a bicycle safely

Students will be able to recognize the hazardous
nature of bicycle travel In a motorized vehicle
environment

Students will be able to demonstrate an un-
derstanding of the inherent dangers of riding in or
on a motor vehicle

Students will be able to demonstrate an un-
derstanding of the ways to maximize the safety of
all school bus Passengers

1..
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TEACHING AIDS NOT INCLUDED IN THIS HANDBOOK

Level V

,.
....,-

Lesson

3

.r

Books and Source Other Materials1 Film and Source

Pictures of drivers and
pedestrians for bulletin board.
Students Can bring these to

.40 class.

10 'One Got Far (Interlude Films.
15 min.. Color. 1963)

Interlude Firms p

PO Box 651
La Crescenta. CA 91014

12 "Sale Bicycle Driver" stickers

Auto Club of Oregon
Safety Department
600 SW Market Street
Portland. OR 97201

(or contact your local AAA of-
fice)

P

.t.

14 -UFO Unrestrained Flying
Oblects" (Jam Handy School
Service. Inc . 14 min . Color.
1968)

19

General Motors Corp
3044 W Grand Blvd
Detroit. MI 48238

.0

"Join the School Bus Safety
Team"
Charming L Bele Co . Inc.
Greenfield, MA 01301

(
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Level V
LESSON 1

AREA: Sofia! Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen, on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM GOAL: Students will be able tOkfunctionk as responsible individuals when
participating in traffic as pedestrians

COMPETENCY: Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of proper
(Course Goal) pedestrian use of sidewalks ,nd roadways.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given a safety patrol story. the student will wrote five
safety rules which have no) been followed

CONTENT:
Pedestrian Safety Regulators

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Serioal studies., language arts art

MATERIALS:
Safety patrol story (Appendix_ page 251

-Rules for Pedestrians (Appendix. page 11

Pericirand writing paper

Crayons or other art media and drawing paper

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
;1 Pass out copies of the story Have the children

read thg story with the intent of listing what
pedestrian safety rules they feel have nbt been
followed The list might include

a Not being carelut on the way to school

b Running into a street in the middle

c Not dressing properly for the weather
(wearing light clothes in rainy weather)

d Not carrying parcels carefully

38
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e Not follOwing a safe path between home
and school

f Not allowing enough time to gel to school
and having to run

4 g Not keeping the eyes free to see everything
(masks. trick or treat bags. and umbrellas)

2 After reading the story pass out copies of "Rules
for Pedestrians" and see if the children can pick
out nAlips in the story. Read through this list and
then r back and discussthe various points with
the children

3 Have the children wide or discuss various
incidents they have -witnessed in which
someone was not as careful as he or she should
have been The end of the story suggests this.

RELATED ACTIVI4IES:
1 Have children make a large chart of "Rules for

Pedestrians" and put d in the centerof a bulletin
board Have the children draw pic4ires or bring
in pictures Of people following these rules or not
following these rules

.

2 Have the children illustrate the situations they
read about in the story

3 Have the children illustrate various dangerous
.situations they hav seen

.11
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AREA: Social Responsibslity

SUBREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways
0

Level V
. LESSON 2

PROGRAM GOAL: Students will be able to function as responsible individuals when
participating in traffic as Pedestrians.

COMPETENCY: Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of proper
(Course Goal) ta Pedestrian use of sidewalks and roadways.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given blank pictures of common road signs. the
student will tell what each means (stop, well&
warning. railroad crossing)

CONTENT:
Pedestrian Safety Reguiators

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies. art

MATERIALS:
Article. "Treffic Signs "See page 4)

Color and sign story (Appendix. Page 26)

Art Pa Per end media -k

0 egon Bicycle Rules of the Road. Pages 35-40

LEA NING ACTIVITIES:
t Have the Students turn to Page 35 of Oregon

Elicycte Rules of the Road. andsee if they can
identify the Ned signs

2 Once identified. discuss with the Child/00 the
meanings of the various toed signs. hOW they
apply to drivers. end how they ePPly to
Pedestrians Wee "Traffic Signs"}

3 Take the children on a walk of their
neighborhood See hOw many of thesed ilferent
types of signs they can find Demonstrate
proper crossing Procedures and walking
procedures

"04 When you return to the clessroom, ask the
children whet types of signs** they sfw during
their walk end why they feel these signs were
pieced where they were (For instance. a stop
sign wes placed in the middle of the block
because there wes a school crossing there )

0

3 9

3

0

5 Have students "pair off" and have one student
draw five different signs (leaving off the name)
and the other label them. Class should discuss
any difference of opinion using Oregon Elicycte
Rules of the Rood as a reference

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
1 Pess out some art materiels and paper. Have the

children make three dimensional signs which
will be suspended or hung from lights or on the
windows in tfie classroom. Some children milt
want to make mobiles using hengers Covered
with yarn from which to suspend several small
traffic signs.

2 Have a stu%dent read the.color end sign story to
the CMS end discuss with the class the answer!)
to the questions. I fir.

TRAFFIC SIGNS
An eight,sided sign (octagon) elweys means stoP.
This means the driver must come to acomPlatestoP
and must not start again anti, yielding the right of
way to ell Pedestrians and approaching traffic.
Children should Koehn that a driver might not stop
et the sign. or once stopped. may begin turning into
the path where the child expects to cross.

A yellow triangle tells (761sr to yield the right of
way The driver must slow down end even stop if
necessary' The child should realize that drivers do
not Oval, yield the right of way when they should
and failure to yield by e driver can cause accidents.

A diamond shape means, warning: something
dengerous is coming ir thitad.

Ji

A round sign always means a reilroad crossing.
Children should be instructed in proper crossing
techniques et railroad crossings For example. if the
red signal light begins flashing at p reilroad crossing
Or a Child hearS e train. he or sere ShOuld not try to
cross before the train gets there.

a



AREA:

SUB-AREA:

Social Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets and Highways 'N't
A

-

Level V
ON3

.4,

PROGRAM GOAL: Students will be able to.44pation* as responsible individuals when
participating in traffic as edestrians_

'a COMPETENCY:
(Course Goal) '

.

Students will
Pedestrian use sidewalks and roadways

ble to demonstrate An .understanding of proper

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given a" deSCripildn Of a pedegrianatittomobSe
accident. this student will list the safety faullkdreach

Ob
Allison involved and stale how the acciderti could
,neve been prvented

ICONTENT: yl
Pedestrian Safety Human Caitabilities

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies

MATERIAL&
'Rules for Pedestrians lAppend ix. page 1)

Copes of the story. "Innocent Pedestrian (Appen-
dix. Page 32)

Pictures of drivers rd pedestrians for bulletlh
board (Have student bring these to class

-"Defensive Diovr- Game (Appendix. page 17)

'LEARNING ACTIVITIES: ",

MOsi automobile accidents are due to lapses on the
Part of drivers. Ihis means that drivers fail to
recognize dangers kq lime ilo avoid them The driver
doesn't notice indicaOranS of a possible accidegt

Aside from common distractions. such as being in a
hurry. daydreaming, being worried or impatient.
under the best circumstances the driver cannot
always see everything necessary to keep from
having an accident.

In casual viewing is what most drivers do).
one can keep attentiekno longer than 1 7 seconds
On any one spot Therefore. driver automatically
shift theft eyes in order to contInuef seeing

Because of the above. a good pedestrian dyes pgt
..assume that every driver sees him or her _ r

Discuss the following 10PICS
4.4P4.C.er

a What are some major causes Of Pedestrian.0-
accidents?

careless drivers' Pedestrians? (Loa 01
concentration. neretugness. unhakilfts.
anger. age. experience. etc

c Discuss characteristics of 'good talr3r1)
drivers end pedeslrianS

Divide the class into small groualhattuct each
group to list the characteristigot a good driver'
eV the charaderistics of a gociil pedestrian

/Alter a given amoupt of time (5-1amitaftes). lot
-the students take turns writing their suggested
characteristics on the chalkboard When
students have agreed that they have a good list
of characteristics on the board. compare theirS '
with the One Prepared by experts "Rules for

/1-:' Pedestrians

3 H e students Study bulletinc.board picleres ee ofy
rivers and pedestrians find tell whether oath is

a good. mediocril. or careless driver or
"pedestrian They should be ready to subslan-

ti to their decisions ,

4 ve students read the story -Innocent.
Pitclestran" and analyze the Situation

r

RE1,ATED ACTIVITIES: .
1 %Ask the students to look th ough magazines at

home and bring .in pictu es of drivers and
pedestrians to make their own bulletin board..

ft
2 They may also watch the papers for articles on

pedestrian accidents. When these articles are
read in class, lei the students theorize about
POSsible Ctau i trit steps which might have
prevented the accidents

3

b Why airs many people mediocre. Poor. or

Ask the students how many think th
alert all the time Suggest they play
10-see how alert they are, or wh
alert Use the "Defensive Driver
each child. The first one. to t
monitor the nexj,While the
student Keep b %cord
seconds required byeach
make-I AM ALERT' badge
well

Y or
°game

the most
8 and, VG

e the test &M it
acher times each

I the number of '
tiudt heenivdaonedslpee Ithe

ty



AREA:

SUB-AREA:

PROGRAM GOAL:

Level V
LESSON 4

Social Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Students will be -able to function as respOnsible individuals when.,
participating in traffio as pedestrians.

COMPETENCY: Students will btable to demonstrate an understanding of the use of
(Course Goal) color to maxirfiize the safety of the pedestrian,-

4RFORMANCE INDICATOR:
After conducting and discussing two etiperiment
on light' and 'color, the student will state the
relationship between color and visibility.

CONTENT:
Pedestrian Safety Hsthlintapabilities

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies, science:.

MATERIALS:
Bright lights.

Colored construction paper.

White paper and black coloring material (crayons,
magic marker:etc.).

Facts from School Safety. (See Activity 4).

Transparencies of eyes. (Appendix, pages 4 and
33)

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
1. Pass out copies of the two experiments (see

page 8). Have the children read the experimets
and do them individUally or in teams. Dis uss
outcomes; use eye transparencies to illustrate
discussion.

2. Discuss with the children:

a Why do you think golf balls are white?

b Why do you think hockey pucks are black?
o

c. Why do you think safety patrol members
wear white or fluorescent orange belts?

d. Why are crosswalks on streets painted
white?

e. Why are so many taxicabs painted yellow.

3 Ask the children what time they feel is the most
dangerous time of day and have them give
reasons for their answers. The information
below will help the teacher explain why thetime
after school until darkness is the most
dangerous time for a pedestrian.

Facts from SchoolSafety, Sept. Oct. 1965. PP.
16-18

7

41

More children are hit by cars during* the
four-hobr period from 3 to 7 p.m. than
during any other time of day. This is when
children are going home from school. To be
safe, a child must contrast or standout from
the background..A pedestrian dressed in
white can be seen four times as far as one
dressed in black clothing. Children should
wear brigliecolored raincoats and boots.

1 On snowy days. children should wear dark
colors that contrast against the snow.

RELAYED ACTIVITY:
Read to the class the story on "Ea pie the Ermine"
from Scholl Safety (Appendix. page 13-14). It tells
how animal camouflage helps animals protect
themselves. Have the children bring in articles°, do
research on animal camouflage. and then contrast
this to what we should do when we dress in
appropriate colors according to the weather.

EXPERIMENTS WITH LIGHT'
1. Light or dark adaptation:

Light adaptation is the ability of theeye to adjust
to light whereas dark adaptation is the ability of
the eye to adjust to darkness.

The class should be divided inti teams. Have
one member of the team face a b7ight light for a
few seconds. Have the children notice how
small his pupils become. Then have him cover
his eyes with his hand for about 30 seconds.
Have him remove his hand and the children can
see how the pupils have grovgn in size. The iris of
the eye closes up in bright light to pr %vent too
much light from entering the eye When it is
dark, the iris opens'up again to let in More light.
But it takes a little time for this process to
happen each time, and that iswhy a person is
temporarily blinded by too little or too much
li9h1, especially if the change is sudden.

2 How we see color:
Have one of the children look straight ahead and
then have someone hold a sheet of colored
paper at arm's length arthe side Of his body. Ask
him if he can see what color or shape the paper
is? Have the person slowly swing the paper
forward untile it is directly in front of the first
student's eyes. Ask if he can see its colOr now?

Tell the student when the paper was at his side.
he was seeing it with the rods, which can



distinguish light and dark. but are insensitive to
color. When the paper was in front of him. he
was seeing it with the color sensitive cones so
he was able to distinguish the color.

Have the student hold his hand at arm's length
out to his itde so that he can-see his palm. but
not his fingers. while looking straight ahead.
Now have him wiggle his fingers. He should be
able to see this motion. Although the rods are
not sensitive to color. they detect movement.

i

li

4

11%-lisr Cones work best when there is plenty of
light. When there is not enough light. the rods
begin to take over. At twilight or dusk, the world
seems to lose its brilliant color and everything
turns gray. The first color that seems to fade is
red. Green stays the longest. The colors are still
there, but your vision of them is nq.

/ --,

iSceoof Satiety Sept Oct 1965 po 16-I8,

4

A

3
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Level V
LESSON 5

AREA: Social Responsibility

SUBAREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM GOAL: Students will be able to function as responsible individuals when
participating in traffic as pedestrians.

COMPETENCY: Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the role of
(Colirse Goal) visual perception in pedestrian safety.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
The students will list two reasons each why weather
and time of day affect both drivers and pedestrighs
The students will be able to list three clothing
alterations which can help drivers see the
Pedestrian >,

CONTENT:
Pedestrian Safety Environmental Setting. Human
Capabilities

SUGGESTED APPLICATIoN:
Social studies. science

MATERIALS:
Facts from School Safety. (See page 7)

Tagboard

Bright Lights
.

Colored construction paper

White paper and black coloring material((crayons
or magic markers) ..

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
I Review a Previous exercise by asking the

children when they think is the most dangerous
time of day. Have them give reasons. Note that
the most dangerous time of day is twilight and
after school

2 Ask the children how they think weather aflects
a driver's ability.

How many have been in a car that has skidded
pecause the driver tried to stop too suddenly on
wet pavement?

Ask children what conditions (e g . dirty
headlights) in a car hamper a driver from seeing
them (See facts from School Safety. Page 7.)

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
1 "Blind Spot Tests

a An experiment for eye dominance might
also show the idea of blind spot Have the
children tear a hole in a Piece of paper (9 x
12 or so) and focuson a largeobject such as
the clock Have them close their left eye and
see if they can still see the object. Repeat
with the right eye when one eye is closed.

9

they will not be able to see it (usually the
right eye).

b Have the student place two fairly large dots
about 5" apart on a Piece of paper. He
should hold the paper at arm's length
straight in front of himself. Have him cosi
his left eye and look steadily at the left-hand
dot. He should move the paper Slowly
toward his face The right-hand dot will
disappear when its image falls on the blind
spot.

2. Divide the class into teams of two each and give
each team a 12" by 2" strip of tagboard or light
weight cardboard. Then have them mark the
board off into six two-inch-long sections and
label each section with the numbers one to six.

Have one member of the pair hold the strip of
tagboard at the top while his teammate holds his
hand an inch below the strip. There should be a
one-inch space between the second's
thuini,-and fingers.

The person holding the tagboard strip should let
it drop without warning, his teammate should
grab it as last as possible with hisone hand The
numbered section where the pupil grasps the
card shows his reaction time score

Now have the other team member try it Can the
children's reaction to the stimulus become
quicker and quicker with practice?

A discussion will show that the eye sees the
tagboard strip start to fall; it relays that message
to the brain which in turn relays it to the fingers
where the motor response to the visual stimulus
takes place. It is this relay action that accounts
for the delay in response, however slight.

WHAT A DRIVER SEES

A driver may not be able to see well due to dirty
windshields. improperly operating windshield
wipers. inefficient Or dirty headlights. headlight
glare. fatigue. very congested traffic. neon signs.
road markerS. billboards. or other distractions

On a clear road. a driver can see 250 or 275 feet
ahead of him

43



If a car is approaching fiom the opposite direction. a 1
driver can only see 150 to 175 feet ahead of him.

\\\.,.. As another car passes. a (River can only see 90 to 100
feet ahead of him.

40

i

After looking into approaching headlights at 40
mph. a driver may travel 200 feet before he can see
easily.

A driver may need eye glasses.

4.1

10
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AREA:

SUB-AREA: -

Social Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Level V
LESSON 6

PROGRAM GOAL: Students Will be able to function as responsible individuals when
wticipatipg in traffic as pedestrians.

COMPETENCY: , Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of how mental
(COurse Goal) alertness and emotions affect pedestrian safety.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
The student will list two reasons why emotions affect
drivers and pedestrians

CONTENT:
Pedestrian Safety Human and Vehicle
Capabilities

SUGGESTED APPLICATION
Health

MATERIALS:
Story. "That Kind of Day." (See Page t2)

Story. "John's Safety Trip." (Appendix, Page 34)

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
t Discuss how children feel when something

special is happening. Ask a question like. "Do
you notice that when you're excited about
something like a birthday Party or holiday. that
you're not as careful as 'usual?"

2 Refer to the story about John's trip to school
Discuss with the children why John made so
many safety mistakes? Call their attention to the
fact that when they're excited about something.
like Halloween. Christmas. a birthday party, or a
little league game, they don't pby as close
attention as they should to their waking
patterns.

This will make the children aware that how
people feel affects their actions.

3 Have the child ren dIscu ss accidents they almost
had because they weren't as alert as they should
have been.

4 Bring the family into the situation by asking if
more things seem to go wrong when mother's in
a hurry to prepare a dinner for company and
clean the house or dad is late for work.

5 Read the story. That Kind of Day" and have the
children finish it with their own endings. They
can hand these in to the teacher. read them to
the rest of the class. or display them on the
bulletin board

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
1. Review th sualperception and reaction time

tests from Le o 5, page 9.

2. Ask the children what they think an automobile. driver sees and how this affects his or her
driving. Ask what conditions might affect jthe
driver's ability to see. (See page t2) Since a
driver can't always see a child, it might be a good
idea for a child to look more than once when
crossing a street. The following experiment
might show why th is is true. (A.ditto of this could
be prepared.)

dace two numbers 3 inches apart on a sheet of
paper. See below:

4i

2 3" p4

Hold this Page about tO inches from your face_
Now, close your right eye and hold your hand
over it. Stare at the 4. Start moving the page
closer to your face. The 2 which you could see
when you first looked at the page will suddenly
disappear. It will appear again, of course, if you
open both eyes or look at it. Suppose something
like this had happened at an intersection just
when you were ready to cross the street.

II tne 2 was a car heading straight for the spot
wilete you're going to cross the street, you
silignt step right into a serious accident If your
iisiOn was partly obstructed or was fixed on
some otner car or object you might never see
the speeding car bearing down on you but
you'd soon feel It!

3 Another idea to bring in here is that drivers often
have blind spots. An experiment used to show
eye dominance might be useful here.. Have the
children tear a hole in a piece of paper (9 x t2)
and focus, through this hole, on a large object
such as the classroom's clock. Have them close
their left eye and see if they can Still see the
object. Repeat by having them close their right
eye. When one eye is closed (usually the right

.eye), the children will not be able to see the
object through the hole in the paper.

. ..

r
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THAT KIND OF A DA`e#

AP.
It was that kind of day.
A giggly day.
Just about anything anybody did or said seem-

ed funny. It had started during first period math class
when Larry got his words twisted trying to explain
how he worked out a problem. The rest of the class
did their best to keep the snickers quiet.

That's the way it was throughout the school day
And then everybody let loose with laughter after
school when Billy Harkins yelled. "Look out for the
motorcycle!" at a surprised patrol boy. The boy
jumped and was angry when he discovered the only
thing menacing him was a tall-wagging puppy
bouncing toward him.

B illy took off running. as did his friend Larry and
the twins. Sharon and Karen. who were walking with
the boys-

When Billy tripped over a bush, they all laughed
so hard they had tears streaming down their faces.

Of course. it was not exactly an accident. Larry
had purposely distracted Billy's attention for a
second, and that was all it took_

Billy jumped to his feet and started after Larry.
As he did so he brushed the twins and knocked the
books from Karen's arms.

When Billy finally caught up with Larry, they
playfully sparred around until they noticed Sharon
helping Karen pick up and dry off her books, which
had fallen into a big puddle of water_ The boys
roared it was a funny sight to them.

The twins. however. didn't see the humor in the
situation But when the boys volunteered to carry
the two girls' books the rest of the way home, the
smiles returned t4, their faces.

It was happy time again
It was. that is. until Billy and Larry started

playing catch with Sharon's geography book.

MP

tflt

i

"Hey. cut it outs she pleaded.
"We won't hurt it," Billy laughed as he said it.
"Much!" Larry added.
With that, Larry tossed the book high and hard

over Billy's head. It landedon the roof of a car parked "*..
at the nearby curb, slid across and dropped off into
the street

Karen started toward the spot where the book
had landed. hoping she could beat Larry who was
also racing toward the book. Sharon. too. made a
dash for the book thinking she might retrieve it
before Larry could snatch it up and continued
teasing her twin sister. Karen.

Billy had fallen when he leaped to try to reach
the book as it sailed over his head. He hastwisted his
ankle and was out of the race for the book.

As he raised up his elbows, he glimpsed a
speeding car bearing down on the spot where the
book lay in the street_

dr
To the teacher:

All children. and many adults, have giggly days.
.0Iten they are a release of tension-or a reaction to
boredom. Giggly days can be safe emotional outlets
it they don't get out of hand; if the gigles are
channeled in constructive ways.

In this story. of course. the gigglers run amuck
until a cliff-hanger climax is reached_ But the end of
the story is not simply whether or not the children
are struck by the car. The end should include the
youngsters' realizations of the behavior that put
them in the dangerous stituatton.

Turn your class loose towrite their own versions
of the end of this story. Then after that have a class
discussion about horseplay arid the trouble it can
lead to for everyone involved.

4a
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Level V
LESSON 7

AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: 'Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM GOAL: Students will be able to function as responsible individuals when
participating in traffic as Pedestrians.

COMPETENCY: Students know the precautions to take to minimize the possiblity of
(Course Goal) being molested.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given a story. the children will identify the
dangerous situations that are described in the story

CONTENT:
)Pedestrian Safety Human Capabilities

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Language arts

MATERI4S:
Story. "On the Way (Appendix. page 35)

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
Children should know proper Procedure for repor-
ting suspicious looking people They should always
report any stranger asking them to go som ewhere to
a teacher. the principal. Police officer. or Parent

Children should realize they should never ask for
rides from stangers

Children should also report seeing incidents of
other children being invited into strangers' cars The
reporter should try to obtain the license number.
make and color of the car. a description of the driver
and any other pertinent information and report this
to authorities immediately

t After the discussion. Pass out the story, "On the
Way.- and let the children read it silently

2 After the children finish reading. the teacher
may want to,disCuss some of the problems the
boys had

a Why was Brien so concerned about getting
home? (If he didi't get home, he wouldn't
get any dinner )

b Did any of the boys havb an accurate way of
telling time? (No )

*

1.

c How did they have an idea of what time it
was? (They could see the sun setting.)

d Why didn't the boys play at the school
Playground? (Little children would bother
them )

e Were the boys far from home? (About two
miles.)

I What happened to Terry? (He hitchhiked
and-was left in a cornfield.) .

g Why was Robert French lucky? (One of the
teenage boys who was Pursuing him
tripped and hurt his leg )

h Should children be aware of women
strangers? (Yes )

i What happened in the park? (A 'alleged was
almost kidnaPPed 1

i Did the boys get home on time? (Yes.)

3 Discuss the story. and 1I$ let the class think of
another name for it

4 Ask if these were dangerous or unsaf f actions
the boys took

5 ASk the children what three lessons Can be
learned from this story? The children should
answer with the following. Never ride with a
stranger. Give yourself plenty of time Don't run

-----.......__gr hurry when crossing streets

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
t The children may want to Illustrate soil° of the a

scenes in the story

2 The children may want to rewrite the story as a
Play .

47
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..: Level V
LESSON 8

AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM GOAL: Students will be able to function as responsibile individuals when
driving a bicycle.

COMPETENCY: Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the proper
(Course Goal) standards for selecting and maintaining a bicycle_

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Through the study of bicycle history and the types of
bicycles as well as their parts, the student will
describe the specific Purposes of the modern bicy-
cle and desribe the major equipment parts.

CONTENT:
Bicycle safety Vehicle Capabilities

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies. language arts

MATERIALS:
Copies of "History of the Bicycle (Appendix, Pages
36-37)

Pictures of bicycles popular at various times in
history. including styles of today (Pages 6-16.
Oregon Bicycle Rules of the Road)

Transparencies or pictures of different kinds of
bicycles (Teacher to provide)

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
Students should learn to respect their bicycles as
things of value that will serve them for a long time if
they understand them The bicycle is not new or
unique

I Have students review Chapter 3, Oregon Bicy-
cle Rules of the Road.

.

s

,

a

2. Children can have an opportunity to do some
research on various kinds of bicycles thttt have
been Popular since the first one was invented.
They Can examine pictures of various types of
bicycles and comPaie their features. This
should include such things as safety features
(and comparative need for them), and comfort
features. Assign sections of "History of the
Bicycle" to the students to read and to report on
to the class Other.students may do research In
an encyclopedia or the library to find additional
information about the various bicycles popular
throughout history.'

3 Using overhead transparencies or pictures of
the different kinds of bicycles. the class can
compare the various Parts and features from the
pictures They will be able to point out the
features of their own bicycles. and this may
bring out any deficiencies in their bicycle
equipment.

RELATED ACTIVITY:
Students will enjoy reading Stories about bicycles of
The Past Compile a list of bicycle stories in student
readers

`II ....0.0 shideida weg000euel a Veaohalser at Oslo,. OkAio ge.ioa
..0 the thr404 .r a foev.wo Wade 6.14 ter,/ hove ekOmoi boa° oatelv".o:ln Weed t.rn !het mental Out itter.9 Oclivd Milt, GO
..4..i1o4
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AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: ,Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM GOAL: Students will be able to function as
driving a bicycle.

Level V
LESSON 9

responsible individuals when

COMPETENCY: Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the proper
(Course Goal) standards for selecting and maintaining a bicycle_

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given the qualities of a bicycle in good repair. a
student will be able to locate ten bicycle parts and
describe the proper condition for each

CONTENT:
Bicycle Safety Vehicle CaPabilihes

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies

MATERIALS:
Transparency and ditto sheets of Parts of the bicycle
with parts labeled (Page 22 of Oregon Bicycle Rules
of the Road)

Ditto sheets of parts of the bicycle with Parts
unlabeled (Page 21 of Oregon Bicycle Rules of the
Road)

Bicycle Safety Check List (Appendix. page Xi

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
1 Have studentd read Pages 17.22. Oregon etcy-

clo Rules of the Road. noting the name of each
tricycle part

2 Use the transparency of the Parts of a bike
Discuss with the class the various parts of the
bike or have some students lead the discussion
Also. discuss what conddion the children feel
these parts should be in (e g . the headlight
should be clean) and why Mention that a bike
should be checked monthly to make sure that
it's in good condition {See Page 10 )

3 Pass Out coPies of parts of the bike and tell the
children they should keep them Also. Pass out
coPies of the Bicycle Safety List and discuss

4 Mention that the children should study their
dittos. and that at some future time. they will be
tested to see if they can locate the different Parts
of then bicycles and describe the proper condi-
tion for each

5 In about a week. Pass Out the bityCle (idles
witilbut parts labeled. and have the children
name the parts and indicate Iii writing the
proper condition for each

/RELATED ACTIVITIES:
1 Have the children bring their bikes to the

classroom and show the clarsthe different parts

49

of then bikes and ten now they checked to make
sure the Parts were in good repair

2 Make a bulletin board labeling the parts of a
bike

3 Have an actual bicycle inspection at school.

4 Have the children check the condition of their
bicycles when they go home.

5. After doing this lesson and the one on proper
bicycle fit, have the children write letters to their
parents telling them why proper bike size and
keeping a bike in good repair are important to
their safety

6 Have a bicycle dealer or manufacturer's
representative come to the class and talk about
buying a bike of the right size and keeping it in
good repair

7 Take the children on a field trip to a bicycle
repair shop or bicycle factory to see bicycles
being repaired or put together

PROPER BICYCLE CONDITION'

A bicycle must be mechanically safe 1 Bearings
should be cleaned and repacked once a year with
cup grease or a lubricant recommended by the
manufacturer The chain should be removed and
thoroughly Cleaned in solvent (out of doors) Light
motet oil is a satisfactory chain lubricant The
handlebars. grips. seat and pedals should be kept
tight and adjustments and replacements made when
necessary The Chain and sprocket must be guarded
to avoid catching.clothing. Tires shot be checked
weekly for proper inflation and PO able damage_
Inflation pressures are usually listed on the tire
sidewall Balloon type tires (as on a middleweight
bike) take about 22 Pounds of pressure. lightweight
tires will range in pressure from 50 to so Pounds.
Correct inflatiOn ig especially important with
lightweight bikes The owners manual Or the dealer
Can supply this information if there's any doubt The
bike must have a brake that takes hold quickly and
makes the rear wheel skid on a dry. clean, level
pavement The arm of !he coaster braker must be
firmly attached to the frame. otherwise braking

NIDIL,..so 1:4,0-it
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power is lost. The brake Pads on bikes equipped with
caliper type rim brakes should be inspected weekly
for wear and proper positioning. Brake cables
should be checked for wear. fraying and binding.
Caliper brakes lose their efficiency when wet_ Ex-
treme caution must be used when riding in wet
weather or in areas where heavy dew or puddles
might wet the Pads and rims.

. .

The bicycle must be equipped with a bell or horn
(not siren) capable of giving a signal audible for at
least 100 feet. If the bike is to be driven at night. it
must have a headlight that projects a white teem
visible from at least SOO feet. and a red reflector on
the rear vlsible from et least 300 feet. Ref iectorized
tape may be used for suPPlamental nighttime

b

protection. but only in addition to the required
headlight and red reflector. If tape is used. only red is
permitted on the rear. and white orsilver on the front
forks or handlebars. The rotary motion of the pedals
tends to attract motorists' attention and offers
additional Protection from the side. It is also strongly
recommended that the cyclist wear white or light
colored clothing when riding at dusk or night.

Where required. bicycle licensemust be on the bike
at all times. They should be firmly affixed in the
prescribed place and kept clean. Licensing of bikes
helps identify those that have been lost of stolen. In
combination with an inspection program, licensing
helps to insure mechanically sound and properly
equipped bikes.

50
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AREA:

SUB-AREA:

PROGRAM GOAL:

Social Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Students will be able to function as responsible individuals when
participating in traffic as pedestrians.

Level V
LESSON 10

I-

COMPETENCY: Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the rules of
%.. (Course Goal) the road for bicycle operation.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
After a study of Oregon Bicycle Rules ol the Road
and related sources. the student will compose a iist
of at least ten rules which are important.to bicycle
safety

CONTENT:
Bicycle Safety Regulators

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies. art

MATERIALS:
Copies of bicycle rule booklets (See page 19) .

Oregon Bicycle Rules 01 the Road,

F urn. "One Got Fat iSee page hi)

Construction paper

Tagboard (Optional)

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
As the information and different materials gathered
by the Children are brought in. the teacher should
store them in one piece Have the Children work
individually or in groups to develop lists of rules for
bicycld riders and then illustrate one of these rules
on a 9 x t2-inch sheet of construction paper

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
t Discuss the class why regulatols are necessary

in all aspeolka of group living

2 As a group. compose a iist of rUleS the children
consider most important Put this on a large
piece of tagboard or poster board. Display thiS
somewhere in the classroom or hall US° it as
the center of a bulletin board display using
illustrations by the students for the remaining
space Have students check their list with the
ruies and laws explained in Oregon Bicycle
Rules ol the Road.

3 Have a member of the ioCal ponce department
come in and tell the Children about their com-
munity's bicycle rules and ordinances.

0 r 00 al4Ataa 04. alluad a Vativoa) t upi, eil Chegtot Sh.w. oto Hems vith
ii, 449 In a i... .,,tis wale but the , have 090.s.04 bike i!Ot rWittwo. bura 44104
vo. alai ma611ap %re 4:0106to.ej M. Welty may to tmared

h.
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4 Bring in newspaper clippings of bicycle ac-
cidents which occurred and try to determine if
the child was not following a bicycle rule

5 Show the film. "One Got Fat"

6 Have each child draw a picture of at least one
traffic violation Make these drawings Into
transparencies and have the class discuss what
rule is being violated in each Picture_ These
pictures might also be displayed on a bulletin
board or prominent place in the room- An
envelope could be Placed under the Pictureand
the children could make a list of rules they feel
were being disobeyed in each Picture and leave

A the iists in the envelope for the artist or teacher
to check .i

7 Pantomime What rule am I showing?

RESOURCE BOOKLETS FOR TEACHERS
litcycle Safety in Action"

National Commission on Safety Education
National Education Association t
1201 Sixteenth St NW
Washington. DC 20036

This booklet otters suggestions for planning a
bicycle safety program and discusses various
aspects of the program such as skill tests_ It alSo has
information on criteria for selecting a bike. Manic
signs. hand signals. bicycle parts and bicycle care
and certain general bicycle riding rules.

'Hi Bike Pilots"
Safety Department _

Allstate Insurance company
--.Write to the Company otfice nearest you.

i

Thi is a four-page handout with the parts of a
biCycle. bicycle rules and a bicycle inspection check
list



Level V
LESSON 11

AREA:. Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM GOAL: Students will be able to function as responsibile individuals when
driving a bicycle.

COMPETENCY: Students will be able to demonstrate an undbrstanding of the rules of
(CoutseGoal) the road for bicycle operation.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given a blank traffic sign. the student will fill in the
appropriate color and words

CONTENT:
Bicycle Safety Regulators

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies

MATERIALS:
T ransparencies ol traffic ow's (Appendix. pages 68
and 72)

Ditto ol blank traffic signs (Appendix page 401

Story. -"Shortcut to Eternay' Almost (Appendix.
page 391

Illustrations of pavement markings (Pages 41-44.
Oregon Bicycle Rules of the Road)

Transparency of proper signaling procedures
(Appendix, page 41)

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
I Show the transparencies of traffic signs Ask the

children if they can identify the various signs
and tell you what each sign means Chances
ale. most of the Children will recognize these
signs from previous teaching Pass out the ditto
of street signs without the sign name and have
the children color in the sigp. Including the
signs usual message For exarrIple, if stop signs
are red in your area. the children will color the
stop sign red and letter the word STOP in the
appropriale color letters,

if the class doesn't seem. able to recognize the
signs_ do not pass out the ditto of street signs
without names. have the class read pages34-40.
Oregon Bicycle Rules of the Road. which ex-
plain %tat each sign is and what its used for
The transPatency can be left up during this time
and the proper sign pointed to while r ding
about it

3 Pass out ditto of blank sign and have students
draw wordless cartoon pictures Call on a
neighboring class to judge pictures for display
on hall bulletin board

4 Review page 53 ol Oregon Encycle Rules of the
Road Then show the transarency of turn

5 2
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signals. The chi eft; can practice them with
you Signalin ntention to turn, slow down, or
stop gives th motorist behind. as well as one
approaching, an opportunity to anticipate the
cyclist's movement The cyclist should signal
well in advance. so that both hands are on the
handlebars when the turn is made (Turn signals
are one type of road signs) Instead of a
transparency. have a student demonstrate thenk
for the class-

Have students illustrate and label various pavement
markings as shown rn Oregon Bicycle Rules of the
Road. pages 41-44 '

BICYCLE

When spring comes round
It sure gets worn,

The bees they buzz
The files they swarm

It s bicycle time
Be careful now

Watch for the cars
Please make that vow

Time

BICYCLE SAFETY SONG
j70 tune of "-A Bicycle Built for Two-)

Pe-dal push-ers.bikes.can be lots 61 fun
But ride a-lone when out for a spin you've spun.
Remember that riding double
Can only bring you trouble
If stopped or bumped.
One guy gets dumped
'Cause your bIcycles built for one,

Elicydles are and will continue to be an important
part of a child's life By 1980. the U S Department of
Interior has projected a 32% Inc reage in the number
of bicycles on the street At present there ait about
67 million bikes. or 2 bikes for every 3 cars

It is very important that children realize bicycles are
not toys. but are vehicles and should be driven. not
just ridden Children should observe and obey all
traffic signs, signals. and other control devices
Unless there are special ordinances. bicycles legally
ale Considered vehicles and must obey ail
applicable state and local laws

U1IPAR.14 *OM .tiVed Penis. eh "re Moog the
OfOld veno,nos wade and DaPv nay rocenod tdkoaalel,

Iloool Ono locoolotj a*:16,11, mote to ontIOJ



Very little is known about the circumstances of
bicycle accidents. However, it is known that males
accounted for ten times as many accidents as
females. half of the male fatalities were children
between the ages of 10 and 14.

Most accidents occur between the months of April
and September Also. accidents occur most fre-
quently on Saturdays and during the p.m. hours.

Only 20% are caused by mechanical Lure. In 33%
of all cases. the bicyclist struck a motoevphicle and
in 00% of the accidents, the bicyclist was violating a
rule of the road The most common trail lc violations
were

t
A

1 Riding in the micidle of the street.,

2 Failure to yield thp right of way. (In most cases
the cyclist didn't tee the car: in some cases the
cyclist intentiontKly infringed on the motorist's
right of way.) s !

3 Riding too fast nditions.

4. Disregard of tratfic signs or signals.

5 Riding against ttij flticm of traffic.

6 improper turninl

22
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t AREA:

SUB-AREA:

PROGRAM GOAL:

0 .
COMPETENCY:
(CourseiNoal)

Soda! Responsibility

Citizen on the Streds and Highways

Students will be able to function as responsible individuals when

....00

Level V
r LESSON 12

i

driving a bicycle_ \
Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the proper
techniques for operating a%bicycle safely.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
students will demonstrate good bicycle riding skills
for younger children and help them manipulate a

. testing course They will identify errors and lack of
... skills in younger bicycle riders and help them

correct such errors

CONTENT:
Bicycle Safety Humana- capabilities

MATERIALS:
See Level IV. Lessor(' ( gesLessor{; (

onstrucCorlsa d t Is_

; .

21.23) for list of

Signs and marks select' the students for the
%a bicycle testing program .0

Copy of bicycle inspection check list (Appendix?
38)

List of skills being tested
1

"Safe river bicycle stickers for students who have
mpl led the test successfully (See page in)

a
Or n Bicycle Rules of HT Road_

Parents who are willing to help

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
Students will recognize that faculty and children

a.
a

1--

$

e

have respect for them and their judgment if they are
Permitted to assume much"f the tesponsibility for
carrying out a bicycle testing program for younger
children As we have ofteknoticed. children will
make an effort to live up to our expectations of them.
Very often younger children 'try to pattern
themsleves after certain older children in school..
Fifth graders will take pride in playing an important
role in the bicycle testing program. They must. Of
course. 1-1)6catitioned against being °lofts. They
should tie as kind and helpful is possible with the
younger childtai

,
\..._ Each member or the close should be giveTi .

description of lust what hiaer her responsibilities
will be during the bicycle testing. The class should
have the course set up prior to the arrival of the first
group of children on the course for testing_

Students can refer to Oregon Bicycle Rules of the
Road for descriptions of proper bicycle equipment
and practices

RELATED ACTIVI
.

10: : I
After the testing program has been completed. the .

Class might request reactions ,front teachers and
other classes in the building "They might eveluite
the program in the discussion period. and make
notes for imprbvement the following year

,,

.1
i\
V
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AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM GOAL: Students will be able to function as
driving a bicycle.

Lei& V
LESSON 13

responsible individuals when

COMPETENCY: Students will be able to recognize the hazardous nature of bicycle travel
(Course Goal) in a motorized vehicle environment.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given charts. the students will graplii a series of
statist4 that show where and when most accidents
occur

CONTENT: '
Bicycle Safety Environmental Settings

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Math (graphing information)

MATERIALS:
Tables froth National Safety Council Research
Depar(ment. "Bicycle Accidents to School Aged
Children." (Appendix. pages 42-47)

Graph paper with large squares (or plain paper if
graph paper is not available).

Colored pencils or crayons. (Optional)

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
1. Pass cut copies of one of the charts to the

, students and help them interpret it. For exam-
ple, with Table 1, ask questions such as:

How many accidents occurred during this
year/ (3.095)

b What ,type of accident occurred most fre-
quently/ (Falls)

c In what month did the most accidents occur
in which bicycles hit bicycles? (July)

nut
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d. In. which month did the-most accidents
occur? (July).

Explain that a chart of this type can give much
information about what types of accidents oc-
cur most frequently and when they occur.

. However, this type of information could also be
displayed pictorially and in that manner might
be easier to see. The teacher would then have
the class pick which information it feels is most
important and then show the class how tp put
the information into a bar graph.

2

2. After 'setting up one example. pass out other
tables to individuals or groups and have them
prepare similar graphs. Since only one variable
can be considered on one graph. the teacher
might have 12 different students work on one
table. each one making a graph r one month.
The teacher could make ese to transparen-
cies to show pictorially on t e overhead projec-
tor when the most accidents occur. .

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
1. The children.could do research to see if.they can

find other statisticstii bicycle safety and com-
pare them to this particular data.

2. The children could either establish a committee
or as a class call, write, or visit the local Police
department and see if the police department
keeps records of bicycle accidents. If it does.
the children could ask for the statistics and
compare accidents in their area. through
graphs, with accidents on the national level.



10, Level V
I LESSON 14

AREAL Social Responsibility

SUP-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM GOAL: Students will be able to function as responsible individuals when
traveling as motor vehicle passengers.

:COMPETENCY: Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the inherent
(Course Goal), dangers of riding in or on.a motor vehicle.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given newspaper clippings on auto accidents, the
children will be able to state rules which were not.
followed.

CONTENT:
Vehicle Passenger Safefy Human Capabilities

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Language arts, social studies

MATERIALS:
Newspaper clippings. (Students collect)

List of rules. (Appendix. page 48)

1

Articles on safety belts. (Apperdix. page 48)

Film. "UFO Unrestrained Flying Objects." (See
page oil)

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
1. For a week or two before this lesson. have the

children skim the daily newspapers and bring in
articles about car accidents. You can then skip
these articles to see which ones best illustrate
accidents or njuries caused because children
oroadult n't follow safety rules.

2 Once the clippings are ready, pass out a list of
rules of good behavior, in a car. Discuss why
each of these rules is important. After the
discussion is finished, divide the class into
groups and give five or'six clippings to each
group. Have the choldren r. or each group, read

27

the articles and see what rules they can find that
have not been followed.

3: After the group work; have the Children list on
the board the number of injuries due. for

'4., instance, to not wearing seat belts, or because
children were "horsing around.

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
1. Read to the children or make copies of the

article, "The Safety Belt'", about various injuries
or deaths caused because children did not wear
seat belts.

2. Read the story, Needs the Silly Things?
to the classH(Story in Lesson 17; Appendix,
.page 51)

. 1
3. Show the film, "UFO Unrestrained \ Plying

Objects" in which the effects oT not Wegrik; seat
belts are shown.

t

4 Have the children' draw posters about not
wearing seat belts or other improper passenger
behavior '

5. Have the children.write a short history of the
safety belt.

6 Discuss other safety features in cat (e.g., safety
glass) or safety features major car manufac-
turers are trying lo create (e.g., the balloon in
the dashboard which will inflate in an accident).

. t



AREA:
( .

Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways.

. Level V
LESSQN 15

PROGRAM GOAL Students will be able to function as responsible individuals when
_

traveling as motor vehicle Passengers.

COMPETENCY: Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the ways to
(Course Goat) maximize the safety of all school bus Passengers.

OW

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
After studying tules for riding the school bus and for
emergencies, the student will demonstrate proper
application of them.

CONTENT:
School Bus Safety Human Capabilities and
Environmental Setting

. .

MATERIALS:
Transparency. Code of Behavior on School buses.
(Appendix. page 52) ,

Transparency. Emergency Rules. (Appendix, page.
521
Article. "The School Bus." (Appendix. Page 53)
Booklet. "join the School Bus Safety Team (See

V page 111)

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
In some school areas students rode on buses only
when they"go on a field trip. Since a field trip is an
outing. they often forget to be considerate of others
during the Ws ride. They.should recognize impor-
tant facts about being passengers on a bus

..-

1 Discuss the need for various school bus rules
To whom is the noise factor especiatly impor-
tant/Why/ What dangers are involved on fooling
around at the bus stop while waiting for,the bus

___. to arrive

Why is it important to leave home in plenty of
time, so you won't be late for the bus/ Why do
bus drivers insist on having all students seated
when the bus is in motion/

'..411y is the aisle an extremely Poor Place for
1sks. lunch boxes. etc ?

Why do all buses stop (and usually open the
door) before crosssng a railroad track/

g

What special services might be rendered by
Scheel bus Patrols?

Why do bus drivers insist -that boys and girls
keep all parts of their bodies inside the bus at all
times/

What special precautions should be taken when
you alight from the bus?

Use transparencies of schwil bus rules and
emergency procedures Discuss all the rules

11

1

with the children and why these rules arrkkv...
important. Pass out copies of each list to each

$ child

3. Have the children form two or four groups. Have
the groups pick either the topic of school bus
rules or SCh001 bus emergency procedures and
have them compose skits which will
demonstrate either proper or improper use of
these rules

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
1 Read "The School Bus" to the class or have the

class read it and discuss it. .

2 Distribute copies of Join the School Bus Safety
Team. This is a cartoOritiooklet which deals
with all aspects of school bus safety. Discuss ,

their reactions to information

3 Ask mothers to volunteer during the first few
weeks in the fall to help load andiurrload the bus

4 Visit school bus loading zones. Demonstrate
and practice proper boarding procedures

5 Keep records of school bus, rules which are
violated ,

6 Send home a copy of the school bus rules for the
parents to read.

SCHOOL BUS SAFETY%

The following is a tragic, but typical scene. The
morning is early; the family is late in getting up: the
school bus is due at the corner in 10 minutes_ Bobby
wheels out of bed. Pulls on his clothes. inhales a
piece of toast. and, with lam stilton his face. runs Out
of the house to meet the bus. He sees It at the corner
as the last few students are boarding Maybe he can
still make it. Bobby runs on all cylinders to catch the
bus as it is rolling away. Without thinking. he darts in
front of the vehicle, the driver doesn't see him. and
Bobby is struck down by several tons of steel and
rubber

Picture- another situation Mr Cooper has driven,.
school buses for years with a Perfect safety record.
One-afternoon he picks up a group of unusually

29 5 '1
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rambunctious children and starts on his route to
deliver them to their respective blocks. He ap-
proaches the railroad tracks, stops, opens his door
and window. then starts across. Suddenly, as if from
nowhere, a streamliner plows into his bus killing or
injuring many of its occupants. The reason? Mr.
Cooper couldn't hear the approachift train due to
the deafening roar of children's voices behind him.
Pathetic? Yes. Unavoidable-?-No---

Youngsters also need to be shown how to evacuate a
bus in an emergency. In Mountain Lake Park,
Maryland, seven children were killed because they
panicked when their bus stalled on railroad tracks.
They jammed the front door instead of using the rear
emergency door as they should have done. Make
sure your students know how to exit through the
emergency door in the back instead of crowding to
the front and getting trapped.

VIOLATIONS OF SCHOOL BUS RULES
A recent study of pupil misbehavior problerntstwhich
occur on school buses revealed some of the w-
ing misdemeanors. Children:

1. Damage the school bus. such as cutting seats.
marking on bus, etc. ---

2. Will not obey monitor or Patrol on duty in the
bus.

3. Steal from each other.

4-.T-hrovobjects from the bus.

5. Use intoxicating liquor or bring it on the bus.

6. Tamper with safety controls on bus, suchOs
, emergency door.

7. Put hand and/or head out of the window.

8_ Throw refuse onirthe floor such as Paper, apple
cores. soft drink bottles, etc.

9. Do not obey instructions of the driver.

10. Make an exit by jumping out the rear emergency
door.

9.0
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PROGRAM GOAL

Students will be able to function
as responsible individuals when
partic ipatitig. in traffic as
pedestrians.

Students will be able to function
as responsible individuals when
driving a bicycle.

Students will be able to function
as responsible individuals when
traveling as motor vehicle
passengers

.

IL

i

TABLE OF CONTENTS

COMPETENCY

Students will be ablevt0 demonstrbte ail un-
derstanding of the proper pedestrian use of
sidewalks and roadways.

Students will be able to ,demonstrate an un-
derstanding of the role of visual perception in
PedestnanAsafety

Students will be able to demonstrate an un-
derstanding of the proper standards kw selecting
and maintaining a bicycle.

Students will be able to- demonstrate an un-
derstanding of the rules of the road for bicycle
operation

Students will .be able to demonstrate an un-
derstanding of the proper techniques for
operating* bicycle safely.

Students will be able to demonstrate an un-
derstanding of the proper rules and techniques
for using bicycle paths and lanes.

Students will be able to demonstrate an un-
derstanding of the inherent danager of riding in
or on a motor vehicle

* GO
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' Lesson

2
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TEACHING AIDS NOT INCLUDED IN THIS HANDBOOK

Films and Source

9 "Satety Belt for Susie' (Charles
Cahill and Assoc.. Inc.,11 min.,
Color. 1963)

AIMS Instructional Media
Services. Inc.
P.O. Box 1010
Hollywood. CA 90028

5')

.4,

Books and Source

A Teacher's Guide for the
. Safest Route to School.

Auto Club of Oregon
Safety Department
600 SW Market Street
Portland, OR 97201
(or contact your local AM of-
fice)

61

III

.....---

g

LEVEL VI

Other Materials

Map of school area. showing
patrol posts_ Teacher or
students can make. See Level IV
Lesson 5_

/Pi



AREA Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM GOAL: Students will be able to funclion as responsible individuals when
Participating in traffic as pedestrians.

COMPETENCY: Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the proper
Pedestrian use of sidewalks and roadways.

Level VI
LESSON

(Course Goal)

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Alter a discussion of the importance of safety
Patrols. each pupil will be able to staid five safety
ivies which are frequently violated

CONTENT:
Pedestrian Safety Human Capabilities

--SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies At,

MATERIALS:
Lost. -Safety Rule Violations (See page 1)

Test of Knowledge of School Patrol PraCtices
'Appendix. page 281

Paper and pencils

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
Ask the children if there are any safety patrols at
the intersections where they cross on their way
to school Ask why they feel patrols are located
at certain intersections

Ask how many Children have older brothers and
sisters who have served as patrol members
What are some of the things they have men-
tioned to the sixth grader concerning patrols?
Have patrol responsibilities such as getting up
earlier in the morning been a nuisance? Ord the
older child ever complain about standing on a
corner for t5 to 20 minutes in cold weather?

3 From previous discussiOns. ask of the children
remember Some poor safety practices that
might cause a Patrol to report a child List these
on the board or on an overhead projector and
discuss why it is important that none of these
ruies pie violated Erase the board or turn off the
Protector and ask each child to list at least five of
the previously mentioned violations Collect the
paters on a very short period of time (3minutes
tor yut Or Make it a game so the torsi finished
stands and the rest of the children stand as they
finish until a niatorily of the CIOSS rS Standing

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
t;,:ikety PattO tleeeTibvr ti) the Clato,

and discuss a Particular safety problem or patrol
retipor isibilittes

chiiJren do research and write a Short
thstory .,l Ihr safety. patrol

1
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3 Have the children draw pictures of the "ideal"
safety patrol

4 Hove a member of the class attend a patrol
meeting (of possible) and report to the class
what happened at the meeting

5 Make posters atustrating how children can help
the members of the safety patrol

6 Have the children take the test of knowledge of
school safety patrol practices and check
themselves in regard to their knowledge of
Patrol responsibilities Discuss some of the
good practices a Patrol member should f011ow.
(See page 2 )

SAFETY RULE VIOLATIONS
t Failing to obey the Patrol

2 Crossing the street between intersections

3 Crossing diagonally at the intersections

4 Running across the street

5 Crossing the street against the fed light

6 Failing to watch for approaching traffic before
crossing

7 Playing in the street

8 Riding a bicycle other than at the right-hand
edge Of the pavement

9 Riding more than one on a bicycle

10 Riding bicycle through a "Stop" sign or signal

11 Riding on the fender, running board. or outside
of a motor vehicle

12 Hitching rides on automobiles or trucks

t3 Riding bicycle or skating in improper places
r

GOOD PRACTICES FOR THE PATROL MEMBER
1 Be proMpt_ ting. neat. cOurteous. and fair

2 Be responsible and attend strictly to business
while on duty

3 Have a knowiodge of good safety habits



S.

/ Level VI
LESSON 2

AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: I Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM GOAL! Students will be able to function as responsible individuals when
participating orrtraffic as pedestrians.

COMPETENCY:
(Course Goal)

Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the prciper
pedestrian use of sidewalks and roadways.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given the use of an area map. the student will
determine the need lo La school safety Patrol and will
identify responsibilities of patrol members and
students

CONTENTS:
Pedestrian Safety

SUGGESTED APPLI
Social studies

MATERIALS:
Map of school area.
your own or assign the
IV. Lesson 5 )

A Teachers Guide for
(See Page Hi)

egulators

ATION:

howing patrol Posts (Make
as a class project. see Level

he Safest Route to SchooS

Copy Of Safety Patrol Plpdge (Appendix. page 31)

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
Safely patrols are seledted to serve at strategic

'Places to help children cross streets safely Students
should understand that they have a definite resPon-
sobility to obey safety Patrols. to show respect for
them. and to set good examples for younger
children Those in the class who are safety patrol
members should understand their duties and

0
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obligations in helping to safeguard the children who
Pass their posts

Students may point out each corner at which
there is a patrol stationed, using the map of thfo
school area. Their discussion comments may
point up a need for more patrol protection at
certain corners or for patrols at places not
Presently covered by safety Patrols

2 Students in the class who at Pat of members
can demonstrate various s used and
refresh the memories of other stu ents Someof
the members might also discuss each Picture as
it is shown

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
1 Have the Safety Petrol Pledge read or placeilon

the overhead Projector and analyzed by the
class Do Patrols take it seriously? Do they
practice all points of it conscientiously?

2 Have students take Part in a pfinei discussion of
mistakes made by Patrols as well as by students

3 Let the class suggest what steps Patrols (and
faculty) should take for offenders

4 Have a police officer talk to the class about
pedestrian safety



Level VI
LESSON 3

AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM GOAL: Students will be able to function as responsible individuals when
Participating in traffic as pedestrians.

COMPETENCY: Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the role of
(Course Goal) visual perception in pedestrian safety.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Having discussed the idea That ,weather alfects
safety conditions, the children will design a safety
badge to wear

CONTENT:
Pedestnon Safety Envirphmental Setting, Human
Capabilities

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Science_ at

MATERIALS:
Paper and pencil

Retioreflective material and cardboird

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
I Review the facts tha the children have learned

in previous lessons hbout appropriate clothing

4.

5
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for different types of weather Mention that
although white or bright colors will help a driver
see them better on dark. overcast days. or at
night. a new material has been developed
which, of they wear it. will help drivers see them
even better than before

2 Tell the children that they are going to design a 1

safety badge that they think will help drovers see
them better When all the different badges are
designed. the class can discuss why certain
ones are better designs for safety and then vote
to decide which one the entire class will make

3 After the design has been chosen and a pattern
made. have the children trace the pattern on a
Piece of sturdy cardboard and then have them
cut retro-reflective material to stick on the
cardboard base These badges can theft be
pinned onthe children's coats in a visible place.



Level VI
LESSON 4

AREA: Social Responsibilily

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

PROGRAM GOAL: Students will be able to function as responsible- individuals when
A driving a bicycle

COMPETENCY: Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the proper
(Course.Goal) standards for selecting and maintaining a bicycle.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Through the study of bicycle history and the types of
bicycles as well as their parts. the student will
describe the specific purposes of the modern bicy-
cle and describe the importance of properly main-
taining the major equipment Parts

CONTENT:
Bicycle Safety

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies

MATERIALS:
Bicycle Worksheets (Appendix. Pages 54-56)

**Fitting Your Bicycle Correctly (Appendix. Page
57)

"Bicycle Inspection (Appendix. page 58)

-Proper' Care and Maintenance of Your Bicycle
(Appendix. page 59)

"Design a Bike" (Appendix, page 60)

know Your Bicycle Laws (Appendix. Pages 61-62)

Bicycle Knowledge Test (Appendix. Page 63)

Oregon Bicycle Rules of the Road

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
1 Students are assigned to read or review pages 3-

30 of OregorTheicycle Rules of the Road for a
homework assignment as prepareation for the
lesson

2 Have students collect pictures of old fashioned
bicycles to be Placed on the bulletin board

3 Discuss different types of bicycles The
students MI in the answers on the blank spaces
on the worksheets as the discussion Proceeds

4 Using the Oregon Bicycle Rules of the Road
(page 22) and the "Know Your Bicycle Laws:*
the student wilPbe able to identify the required
equipment a bicycle must have to operate on
public streets and roads:

A

5 Through illustrated pictures taken from the
Oregon Bicycle Rules of the Road and the use of
a prpperly maintained bicycle. the student will

7

describe the importance of good preventative
maintenance for the °following items: hand
brakes. pedals. handle bars. wheels and tires.
chain. frame. kick stand and seat.'

6. Teacher leads discussion of bicycle
maintenance factors using "Proper Care and
Maintenance of Your Bicycle" and "Bicycle
Inspection

7 Have studentedescribe the importance of good
Preventative maintenance for the following
items

8

9

10

11

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

Hand brakes

Pedals

Handle bars.

Wheels and Tires

Chain

Frame

Kick stand

Seal

Using a bicycle in class° have students
demonstrate the correct procedures for ad-
justing the seat and handle bars

Give Students a diagram of a stripped bicycle
and have. hem construct and design a bicycle
including all equipment

Have the students conclude this unit by com-
pleting the bicycle knowledge test

Have committees of students check leeal bicy-
cle dealers to learn if they are selling properly
equipped bicycles.
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NOTES TO TEACHER:
The -following is Included to increase the teacher
effectiveness in conducting this unit.

1 The teacher ittould read Oregon Bicycle Rules
of the Road and other bicycle safety related
materials such as:

a- AU About Bikes and Bicycling by Max Alth.
available from Hawthorne Press. This Is
generally regarded as the best available
publication on the subject. (64I5)

b Bicycles: Safety Education Data Sheet No.
1 by the National Safety Council. 425 N
Michigan Ave.. Chicago. lilmois 60611 (ap-
prox 10e)

PIK
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c. Bicycle Blue Book. available from the
Public Relations. Department. The
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.. Akron.
Ohio 44316 (Free).

d. Bicycling and Helpful Hints on Bicycle Care
For Safer Riding, both are available from
The Bicycle Institute of America. 122 E.
42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10017 (Free).

2. Back issues of magazines such as Life. Ldok,
National Geographic, Saturday Evening Post
and Popular Mechanics are good sources to
check for pictures of old or unique bicycles.
Several periodical magazines dealing
specifically with bicycles and bicycling may be
available at local book stores or places where
popular magazines are sold.

$



Level VI
LESSON 5

AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways
.

PROGRAM GOAL: Students will be able to function as resppnsible individuals when
driving a bicycle-

COMPETENCY: Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the rules of
(Course Goal) the road for bicycle operation..

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Given traffic signs. signals and Pavement markings.
the student will identify each, explaining its meaning
as it appliee to everyday traffic situations.

CONTEN.3N.
Bicycle Safety

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies

MATERIALS'. ..
WOrksheets {Appendix, pages 64-76)

Transparencies of IntersectiOns (Appendix. page
7'7.80)

Review Test (Appendix. pages 82-84)

Oregon Brcycl$Rules of the Road

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
(1 and 2 to be completed before class )

, ..

1 Read from Oregon Bicycle Rules 01 the Road.
Chapter 2. pages having to do with signs.
signals and markings

2 alenswer questions on student worksheets.
"Traffic Signs. Signals and Pavement
Markings." . . N.

3 Using intersection transparencies the teacher is
tO lead a dtSCuss;On in which individual students
are called upOh to identify the traffic signs.

s signals or markings corresPOnding to the
numbered arrows The student shall further
describe the action's required on the part of the
bicyclist to conform with the situations depicted
on the transparencies I

4 A review test is provided which can serve as
transparency master or-a handout
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AREA:

SUB-AREA:

PROGRAM GOAL:

COMPETENCY:
(Course Goal)

Social Responsibility .

Citizen on the Streets and Highways

.4-

Level VI
LESSON 6

a

Students will be able to function as 4esponsible individuals when
driving a bicycle.

Students will be able to demonstate an understanding of the proper
techniques for operating a bicycle safely.

PERFORMANCE INDICAIOR:
The student will describe. in proper sequence. the
steps for performing correct hailing maneuvdrsandj
execute these maneuvers on paper .

CONTENT:
Bicycle Safety

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies

MATERIALS:
Transparencies. Turning Maneuvers t -5 (Appen-
dix. pages 85-89)

Oroggri Bicycle Rules 01 the Road

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
1 Students read or review Chapter 3, Oregon

Bicycle Rules 01 the Road. prior to start of the
feSSon

2 Using transparencies of turning maneuvers.
explain the proper maneuver for each situation
the following information may be hepful in
class discussion

There.are certain rules and regulations which
must be obeyed when you wish to make a turn
This is necessary to prevent accidents 'and
interference with Other traffic

In a town or city. always give the proper signal
100 lee! before you. turn This is about in the
middle of the block Outside of the town or city.
the 90101 must be made 100 feet in advance of
the turn

Slop Signal is made by extending the left arm
and hand out anal bending the elbow at a right
angle with the hand pointed downward

Lett Turn hand signal is made by extending the
left arm out straight

0 1$/1,..$D rrpip 60tel Vets,..,040 ripoo, tbJ.i le aigepq . A )0
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Right Turn hand signal is made by extending the
left arm Out and bending the elbow at a right
angle with the hand pointed up

Have stud ti describe

the p per sequence for making a right turn
with posted stop sign

b the proper sequence for making a right turn
with void sign posted_

the proper sequence for making a left turn
with a posted stop sign

d the mow sequence for making a left torn 4,
at a four-waystopwith crosswalks provided
for pedestrian crossing

e tie proper sequence for making a left `turn
at traffic signal with crosswalks provided
and-Don't Walk" and "Walk" signals .,

3 In committees, the class can construct (chalk
lines, tape, etc ) the following interesections
and practice turning maneuvers by walking
through the intersections (If lines arc made
with tape an office dhair couk %be pustfed by a
student and student in chair could give proper
signals

Given pictures of different intersections,
diagram correct turning movements by

a Drawing correct lane positioning.

b Communication (type of signal. how soon).
iand

C Path Of travel for turning movement

r-

ate



AREA*:

,SUB-AREA:

Social Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Level VI
\ LESSON 7

PROGRAM GOAL: Studentt will be able to function as responsible individuals when
driving a bicycle. .

COMPETENCY: 'Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the proper
techniques for operating a bicycle safely.(Course Goal)

PERFORMANCE 'INDICATOR:
Each bicycle driver will.

Master various types of basic maneuvers.

Know the rules of safe bicycle driving.

CONTENT:
Bicycle Salety

SUGGE STED APPLICATION:
Physical education

MATEOIALS:
Bicycle Skill Test. (Appendix. pages 90-96).

Bicycle Rules of the Road Test. (Appendix. pages.
97-99)

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
I This unit on bicycle safety is to be used for

, testing the students in performanc.e and skill. In
addition, each student's bicycle is to be checked
to make sure that it is in safe operating condi-
tion.

-Pk

Laying-Out and Marking Course
The course may be laid out on a playgrOund.
(The layout Of the Skill range is attached.)

Markings may be made with dry white lime for
easy recognition of the lawn is used Markers for
different locations on the course (obstacle test.
i.e ) are small rubber cones: however. Other
markers such as plastic milk itigs may be used.
Signs and signals us'd throughout the testing
program may be built of standard size

0.

Every effOrt should be made to avoid-Idgt time in
waiting for the completion of each performance

6 9

and skill test. The test area is designed for a
continuous flow of riders from one test to the
next. Sufficient monitors should be located at
each course to provide instructions
(demonstration -pf skill through a pictured
diagram) and to give assistance when
necessary.

Performance and 81011 Tests
The reason for each test and its practical
application to road situations should be ex-
plained to each student group (individual
classes within school setting) prior to the test
and it should be demonstrated correctly
through a pictured diagram. This is done to
show the tests practical value. rather than as
some trick or stunt that, once tested, will be
forgotten.

Mimeographed score cards can be used. Each
student is to carry his or her own card
throughout the entire testing program. At each
performance and skill course. the monitor will
hold the card and return it upon completion of
the test. if the skill to be demonstrated*was not
performed successfully, a cross (xi should be
placed in parentheses next tp the appropriate
test performance (Note A `maximum of six
performance mistakes are allowed to pass the
overall testing program.)

2 A test on traffic rules for bicycles may be used to
supplement the road test if the teacher so

" desires

RELATED ACTIVITY:
Sixth grade students (in committees) could conduct
this skill testing program for other gra4e levels.
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AREA:

SUB-AREA:

PROGRAM GOAL:

COMPETENCY:
(Course Goal)

Level VI
LESSON 8

Social Responsibility

Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Students will be able to function as responsible individuabs-When
driving a bicycle.

Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the proper
rules and techniques for using bicycle paths and lanes.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Each student will know the rules of safe bicycle
operation on Oregon bicycle paths and lanes.

CONTENT:
Bicycle Safety

SUGGESTED APPLICATION:
Social studies

MATERIALS:
Oregon Bicycle Rules of the Road.

Transparencies., "Bikeways Classifications " (Ape
pendix. page 100-1021

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
1 Assign students to read pages 61.66 of Oregon

EloeyclO Rules of the Road. Review.pnd discuss
,in class

2 Have student:I-collect newspaper articles and
pictures of Oregon bikeways. Discuss the safety

7 0
15

features of the different types of bicycle paths
.opresented in the pictures. Supplement the -
discussion with transparency of bikeways.

invite a member of a local bike clu b. bicycle task
-force or advisory committee to speak to the
class about

a present status of bikeways construction.

b. community use of bikeways

c plans for future expansion of bicycle lanes.

4 Lead a discussion about the advantages to
bicyclists of using bikeways. Discuss the
reasons for state regulations which limit bicycle
travel on highways it when bikeways are
available

5 Discuss the methods for financing bikeways
construction

ti nb,

4
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AREA: Social Responsibility

SUB-AREA: Citizen on the Streets and Highways

Level VI
LESSON 9

PROGRAM GOAL: Students will be able to function as responsible individuald when
. traveling as motor vehicle passengers.

4 COMPETENCY: Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the inherent ,
(course Goal) dangers of riding in or On a motor vehicle.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:
Having viewed one film depicting certain safety
situations the student will evaluate the lessons and
determine the reasons for using Seat belts

CONTENT:
Car Passenger Safety Situations and Respon-
sibiltttes

SUGGESTED APPLICATION: ,.
Social stud ibs. language arts

MATERIALS:
Film. "Safety.Belts for Susie' (See page iii)

Story. :Who Needs the Silly Thing (Appendix.
page 511

.. -

Article. "What Is an Air Bag?" (Appendix. page 50)

.
%sr

-OARING ACTIVITIESi
1 After viewing the film, "Safety Belts for Susie,'

discuss riding in automobiles... .

,..it you were a parent, taking yourchild to school,
would you allow him or her to get out of the car
on the street side? Why?

If you have brothers and/or sisters. how do you
behave in the car when you are on a trip? Does
yutir father or mother object to your shorting or
arguing while he or she is driving, If so. is that
unreasonable?

.

.

.\ 1,

17

. 0.
2 Have Someone read the short story "Who Needs

the Silly Things?" and ask for comments.

How ma
ride in a r?

of you wear seat belts whenever you

Why. don't more adults wear seat belts
regularly? Does habit play a part in this prac-
tice?

What about this statement. "I wear seat belts
when I'm on a long trip but not when I do local
driving?" At.

RELATED ACTIVITIES:
1. It might be interesting to have the students take .

'a survey in their own.families to see how many
people consistently use seat belts Also have
their reasons for doing so or not doing so.

Read the article. -What Is an Ai;..713ag?" to the
class and get reactions to it.

.

Perhaps studentswould be interested in writing
letters to various automobile manufacturers and
the National Safety Council for statist,on seat
belt use

$

.
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RULES FOR PEDESTRIANS

I Obey signals of traffic officer. safety Patrol member. and adult crossing guards.

2 Know the mentions of the colors of the traffic signals.

3 Obey Signals promptly ,

4 Cross streets carefully. especially where ther iFneither a trajfirs..siiicer nor a signil.

5 Cross streets only at crosswalks.

6 Always stand on the curb. not in the street. while waiting to cross.

7 Look all ways. cross quickly but do not run. Be alert for ears Which may suddenly turn onto the street.

8 Make use of 'subways. or elevated crossings. and safety islands.

9 Where there is no sidewalk. walk on the left side of the road, facing oncoming traffic

10 At night cross where the lights are bright, and the visibility is good

11 At night. wear or carry something light or white. or carry a light so that motorists can see you

12 Carry an umbrella and/or any large Parcel in such a way as to have a clear view: keep alert and be aware of

13 Takeoff roller skates when crossing a street or highway.

14 Do not try to buck the motorist even.if you are right and he or she is wrong.

15 Be as alert and careful when walking in a group as when alone. and do not (Vend on others to watch out for
your safety

16 Cross railroads at protected intersections If possible.

t7 Do not hitch onto trucks. wagons. or farm machinery.
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THE MYSTERY OF THE KISSED SCHNAUZER'

4
(Here is a Mystery story that will test your ability as a
detective There are five clughthat lead Tony Riper
to make the decision he does. When you have
finished reading the story. see it you know what the
five clues are Check with your teacher to see it you
are right

Little Sid was a good kid for four years old
There was only one thing, he liked to kiss dogs

"He's kissing that dog!" Harry Blakely said
aghast to Tony Piper

Little Sid stopped kissing and stood up. He was
about as tall as a yardstick. not either' he
bellowed Little Sid had a terrible temper

He was' Harry said to Tony
Tony didn't want to talk about it He was nine

years old, and sometimes his little brother em-
barrassed him to tears.

"We're going." Tony told little Sid "You look
after Packy

"Okay." Sid said. He reached down and fumbled
at the curly gray Schnauzer's collar

"What are you doing?" Tony asked him
"He's getting ready to kiss him again." Harry

said Harry was nine years old too He and Tony were
both in fourth grade. 'Copt at different schools Tony
went to Mark Twain Harry went to Lincoln

"I'm not either kissing him," Little Sid
straightened up. his eyes blazing

*What were you doing then?" Harry demanded
His collar's too tight." Sod said
You leave his collar alone." Tony ordered You ,

`,loosen it. and he'll slip out
He won't either,"

What_to you want to keep him tied up for
anyway?"' Harry asked Tony "Dogs don't like to be
tied up

"We just got him," Tony aid "He has to be tied
up for a few days so he gets used to the place

You better not say I'm kissing him again
either,- Little Sid warned Harry

"Come on. let's go." Tony said He started away
and Harry followed "Don't you let him get loose,"
Tony warned Sid the last thing lust before walking
011

"Shul up!" tittle Sid told him He knelt and
started working at Packy's collar again Tony never
in all his life had won an argument with Little Sid

it would be too bad of Packy got loose It was the
"dog days", of-mid-summer. and too many Strays
were running around the way it was They had to be
picked upvA ',Mewl had been bitten and togs taking
painful rabies Shots All the fourth graders in T'ray's
Cub Scout pack were going around over town
bringing in whatever strays they-could find Harry
and he were working together They were to take any
stray dogs they came across to the D-X station on
the corner of Lee and Higgins Road Mr Kelly. the
Scoutmaster, was going to be there with a truckiip
until three o'clock that afternoon

"Where should we go first?" Harry. wanted
know

"Just walk around." Tony told him "Any tune we
see a dog, well find out d he's got a collar If he
hasn t. then he's a stray

"Alleys"' Harry said "Stray dogs like alleys"- He
started across the street walking diagonally toward
the entrance to an alley

"Hey," Tony,yelled. "You're jaywalking!"
Harry stopped in the gutter andsturned around

to look at him. "So what?"
"Now you're standing in the gutter instead oton

the sidewalk'
'What's the difference?" Harry asked.
"Don't you have anything about safety at Lin-

coln?"
"We have satety next year." Harry said. "This

year we had health."
"Well, it's not healthy standing in gutters." Tony

told him "A car might hit you."
Harry stepped back up onto the sidewalk
"Doesn't anyone in your school have safety?"
in filth grade we do." Harry said.
We have it all the way through." Tony said

"That shows Mark Twain is a better school than
Lincoln

"Yeah?" Harry said "Then how come our tourth
grade beat your fourth grade in sottball?"

That was another one of the things Tony didn't
like to talk about "Come on." he said. "Let's go up to
the corner and cross. Then well come back down
on the other side and go through that alley."

The alley had lots of interesting things back
doors, trash cans, a tew stray cats even but no
dogs T hey tried anotherone and then another. The
had lust entered their tourth alley when they sa
little Sid running toward them trom theother end H
was crying

"Packy got loose!" he yelled when he came up
them

You tet him slip his collar off!" Tony accused.
sternly.

"I didn't ler him!" little Sid defended himself He
lust clod ito''

"You go back home," Tony ordered "Well look
for him

**You better find him tool" little Side said. "And
I'm going to kiss himi I don't care what anyone says!"

"I lold you your little brOther kisses dogs." marry
told Tony

clon't edher," little Sid shouted He picked up a
lock and threw it at Harry Harry ducked just in lime

Little Side went home. and Tonyand H ariy went
all the way from Bridgeport Street to St Clair
looking across backyards and into all the alleys
There was no sign of Packy Tony was beginning to
get worried What if one of the other Cub Scouts out
looking for dogs found Packy running around with
no collar? He would think he was a stray!

.-We'll have to start asking people if they've seen
a little gray Schnauzer," Tony told Harry.

The first person he asked was an old man sitting
on a bench at a bus stop

"A gray Schnauzer?" the old man said "Let's
see now. is that the one that's long and has little
short legs?"

"No, that's a Daschund.- Tony told him
-Oh. yeow." the old man said. "I used to have a

Daschund They're real smart dogs Did you ever see
a dog that liked peanuts?"

When Tony asked a woman sweeping her
sidewalk if she had seen a little gray Schneuzet_ the
woman said. "You boys look hot Are you?"

.;,06y ktab, nom tol .:,3)krt 1!-10t .1 k).
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"Yes. ma'am." Tony said. "But have you seen a
little gray Schnauzer go past here?"

"That's a dog," Harry put in as if he were afraid
that woman wouldn't know what they were talking
about

"You have to be caretul in this heal." the woman
said "You can gel sunstroke without even knowing
it I have a little niece in Kansas that got sunstroke.
once

"I guess you didn't see a little gray Schnauzer
then. huh?" Tony didn't want to be impolite. but he
didn't have time to talk to the woman about her niece
in Kansas

"She keeled .right over on the sidewalk," the
woman said. "Playing hopscotch Thal hopscotch is
real roughhouse game if you ask mei I hope you
boys never play hoOscotchl Do you,"

"No. ma'am. Tony said "We have to be going
now

A block down the street. they met Mrs Andrews.
the Pipers' next door neighbor. walking along with a
sack of groceries in-ler arms.

"You didn't give' Packy away, did you. Tony?"
she asked.

Tony said. "No. what makes you think I gave him
away?"

"I saw a boy leading him along on a leash a while
ago." Mrs Andrews said

"Are you sure it was Packy? who was the boy ?'
How long ago? Which way were they going?" Tony
asked.

"It wao about thirty minutes ago when l was on
Ty Sway to the store." Mrs. Andrews said "I didn't
know the boy. -but- it-was Packy all right They
Crossed the street 'right here I.was as Close to them
as I am to you now.The boy looked like he was about
nine or ten years old

"They crossed here?" Tony said "They were in
the middle of the block Thal would be jaywalking!"

"I know." Mrs Andrews said "But here's where
They crossed

The next person who had seen a boy leading a
gray Schnauzer was a delivery boy unloading
flowers from a panel truck "I saw a boy leading a
Mlle gray dog oul on Potter Road." the delivery boy
said

"Potter Road doesn't have any sidewalk si" Tony
hoped the boy was mistaken

But the delivery boy was positive, "They were
walking on the south side of the pavement going
east." he said.

"That would be the right side? The same direc-
tion cars go!"

The delivery boy nodded "It was a real cute little
dog." he said. "I hope you find him

There was a policeman standing in tront of
Breezewald's Supermarket In the Lockhurst Shop-
ping Center

"Yeah. I saw a kid going along'here leading a
dog," he told Tony "I'd have given him'a talking to HI
hadn't been busy with a bent fender out in the
parking lot. He crossed against a "Don't Walk" sign
on the other end of the block. and when he got up
here he was in such a hurry he stood in the gutter
waiting for the cars to gel past

"Which way was he going?" Tony asked
"East

'Thanks What time is it ?"
"Two-thirty
"He's heading for Lee and Higgins," Tony told

Harry "Where Mr Kelly is wailing with the truck. He
thinks Packy's stray!"

"We better huffy.- Harry said. "I I's _a-long way to
Lee and Higgins.

They found one other person who had seen
Packy and the boy who had him.

"There wastakid with a dog gol on a bicycle with
another kid." a man told them "He was silting on the
handlebars with the dog in his arms."

"Which way were they going?"
' "Easti"

"We'll never make it in time." Harry said. "It's
nearly three o'clock now It'll be nearly three-thirty
be the time we get all the way out to Lee and Higgins
Road Packy will be gone in the truck

Tony saw a public telephone booth on the next
street Corner "We'll telephone the D-X station." he
told Harry "They can gel Mr Kelly in so I can talk to
him

The man that answered the phone in the D-X
station said that Mr Kelly was out in front and he
would gel him Less than a minute later. Mr Kelly's
voice came over the line to Tony's ear

"This is Tony Piper, Mr Kelly." Tony said "Did
some boy come in there with a little gray
Schnauzer?"

"Yes," Mr Kelly said
"Hold himl He's mine(' Tony said
"Which one?" Mr Kelly asked -Wave got two
Two?" This was something Tony hadn't

cooled on
"Yes'
-Both little gray Schahuzers?"..
"Yes'
-Packy's lust about six months old
"They both are
"Pocky's gray with *a little black mark on his

breast
"They both have black marks on their breasts
"And they're both gray?"
"Yes
Tony was beginning to get frightened "Then

hdW are we going to tell which one is Packy7"
"I don't know," Mr Kelly said
"How long is it till the truck leaves?"
"They're ready to go right now
"Well can't you make them wait till I get

there?"
`I don't know. Tony." Mr Kelly said "I'll try.

Hold on a minute.
"Waill" Tony had an idea "Where did the boys

who brought the Schnauzers find them/ What part
of town?"

"I don't know." Mr Kelly said
"Well can't you ask them?"
"They're gone now. Tony." Mr Kelly said "They

left the dogs and then they wenton All I know is that
one of the boys goes to Markjwain School and the
other one goes to Lincoln."

Tony was excited It was the WO break he had
had "Are you sure, Mr. Kelly?"

"Yes. I'm sure."
"And do you knoll., which dog it is the boy from

Lincoln brought in?"

3
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"Sure."
"Then hold himl That's Packyl"
"How do you know?" Mr. Kelly asked
"I'll tell you when I get there." Tony told him.
When he and Harry went trotting into the CiX

drivawaY, twenty minutes later_ Mr. Kelly was stand-
ing there holding a little gray Schnauzer on a leash.
The truck was gone. Tony dropped to his knees in
front of the dog and lifted his forepaws. The dog ran

I

.

p

r
p

I.

out a moist. pink tongue and kissed Tony on the
sweaty forehead. It was Packyl

How had Tony known that Packy had been
picked up by a boy who went to Lincoln School
instead of Mark Twain? There are five reasons. Go
back through the story and find the reasons- Write
them down on paper and then turn to the next pege
to see if your reasons are correct.
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Trim *long lotted linos ono i.lon mount on 5" x 7" ore.
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Trim along dotted dna and then mount on bock of corm000ndine cord; Cord I on beck of Cord I, Mc.

Card No 1

SCENE:
A cold, gray, overcast day

TIME:
7:30 A.M.

PARTICIPANTS:
Car driving south
Child also walking south

NO SIDEWALKS

MUDDY SHOULDERS

CHILD WEARING GRAY CLOTHING

MOTORIST HURRYING TO WORK

a

.

SCENE:

Card No. 2

Road in front of factory area

TIME: i.......
5 o'clock in the evening; a shift of the
factory work has .just been completed.

...

PARTICIPANTS:
3 children walking north; cars on high-
way going north and south; cars leav-
ing parking lot -.going in all directions. .-
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Turn along dotted lines and then mount on 5" x 7" cards.
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s ----------- Trim along dotted line) and than mount on back of corrospondini, lard: Crrd 1 on back of Ciird 1. ate.

SCENE:

TIME:

Card No. 3

Neighborhood shopping center;
vacant lot

4 P.M.

PARTICIPANTS:
10 boys are playing baseball in the
vacant lot.

CARS ON BUSY STREETS

CARS ENTERING AND EXITING FROM PARKING
LOT c

STOPLIGHT
4

1

SCENE:

TIME:

Card No. 4

Deserted street in a residential area

Late afternoon

PARTICIPANTS:
Several boys halm set up hockey goals
in the street and are playing hockey.

I The goals are portable and can be I
-... easiirmove.d. ._..---.

,..--._.

I
PARKED CARS ALONG THE SIDE OF THE STREET
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-ERNIE THE ERMINE'

Earnie. a very young ermine. poked his head out
of Otis warm underground nest and Peered up at the
gray sky He scanned the bare branches of the oak
tree at the other side of the thiCket The last birds had
gone He lifted his nose higher to sniff the breeze it
had a strange crisp smell.

Then something cold and wet landed squarely
on his nose He pulled in his head swiftly',Fromithe
protection of the burtpw, he watched big white
flakes drift softly down to cover the thicket

"This must be snow" Eairnie thought He arched
his strong thin neck around so that he could see the
back of his long body His.fur gleamed dimly in the
'gray light coming through the burrow door ltwas as
white as the snow except for the tip of his tail. that
was black as night

Earnie remembered what his mother had told
the five ermine children before they left the shelter of
her nest in the stoney place on the other side of the
hill beyond the oak tree

"Sumner wilt be gone soon." she Said You will
lose your sleek brown fur as the days grow shorter.
Soon you will find that you are whiter all over than
your undersides are now

She nodded toward Brother Charlie was
stretched sleepily on lais side His stomach showed
yellowish whaegainst the rest of his red-brown fur

"Only the tips c your tails will stay the same,"
his mother continued "They will still be black "She
blinked wisely.

"One day you will wake up to find that the whole
world has turned white, too. This is snow. It falls
from the sky and covers everything but the tallest
trees. Except for you tails, you will be invisible in it."

She warned them that the small animals ermines
hunt for food would be harder to firXI in winter that
many would be sleeping in their burrows "But the
ones who are not asleep you will be able to creep
upon without being seen." she said "Be brave and
bold in your hunting, my sons. and you will have na
trouble

'Remembering this advice. the ermine children
went out to find nests of their own. Earnie soon
discovered a burrow that had been deserted by a
mote. inside it he built a snug nest of twigs and
leaves As he curled up for his first night's rest in his
new home, he thought. "Let the snow come. 1 shall
be quite warm here."

And so he was as he watched the big flakes fall.
But they kep falling for a longtime and Earnie began
to reel hungry Just when lie thought he could not
wait any longer, the sun burst out from behind the
clouds The snow had stopped The thicket was
turned into a bright While land b

Earnie scurried out of his burrow. Using his
short strong iegs to carry him at full speed, hd
bounded through the thicket toward the creek on the
other side. The air was cold and the snow, was
sloppeor at first. but he soon learned to run in it
almOSt as well as he ran on the ground in summer.

When he drew near the creek, he slowed down
There were strange noises coming from the op-
poshe bank. Earnie croutched low behind a tiny pine
tree that was covered with snow

Two strange animals, both very large. but one
much larger than the other, stood beside the creek
Their coats were dark except for their pink faces.

4
13

These must be the humans his mother had warnea
Nunn about

"Beware." she had said. "The humans will try to
trap you in winter They admire your fine white
coats. Stay far away from the Places where you see
theT

Earnie remembered his mother's words. kut he
was also curious. "They can't see me against the
snow." he thought. "I wilt get closer just this once to
see for myself what these humans are like.",

He crept around the pine tree and ran swiftly
and silently to a snow-covered rock at the edge of
the creek.

When he peeked around it he saw the humans
standin§ still, staring right at his rock' Then the
smaller human began jumping up and down.

"Did you see him, Uncle Ed? Did you see him?"
the small human cried. "There. behind the rock. I
Saw his tail when he ran. It was like a black streak k
real ermine, 1 never would have seen him if it hadn't
been for that tail

The larger human nodded "He's a good one all
right Come On. Billy. your Aunt Susan will have
dinner ready by the time weget back. I'll set some
traps tomorrow."

When the hi..-nans had turned away from the
creek, Earnie strteatied back to his burrow as fast as
he could go. Inside-le lay panttt on httb4bg bed.
thinking about the bad-lostake he had ade..

He had forgotten abbut his black tail and how
easy it was to see against the snow. For the rest of
the winter he must take care not to go near that part
of the creek again. The large human said he was
going to set a trap there. From nowon, Earnie would
remember about that tail.

As he settled in his nest for the night, hunger
forgotten, the two humans tramped through the
snow toward a big white farmho4.661.11vhere smoke
curled from the chimney_

"You know, Billy," the larger human said. "that
ermine wasn't very smart for an ermme. but he
should have taught you something about, being a
smart human."

Bstly's forehead wrinkled "What. Uncle Ed?"
"Why did you see him?" Uncle Ed asked
**Because of his tail, that black tip on il but

Billy was still puzzled. Uncle Ed asked another
question:

"What would you need if you were lost in the
snow and you wanted peOple to see you ?"

"Hey," whooped Billy, "that's it! If I got lost oat
here. I'dlivant ipme dark clothes In snowy weather.'
I'll remember that when I go back to schoql irkthe
city Mondani,' want peopfle in cars to see me when
cross the sftet."

Uncle Ed said. "The color of clothing you wear is
always good protection. After dark you should wear
something white. On dreary gray days a bright color
will make you stand out."

40 "You know." Billy said as he and Uncle Ed took
off their boots on the back porch of the farmhouse.
"what is dangerous for the ermine is just right for
humgns. Ermines should be white all over to be
really sate.:

se hfro 54 re r a gout:au:anon ut the Net.una r Su tvt l C d lento ry-F vb wary
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Uncle Ed smiled. They can't choose what they
. wear That black tad is nature's way of giving the
animals ermines hunt a chance to see them first But
humans should remember that they need to be seen
at all times .
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Billy and Uncle Ed went inside to the hot dinner
waiting for them while down in the thicket beside the
oak tree. Earnie. the very young ermine, dreamed of
his black-tipped tail
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. Look At The Bulls Eye

You Probably- Can Not Identify
The Letters In Each Corner

VN

TO GET STARTED

Look directly at the bulls eye. You see it clearly but yob cannoi identify the characters in each corner; 'although
you kdow they are there.

Our true focus Icentrat vision) area is not large. We see clearly in a small area only.fothia is a handicap to
'safe driving find we must overcathe this "ion deficiency.
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DEFENSIVE DRIVER'S GAME

IT'S EASY. JUST TOUCH THE CIRCLES IN NUMERICAL ORDER AS FAST AS YOU CAN. TIME YOURSELF.

READY? GO!

if

'V

YOU LOST, IF IT TOOK YOU MORE THAN NINE SECONDSTO COMPLETE THIS REACTION TEST.

rs9
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HOW A BIKE SHOULD FIT.
When the rider sits on the sad e with the ball of one foot

on the low pedal and grasps th .handle-bars as though
riding, note the following

,

.
A The leg with foOt on the
low pedal is bent slightly
at the knee when the ball
of the foot is pressing
on the pedal

1,,

%

it

d The upper part of the body is
inclined slightly forward.

e0

0 Th e handlebar grips are at right
angles to the handlebar sten"-

\-11

B The seat is parallel to
the ground

i'Remevriber there-are two ovestions you need to answer gon you select your bicycle_ft.
t How am I going to use the bicycle?

2 Which is the right sized bicycle for me?
. /
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DO YOU HAVE GOOD FORM?

1 Always ride with the ball of the foot on the Pedal

I

c0

t...'

'..

2. Pedal evenly Be sure you're not pedaling harder with one leg than the other; make each leg do half of the work. If you
$ pedal evenly, you can have good rhythm Rhythm is important in bike riding. just as it is in running and swimming.

3 Pedal straight. Keep your legs parallel with the frame of the bicycle. don't let yourknees stick out at the sides. If you keep
irr?your knees in you .will get more Power o our leg movement.

4 Keep your shoulders steady. Letting your shoulders wobble as you ride will make your bicycle unsteady

V

5 Keep your elbows in; don't let them stick out This will give you better steering control.
... ..

6 Look straight ahead Hold your head still Sit comfortably, with Your body leaning a little forward

*
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TRAFFIC SIGN QUIZ'
a

How well do you know traffic signs'? Can you?ell what they might say When you see the shapes of the signs" Look at each of., .
these signs from the back add select your ailswer , . ...

1 This sign might say (A) Yield. (8) Stop. (C) Watch That Child

2 2 might say (A) Stop. (B) Speed Zone Ahead. (C) Merging Traffic

3 might say (A) Do Not Enter. (B) Railroad. (C) Ctution School Crossing

4 might say (A) 4 Way Stop. (B) Detour. (C) Merging Traffic

5 might say, (A) Narrow Road. (B) No Left Turn. (C) Yield

Sign No

3 Sign No

4 Sign No

5 Sign No

6 Sign No

7 Sign No

8 Sign Ni)

9 Sign No

6 might say

7 might say

8 might say

9 might say

(A) Railroad: (B) Yield. (C) Step 4»

(A) Speed Limit 35 M P H . (8) No Passing Zone. (C) School Crossing

(A) Railroad. (8) Stop. Fasten Seat Belts. (C) Yield

(A) Stop Ahead. JunCtiOn 42A (EITSlow. (C) Keep To Right Except When Passing

'Use with transparency master on page 40
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The Bicyclist as a "Driver"'

ft
A skillful driver always has his or her bike under

control. The cyclist never drives so fast as to be
unable to stop in thamegared clear distance ahead.
and avoids becoming overtired and less alert by
riding too far. A good driver alters speed to conform
to traffic. weather. pedestrians. and other en-
vironmental and road conditions, and always carries
packages in a basket or carrier in ordeeto have both

1hands free to control the bike.
It is In., erativelhat the cyclist develop skill in

balancing and pedaling. to avoid 'swerving into
traffic. running off the edge of a sidewalk on
highway. and to avoid hitting a pedestrian or fixed
object at a narrow passing. Parents have a respon-
sibility to be sure the Child has the skill to cope with
traffic before permitting street driving. Learners
should be taught to coast with the pedals level
(horizontal) in readiness to apply the brakes. and to
avoid scraping the lower Pedal on turns.

Cyclists must ride with the flow of traffic. not
against traffic. Soft or rough shoulders. curbs and
guard rails' often make it impossible for a cyclist
facing traffic to yield the right of way to an ap-

icle. When car and bicycitare travel-
n, both motorist andbyclist

asive action
nets now is commonly

practice Indeed. the motor

proaching v
trig in the sa
have more t

The used
accepted as a safe n
vehicle laws of practically all states requin3,such
signals. Signaling intention to turn. slow down. or
stop gives the motorist beffind, as well as the one
approaching. an opportunity to anticipate _the
cyclists' movement The bike driver should. signal
well in advance so that both hands are on the
handlebars when the maneuver Is made. This is
especially important when the bike is equipped with
hand brakes Since alleigrials are made with the left
hand,' it is important that the control for, the rear
brake is located on the right handlebar. It is a simple

. matter to switch the brake control if necessary
Standard hand signals are as follows' Left turn
hand and arm extended horizontally, Right turn
hand and arm extended downward

Cyclists should avoid crowding between cars at
stop signs, or between a car and the curb A slight
swerve could result in the cyclist being hit by a
passing car or being struck by a car turning right.
Walk the bike across busy streets_ Railroad
crossings should be approached cautiously and-
crossed at as near a right angle as possible. It is
safest to walk the bike when crossing tWo or more
tracks

Carrying more passengers than the bicycle is
designed and equ,iPped for is dangerous and illegal
Pa engers obstruct the driver's vision. making
baFncing difficult, and increase the danger of
ge ling Part of the body or clothing caught in the
spokes. Two on a bike also greatly increases
stopping distances The "poll" or "banana" seat on

L .
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a hi-rise bike appears to be designed to carry two;
but this is not the case.

A bicyclist should never hold on to a moving
vehicle nor in any way attach the bike to the vehicle.,
The bike may be struck or squeezed by other,
vehicles Also. the slightest loss of balance may
throw the cyclist to the street.

Cyclists should always ride single file_ Two or
more cyclists riding abreast take uP too much of the
roadway and restrict defensive maneuvers. On off-
street bicycle Paths or other places closed to
automobile traffic. riding two abreast may be per-
mitted. but speed should be reducel and special
caution taken for Pedestrian traffic.

Stunting or trick riding is always dangerousand
should never be doneon the street or wherever there
is danger of collision with a pedestrian, f object,
or another cyclist. Driving with no han anding
in the saddle and similar stunts can east result in
serious injury. Drivers of hi-risers should of make
the bike rear up and ride on the back w I only. or
"jump" the bike over obstacles.

In order to turn left at intersection in the
business area.dr where there is heavy or high- eed
vehicular traffic. a bicyclist should dismount
follow the pedestrian crosswalk to the far ri
corner. then proceed across at right angles. In th
way the cyclist crosses one direction ottraffic at a
time. Heavily traveled routes should be avoided if
others are available. If riding on the sidewalk is
allowed by ordinance. or if the driver is too young to
be allowed in traffic, care should be taken when
ridin,on the sidewalk to avoid striking or alarming
Pedestrians.

When oVertakingslow moving vehicles. a cyclist
must be careful to avoid being struck or crowded by
vehicles about to turn Into a driveway or alley. He or
she must be especially. alert when passing parked
cars for doors which might open. Parked cars with
someone in the driver's seat should be given as wide
a berth as PoSsible. A cyclist should neyer ride into
the roadway fro he yard, driveway or alley without
looking carefullrin all directions.

When the bicycle is not in use it shbuld be
locked and left in an upright Position either in a rack
or on a kick-stand. It should not be left in a Place
where it will disrupt either pedestrian or vehicular
traffic. It should never be leaned against a building
or store windoiii. A bike lying on the ground not only
is subject to damage. but also is a trigging hazard.

All motor vehicle-bicycle accidents ihvolvIng
personal injury or property damage should be
reported to the local Police department so that a
more accurate analysi of bicycle mishaps can be
made_ Also. an official report is important for
insurance purposes and legal action.

'Ada...1M trwn Nut by the Natounsi cra fel v Coyne it
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STOPPING DISTANCE FOR BICYCLES ON DRY AND WET ROADS
- HOW FAST YOU CAN STOP DEPENDS ON MANY THINGS

THIS CHART SI-1OULD BE USED AS A GUIDE ONLY

pFlY ROADS

MPH(

.hr

11 Ft

8 Ft 3Ft

12 Ft 8F1

i

16 :32 Ft

16'Ft '16 F1

t

%A-

41

MPH

8Ft 12 Ft

4

WET ROADS .

20 Ft

12

4

40 Ft

12 Ft 28 Ft

rr

6 ---El 64 Ft 4

16 Ft or 48 Ft

.

20 --1=M 44 Ft f 20 100 Ft '

20 Ft 24 Ft 20 Ft 080 Ft _

THINKING DISTANCE
Distance Travelled

before brakes can be applied

BRAKING DISTANCE
Distance Travelled

after brakes have been applied

22
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STOPPING DISTANCE
Thinking Distance

Braking Distance
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-1:lutiee-of School Bus Patrols

I Supervise the loading of the bus on a sale and orderly manlier One patrol may remain outside the bus to
maintain order and. if the group is large. to form pupils ins '41 single line to facilitate rapid loading A second
patrol may be in the bo is Ici supervise the seating of pupils an help them store their books and other materials

2 Checkto determine it all pupils are aboard before the river leaves the school ground or highway loading
zone

3 Maintain order while the bus is moving This would inclutle reminding passengers

a To remain seated whole the bus is in motion, but to alight promptly after the vehicle has come to a
'complete slop

b To refrain from unnecessarily loud and boosterdDs commune ation

c To refrain from communicating with the he is droving. except in emergencies

c To keep all parts of bodies within the vehic4.4

e Patrols will also discourage any attempts-hi-passengers to tamper with.the emergeocy_dour during
normal travel conditions

1 Help the drover to safeguard pupils required to cross hoghlWays alter alighting from a school busbr before
ti arding one A patrol may perform this lunction by alighting from the vehicle in advtrice of the passengers
and accompanies those passengers to thifront of the bus and reminds them not to cross the highways until the
drivil, from his relapvely far-seeing vantage point in the bus. indicates that a safe crossing is possible

5 Help pupils use the emergency door When necessary_ and during emergency exit drills

6 iSionipny 10110w any special instructions from the driver during emergencies

S.

0

04 TIES OF A SCHOOL BUS PATROL MEMBER

Ideally the member should be older
- I

Trie member live near the end of the bus route so he can be on the bus as long as possible

The roembershould.nof be absent regularly

The member should be courteous. helpful. dependable. cheerful Zhile on duty. genuinely try to efelo others, be
confident. adhere to safe practices while on or off duty and enjoy being a patrol

-ark
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AIN EMERGENCIES'

ft,
The bus driver brings the bus to a stop. applies the emergency brake.'turns off the ignition. stays in the bus and
opens the front door, directs and supervises the patrol members, directs the patrol members to carry out.
emergency procedures and supervises evacuation of bus riders

The patrols

Set out flags. flares, arid-'or reflectors 100 feet to the front and rear of .the bus

2 Take telephone number card to the nearest phone and call the listed numbers as needed

3 Open emergency door when directed by driver

4 Assist with unloading at the front and rear

5 Caution bus riders to be aware of traffic hazards

6 Direct bus riders to a place away horn the bus

1 Identify the insured

8 Assist the drover as he administers first aid

II the driver is injured

1 And the bus moving. the pi*ol member steers the bus to a sale Place

2 Patrol meniber turns off Ignition and applies emergency brake

3 Patrols place flags flares<%ndsor reflectors

,4 Patrol members direct and supervise unloading of bus riders et

5 patrols take telephone number card to the ValEt$1 phone and call the appropriate numbers

6 All bus infers should remain in an assigned safe area until help arrives

In Case of fore

1 The driver orders the unloading 01 the bus al the front rear oi both

2 Tuktiq telephone Plumber card to nearest phone arid call listed numbers as needed

Puce flags. hares. and. or rellec-tors

4 Patrol members should know how to use fire extingtiisher

5 Patnil no(finbers direct bus riders to sale place away Iron, bus
%.

ti,0 I. cp. Apra
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John Stone was ending his year as a safety patrol-
at the Field School, It Solis a delightfulspring(mollning

"sad John was standing at his post. School was almost
over and-most of the children, on their way to school,
were noisier and a little en=u=s11
deglyJitioJaaard the_s
sc reaming.

Pam Schneider. a first grader., had been chasing
a wild rabbit. In her excitement, she followed the rab-
bit into the middle of the street without noticing .an
approaching car. The car stopped in time, but in the
excitement; Pam fall and was quite shaken.. Her par-
ents ware called and came to get het. They took her
tp the emergency room of a nearby hospital. No'onas
were broken. and she was only slightly bruised. from
her fall.

By the time. John got to school, ef)erigiving his
post. most of his class had already heard .the story.
Of course. each child's story differed slightly, and

,no one was quite sure how Pam was.0
From this particular incident, however, many of

the patrols thought of "close calls" they had witnessed
during the school year. At their next patrol meeting,
they suggested to their patrol leader that the patrols
Put on soma skits on the last day of school to remind
their schoolmates of soma of the pedestrian mistakes
they had made during the year and also to remind
them that they should be more careful over the sum-
mer. Th'e principal received the skit idea with en-
thusiasm, and the patrols began planning their as-
sembly.

Cathy Klein had the idea for the first skit. She
remembered hoW a younger child, Joan Sinith, hadn't
bothered to clean her notebook or listen to weather
warnings. Joan was dressed in dark clothes and had
no umbrella. On the way home from school. it began
pouring. Joan began running and her notebook fell.
Papers flew in all directions.

Joan and some other children went scampering
after the papers. A very important math homework
paper flaw Int&the middle of the street. Out Joan ran,
unaware of the traffic situation. Two'drivers slammed
on their brakes, missing Joan, but 'amidst colliding
with each other. Joan's dark clothing didn't help them
see her, and weather conditiobs didn't help either of
the oars in their attempt to stop quickly.

Jeff Gavin had the idakipr the next skit. He re-.
membered his neighbor, Al Dlmwitt, who always boast-

a
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ed -about his shortcuts to school. He never followed
the established path and.never hesitated )p_cross other
people's.property. One day, again during rain, Al was
running to school. (Ha didn't like getting wet.)

Al was running so quickly that ha went through
---a-yard-he-usually-didnit use. He failed -to- notice -the

"Beware of Dog" sign on the gate. No sooner was ha
in (hi-yard than a large German Shepherd started
barking and chasing him. The owner was home. and
she came out when she heard the commotion. Tha
dog stopped. and Al was saved from serious dog bites.
If the owner had not been. hopler who knows what
would have happened?

John Mueller then told of another boy. Ted 'Leavitt,
who didn't always take the usual path to school. This
boy was running because he was late to school. Ha
was in the middle of a vacant lot. and being in such
a hurry, didn't notice a large hole. He caught his foot
in it. John heard him screaming and got some help.
Not only was Ted late for school: he mised...e few
days of school while his sprained ankle healed. Tha
next time John saw Tad. Ted was taking the conven-
tional path to school.

Jaen Shudy's incident was next. Last Halloween,
after school hours, a large group of children were trick
or treating. The children looked like they were all dif-
ferent sizes and ages. Anyway.. it Was a drizzly Hal-
loween and between masks and umbrellas and trick
or treat bags. it was not easy for the children to sea.
The group's leader waited at a street corner and waited
for what she thought was e clear intersection. before
allowing the children to begin crossing. With half the
group still in the street, out of nowhere, along came
a car full of teen-age boys roaring down the street.
The Children rariand avoided being hit by just seconds.

As the patrols kept thinking. they remembered
mica and more situations. Their assembly was a huge
suctess. After the last skit, the patrols asked the
audience if its members could think of any dangerous
situations they had seen. The patrols also reminded
their audience to be extra careful as pedestrians and
to obey all pedestrian rules at all times.

Can you think ,.of any situations which might be
interesting to dliciiss with your classmates and might
help prevent a pedestrian accident from happening?

Sek..11 Solely. a gotablle6110: ..r the uis,...1 seat, c...med. sap-
temberOrt.14.1.. 1967
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away. That is why yellow is used on so many signs.
The writing on warning signs is always black, because

. .. black on yellow is the one corhbination of col rs.that
Time sure changesithingsi Like the meanings of

words. Colpr, for example, comes from the Old Latin -
woili colos, which meant e covering. And that word
came from en even Older word, celare, which meant
to cover or hide. Today we use color to show things.
not to hide them.

The colors of traffic signs and signals red.
green, yellow, bleCk end white really show us how
to walk., ride bicycles end drive safely. And our color-
ktittigns have changed a lot with time, too.

The first roads were built in Rome almost, 5.000
years ego: They were used by soldierswho rode into
other lands for battle. If a soldier foraot th3 directions,
he could wander ell over and miss the.batile entirely.
So to help gut lost soldiers,,- the Romans made the

arrows put ri t into the road. But since most stones
first street si s. They were cerved stones or stone

ere gray, the signs didn't show up very well.
In fact signs .didn't radii show color until the

telephone west invented. Now, that might sound strange.
Au* it's true. Telephone poles were painted with col -
Ved,circles to show riders and walkers what roads
they were on. But that didn't last very long rein,
snow end wind chipped the paint off. Something hed
to be done.

Something was done traffic signs, and they
worked! Policemen et busy street corners held up
signs painted red end green for drivers and walkers
to follow. The red one had "stop" written on it, end
the green one had "go". At first people had to reed
the signs, but soon they gar know whet the signs
meant just by the color. ,....,

Then things really began to change. The signs
were rePleced by signal boxes; electric traffic lights
were installed, end many new safety signs popped
up along the highweys.

Of course, the signs end lights of today are better
then the first odes, but the colors ere still tlia same.

The colors red, green, end yellow or em er, come
from railroad safety signets. Red means stop. All
through history it hes been the sign for lood end ,

fire danger. That's why red stop signs a d red trot- 1

fic lights stop us ,fronr walking or riding in the street I
when cats ere crossing in front of us. Iso. seeing I
red makes us think feet, end we need to thi kiss* when I
we may be In danger.

Green means go. It comes from en nglish word
that means to grow, end it indicates ma &Tient. It is
used on traffic lights, because it shows up Well against

evejyone can see th.e best in ell kinds of weacher.
1--t* .Werning sirs, yellow: diamonds with, black edges.

red.
Yellow is the warning color: end I

traffic lights, because it shows very
both red and green. It comes from an Ii

word that means to gleam. Of alt the
Is the one we can see the best from

SeAeqt Safoev--JanuaryFebruary. 1970. 21
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tell us to slow down or warn is of something, ahead
that could be dangerous. Yellow triangles with black
edges always mean yield the right of way le Other
traffic go ahead of .you. Yellow circles -with iclack'
edges and black Xs have the letters RR onithem. hey
tell us that a railroad crossing is ahead. Sometiines
yellow, instead of red. is used for stop signs. In ihis
case, yellow means the same as rid stop.

Somethirip else much bigger then a sign is ytel-
low, tool,a1r school bus. Do yoti know .why? BecauSe
school buses carry so many students, end students
are not always doing things, car drivers mu&
be especially ewers f

e
po ible hazards. When yo4

look out the window of the school bus you see card
of many colors. But when a driver looks at a yellow\
school bus, he sees e greet big warning sign. and he
knows that he must use caution. .

Do you know what a -signet with stripes means? 1
This is kind of tricky because only one kind of signal i
has striptes, a railroad crossing gate., It is always white
and blaek because, after yellow and black. white end
black is the next color combination we see best. The
long striped gates mean do not 151iss. And that goes
for walkers snd bicycler riders, as well as drivers.

You can see that each color has its own special
meaning. Can you see whet they, have in common?
Safety. ii I

Questions for discussion

11 In 1903 car manufacturers Changed colors of car
turning signals from white to yellow. Wtiy do you fhink
they made the change?

1 2. Traffic lights elweys have red on top. yellow in
the middle, end green et the bottom. From whet you
have !reed ebou't the colors of sefely, can you telLwhy?

.

3. Why do Yau think school crossing guards weer
bright orange belts? Whet does thil color tell a driver
to Jo?

4. Whet color ere the turn signals on automobiles
n w? Front? Rear?

FALLS

4/.

4

"Tony, you 'turn off' that television right now.
u've got homework to do." .

Tony Costa sighed. "But. Mame. the progrem:s
most over end it's so funny."

SeAoot Safes,. JanuaryFebruerY.
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"Let me see what this program is that's so funny,"
Mrs. Costa said coming into the roor4. On the tele-
vision screen a cartoon clown was roiling over and
over until he tonally landed with a crack against gliree
trunk.

"Say. that is pretty funny. Who modeled for thEit
-ctownl--You?"-ivtrs.-Costa asked.

"Aw. Mama." Tony snorted without turning around
His mother. his brothers and sister. everybody was
always making fun of him for being clumsy and falling
down all the time Didn't they know he couldn't help
if?

Later when the program was over. and Tony had
settled down to his homework, he couldn't get the pic-
ture of the clown out of his mind.

He shook his head and stared hard at his, note-
book paper. defermined to get to work. But, he must
haver stared too had because suddenly the doodles
he had made on the paper began tomove. He closed.
hip eyes and then looked again.

T e doodles had turned into a cartoon clown
But stead of painted clown faCe Iv had worn on tele-
vis n. the clown now looked just like Tony!

As the real Tony Costa stared at his notebook
paper. in disbelief. the clown Tony began to move
And other doodles on the paper started taking chap

He blinked his eyes, but sure enough, he was
looking at a cartoon drawing of his bedroom. And
there was the clown Tony climbing out of bed. One
foot got safely to the floor then the other He stood
up. But as he Took his first step. crash! Zap! Scrunch!

Clown Tony went flopping head over heels as
he slipped on the socks he had left laying beside the
bed the ni before.

The real any started to chuckle until he re-
membered that thaf was exactly what had happened
to him that mor ing.

The scene on the notebook paper changed quick....
ly Tony the Clown was sitting at his desk at scholiL
A cartoon teacher was talking to him. And the teacher'
looked lust like Mrs_ Sanders. his real teache&.

"Tony. will you come to the board. please. and
write protolerriAwo for us?" *

Torinh, Clown got up from hrg seat and began
wanting dovia the aisle. Before he could take Iwo
steps, thou slipped in a puddle of water his
own boots made beside his desk.

riders said. "Tony. vihy didn't you put your
bolts ur coat as you are supposed to do?"

The real ony felt himself blush. and he was glack-
to see the doodles begin to n!bve around again as the
sc ne, changed.

Tony the Clown and several other boys were walk-
g down a ceitoon sidewalk now Ahead of them
as a patch of cartoon ice.

"Hey. feltas." Tony the clown yelled. "let's see
who car/ get the longest slide on that icel"

9)
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With that he took off at a run. He hit the ice in
a pertect glide and sailed along with his hair streaming
in the wind apd a big smile on his face.

But the smile changed to a look of purehright
as Tony the Clown saw he was fast running out of ice.

"On-on-oh-no-o-o-!" Bam! Crash' Pow!
T-he-real Tony held- his- breath as the clown Tony

hit dry sidewalk on the other side of the ice patch.
His boots stopped. but the clown did not. He went
tumbling, bumping and scraping until he landed in a
heap at the foot of a tree. The cartoon boys were
doubled up with laughter. But the real Tony didn't
feel much like laughing as he remembered his skinned
knee and bruised elbow from falling on the ice that
afternoon.

Tony the Clown picked himself up and limped
toward a cartoon house that lodirod just like the real
Tony's house. The dOodfes on the paper moved again
and Tony the 'clown was talking to a cartoon MrS.
Costa.

"Hi. Mama. £m home." the clown said
"So I cait see. You look like you slid on your

knees all the' way." Mrs. Cqsta said. "Take out the
trash before you do anything else, please."

"Sure. Mam
up a full waste
of trash standil

the clown answered. He pinked
basket and then noticed another sack
g beside it. "Aw. I can do this all in

one trip" he said to himself.
"Trip is right," the real Tony muttered, thinking

back to his own experience that very afternoon. Sure
enough, the clown couldn't see over the trash, and
he walked into a chair that had been pulled out trom
the table.

Whoops! Smash! Kabaam!
Tony the Clown was sitting in the chair with an

orange peel dangling from his ear, a tin can on his
head and other trash streaming from his clothes.

If the scene had been in a cartoon% on television.
-the real Tony might have laughed until' his sides hurt.
But a clown with Tony's face and doing ail the things
Tony had done Just didn't strike him as being so funny
somehow.

Mr. Clown," Tony said shaking his finger
at the cartoon figure, "you're a real dummy. But 1
guesi that means I'M one too. If I had just use my
head a little. I wouldn't have had to fail all those
times. I see that now. Falling just isn't a laughing
matter.

"Well, I'm gonn
falling. toot" Tony w

. and threw It In his waste

get rid of you and rid of my
ded p the notebook paper

asket.
"WOO the matter, Tony? Need some help with

your homework?" Mrs_ Costa asked from the doorway.
"No. Mama. I just learned a whole lesson without

writing a word. Say. do you think I could have some
tacks? I gotta nail down this rug before somebody
(like me) trips pn it."



TEST OF KNOWLEDGE OF SCHOOL SAFETY PATROL PRACTICES*

PART 1 Read each Statement carefully Wide T next to the numbers if you think it is true Write F if you think it's
false

t4 One way Patrol members teach fellow classmates is by setting a properexamPO,

2 It is important for a patrol member lo wear a Patrol belt so that motorists and classmates can identify him or
her

g-413 When roads and sidewalks are ocy:a Patrol member should stop automobile traffC so that children may cross
safely

4 The Purpose of the safety patrol is to instruct and guard classmates when crossing streets

5 Before allowing children to cross. the patrol member should Cheek traffic in all directions

6 Patrol members can also teach children by reminding them of the safety rules they have learned in class

7 While on duty at an intersection where there ma police officer, a patrol member should lead children across
the street at the officer's signal -..

If it is raining hard. a patrol member should instruct all children to hurry

A patrol member, holding the childrir on the sidewalk. shOuld have them with his Or her back to traffic

10 if a fight takes place nearby. the patrol L4rnber Should leave his Pest and try to stop the tight

11 When al a Post where there are both Pedestrians and bicyclists. it is best to let the bicyclists ride across the
street firSt

12 It best to bawl all traffic violators out at the time the Patrol members sees them commit the unsafe act rather
than report it later

13 A patrol member should always walk across tee street with the children

14 Patrol members should look. act. and be alert to gain respect which is necessary to do a good lob

15- If a. policeofficei is staliOned at a sth001 crossing, there is not need ter a patrol member to be Posted there

16 A patrol member shbuld walk into the $tteet three Paces from the Curb to make sure all students Start safely

t7 A patio' mei-Aber has the authority to stop Cars but should bt careful when using it

18 The quinine of a Clean belt is 10 Set a Cleanliness example for other Children

19 Patrol members should stand at leaSt three paces back from the curb on the sidewalk so that they will riot be
hit by cars Cutting the corner too sharply

20 A patrol member should attempt to teach safe walking rules to careless students rather than report them

21 To gain the neCesSant reSPect patrol members must be courteous but firm with all children

22 Off duty patrol members should always wear their belts so that they can be quickly identified and used as
substitutes -

23 Alter a patrol member has allowed the children to start across the street. he or she Should turn and watch tor 1
-stragglers

24 It a patrol member is stationed al a corner with a police officer. and the officer is called away because of an
emergency. the patrol member shpuld walk into the street and direct traffic

If a patrol riwrribier perform., properly. it is iltjt nece*:psa ry to VVe4.41 the 0.11n:il bell

26 When stationed at a Post where there is a traffic signal. the only concern of the patrol member is that all cats
stop for the red signal

kg., g.ggg c 'JO
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27 At a corner where there ts nOt Much traffic. a patrol member should stand at the side and allow thechildren to
cross by themselves to that they will learn how to cross

:fkl When a motorist stops and motions a patrol member to allow the children to cross. the patrol member should
not do so until the rhOlorist has started again and gone on

29 Every patrol member serving on the patrol should be faithful and complete the term of duty as originally
agreed

30 All patrol problems should be discussed with the patrol officer and the patrol supervisors

PART II Select the one answer that you think best completes each of the following questions or statemerltS and
circle the letter

3t Where does a patrol member stand while waiting for children to collect at the crossing?
A At the edge of the curb
8 In the riddle of the street
C On the sidewalk, one pace back from the curb
D In the street. three paces from the curb

32 At a posl where parked cars do not obstruct the view. what should a Patrol member do when there is a gap in
Oahu; and it is safe jor children to Cross'?

A Remain on he curb while the children cross the street
8 Escort the children across the street
C Stand in the middle of the street while the children cross

33 What ought a patrol member do if children from another school regularly disregard him even after he requests
their cooperation?

A Report the matter to his patrol supervisor
B Call another patrol member to help force the children to obey
C Make the children cross at a different location

34 What does a patrol member do as school children approach the crossing?
A Holds up a hand toward approaching traffic so cars will stop
B Raises arms slightly to hold the children on the sidewalk
C Walks three paces into the street to look for approaching traffic

35 When can a patrol member safely allow children to start to cross the street?
A When cars are distant enough to permit children to reach the opposite curb before cars arrive
B When he Or she is sure that approaching motorists have seen the signal to stop
C When cars are 125 feet away

36 What should a Patrol member do if a friend wishes to carry on a conversation wire him while he is on duty'
A Report the friend to the principal so that he can be punished -
8 Keep up the conversation so the friendship won't be lost
C Arrange 10 see the friend after duty so the patrol member's attention wont be distracted

C
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37 II a parked car obstructs his view, what should asiatrol member do?
A Call a policeman to ;move the parked car
B Walk to the middle of the street each time children cross
C Remain standing in the street during his entire period of duty or until the parked car is moved
D Step into the street just far enough to secure a clear view of traffic atter each group of children has collected at

his post

38. When stationed at an intersection controlled by a police officer the function of the patrol member is to
. A At signal from police officer walk with children to center of street

B Hold Children on the sidewalk until lice officer stops traffic
C Direct traffic so that police can help hildren across street

39 The best way to stay op the patrol is to
A Become the Most popular person in school
B Perform patrol duties efficiently and cheerfully
C Report the mistakes of the other patrol members.

.

40 Patrol members on duty at a corner controlled by a traffic signal should
A Start children across the street when the amber light comes on

IL B Instruct children to enter and cross the street as long as the green light shows
C Have the children cross against the red light _

CI Start the children across during the first part of the green light after waiting until cars are turning with the
4 green light have cleared the crossing

41 School children will respect and cooperate best with a patrol member who
A Strictly commands their obedience . '
B Seeks, in a friendly manner to help them avoid ace/dents
C Is a "good fellow" and doesn't always report students who have violated safety rules

42 The proper place to ride bicycles is
' A On the right side of the street near the curb'

B On the lett side of the street near the curb
C Always on the sidewalk and never in the street
O Anywhere in the street

PART III Complete the following by writingthe correct word

43 Patrol members should sel a proper to all other children se

44 Bicyclists riding in the street are required by law to keep on the ... .
45 A patrol member should look. act, and be ....

.4,
.II; When children reach a crossing at the same time a car is approaching, the patrol member Should 111.01) the

47 Patrol members should stop traffic

4/3 A patrol member should permit nothing to divert his or her while on duty

4.4 A.49 A pdtrou member ShCaUld esnetk Ironic in directions before allowing classmates to ctoss

5ri the _ is tit unulorm by which motorists identity a patrol member performing street crossing duty

1 'J
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SAFETY PATROL PLEDGE

I promise faithfully that, as a member of the Safety Patrol of my school.

I will at all times do all in my power to protect all members of ally school and

other child pedestrians when they are Crossilit the street et my post. to guide

my own conduct toward automobile traffic so as to seta proper example to

all, other children in my school. end to guard myself from accidents while on

duty.

Ar



16;INO. CENT PEDESTRIAN*

One sunny afternoon I answered the phone end heard a neighbor excitedly as* if I would drive her to the
hospital Her daughter had lust been taken there in an ambulance, and the mother was too upset to drive her

_gar. I had heard the siren of the police cars a short time earlier: now I knew why.
On the way to the hospital, Mrs. Jordan told me what hed happened. and It certainly proved the theory

that an accident is the culmination of events.
. Attie Jordan had started out to visit her grandfather, who lived less than two blocks away. She Stepped off the
curb, a short distance from the crosswalk at the corner. Just then she saw a motorcycle approaching from
the right, so she waited patiently in the street next to the curb for it to pass the intersection. The motor-
cyclist didn't decrease his speed because he was one through street. However, at that precise second, a
car came out of a side street. The driver of the car was traveling the wrong way one one-way street, so there
was no stop sign when he arrived at the through street!. The car struck the motorcycle, kdocking its rider off,
Into the street. The motorcycle flew across the street end hit the girl standing there. Naturally, she and the
motorcyclist were both injured_

Let's analyze this set of circumstances_ Several actions were involved, and the omission of any one of them
would have prevented this particular accident. Who was at fault in the accident? What might have been the man's
reason for going in the wrong direction on a one-way street? Should he have stepped even though there was no
stop sign? Should the motorcyclist have decreased his speed es he approached the corner? Did the pedestri-
an (Julie Jordan) do anything which was careless?

Soboot SsictO. a Publication of the Notionsi Sakti, Council. Novombor.Decombor.



Which eye is .trying to see in -a darkened room?

Which eye is trying to see in a normal room?

1.----.L*
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"Hi, Mom. Did you hear what happened al school
today?

"Well, you heard about John Stone's trip lb school
last week. He was feeling a little important, because
he had been chosen to tell the kindergarteners about
our safety patrol.

"John forgot to set his alarm clock in the excite-
ment so he was a little late getting started He was
licsuch a hurry that he didn't even bother to look oul
the window or listen to the weather forecast on the
radio_ It was raining and a little cold, but John put on
the first clothes he saw and didn't even think about
a bright, warm jacket.

"John came to school a mess He had a purple
plaid shirt with an orange sweater and green striped
pants.' He had one blue and one gold sock. He put
on his spring jacket which is navy blue He rushed
oul, of the house without eVen saying good-bye to his
mother or eating a bite of breakfast.

"On his way to school. John didn't take the usual
route He didn't always use the sidewalks or intersec-
tions with safety patrols. He didn't notice the King-
ston's "Beware of Dod" sign and climbed right over
the fence, only to see their german shepherd 'nip at
the bottom of his pants. You should have seen them!

In the Walk'S yard. John was running so fast he
didn't see the ,hole Mr Walk had dug for a new tree.
John tripped_ and the front of his pants were all wet
and muddy.

"Onward John trudged. though He jaywalked
and walked in the middle of the street Of course.
in the gray_ rainy weather wfth a pvy blue jacket,
many of the oncoming cars didn't see him until they
were right on top of him, and if they hadn't been
going slower .and been extra careful because of the

a
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JOHN'S SAFETY TRIP*

stick roads. it might have been too late for John.
"Of coarse. John was wet and cold too. He was

inch a hurry that he didn't even notice one of his
classmates, a safety patrol, signaling to stop and ran ,
right in front of a car without_eYen stopping to look.
The car slammed on its brakes and skidded; but
luckily, when John slipped because he was running
across a slick street. he slipped to the left of the car's
path.
- "Well. Johrr finally got to school. He was such
a mess that the nurse sent him home to change
clothes. Unfortunately, by this time he was sniffing,
so his mother decided to keep him home; and he.
didn't get to give his talk anyway.

-We wouldn't know all these things except that
'Mr Jenks. a policeman, the driver of the-car which
almost hit John. He . : cted Mr. Jones, the princi-
pal, and. Mr_ Jones de' talk to John when he
came back to school a days later.

"As a result .of Jo V carelessness, the school
is stressing safety much more. Mr. Jenks came to
school and talked to all the classes in an assembly.
He stressed how important it is to ba a careful pedes-
trian, and that we can't always trust motorists or tha
other guy.

"The school body also decided to have a safety
committee. You'll never guess who was chosen
chairman. mother."

"Oh. yes I can." answered mother. "Mrs. Smith,
the chairmen of the PTA Safety Committee. told me
the same story and how John was chosen as chairman
of the student safely cOmmiltee."

"Oh. well. You weren't really guessing."

'4.4'4. t..O.i sta ur the National Safety Council Match.
%pi il 1100,4
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It was Friday, after school, and Brian, Danny, and
Kenny were so busy playing basketball at Henning,
Park that they didn't notice how late it was getting.
Before long the sun began to set and the boys realized
it was time to start home,

"Gee, if I don't gat home by dinner, Mom won't let
ma eat and won't give me any snacks until breakfast,"
said Brian. "Do either of l'ou guys have a watch? We
don't eat until 6:30 and maybe 'Mr. Sun is trying to
fool us."

"No, we don't' have a watch," answered Danny
end Kenny.

4114.

"Let's start walking home ands ee if we can find
someone with a watch. Better yet, let's start running,"
said Brien.

The boys started running, but after a few blotics
found themselves too tired to run.

"Ile should have played in the school playground
rather than coming here today," said Uri*.

"Yes, then vo wolold have had only t blecks
to walk instead di almost two miles." adds Br*

"Yes, but then there's all those little kids who
keep getting in your way at the school playground,"

madded Kenny. "Maybe my dad will drive by. He usu-
ally takes this route and should be coming home
around this time if he isn't working late.

About a block further, the boys met Mrs. John-
, son, Kenny's next door neighbor. ...Can you tett us

, e the time please' questioned the three boys at once.
"I'm not sure." enamored Mrs. Johnson. "I left

my watch home. When I left about 15 or 20 minutes
ego, it was about 6:15,"

"Thank you, Mrs. Johnson," all three boys said
at once, .

"I guess that's why we haven't seen very many
people:* Brien added. "Everyone must be eating din-
ner." .

Mrs, Johnson went on and the boys continued
toward home. They still had almost a mile to go and
only fifteen minutes in which to do it.

"Why don't we hitchhike?" suggested Brian,
"Terry was in such a hurry that he decided to hitch-
hike even though his parents had tole him never to
accept a ride from a stranger. He thought just that
once would, be all right.

"Well, tit 'didn't take Terry long to get a ride. He
never dll- get to the place he was going but spent the
night in a cornfield. He was lucky ,It wasn't winter
and he didn't freeze-to death or that Maranon who
picked him up didn't really hurt him."

"That reminds me of what happened to one of
my cousin's friends, started Kenny. "My cousin lives
in the country, and one of the boys In his class, Rob-
ert French, didn't pay ettentiorrto the time end didn't
start home from hi* frierid's House until after dark.

"If was only a few blocks between the two boys,
Irises% but it was a very lonely few blocks. Robert
Ailed walking and Otter a block or so noticed a car
following him very slowly. .He guessed later that it fol-
lowed him five minutes or So.

k
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to Robert. .
Suddenly, the driver sped up in pot right next

( v, .1

le (Is,:
"'Hey, kid. You want a rode?' 0400 the boy on

the passenger's side. 1 i IP .

*0A0 Fon the passen-
.14eigly for Robert,

r. iti boy tripped
It* of him after
eq.; ut he ran all

Mg a few hours
later trey caught the two boys. Th (40 the boys were
driving was stolen and they were 9 iiij?i r a little trip.
We'll never know why they wen Jo' take Robert
wait them, but I don't think I'll let

,,tap

run .
away with me." It : .

"Gee, that's really scary, Ketliw,11,,said Danny.
"Ever since then, Robert and hialfriands always

call their parents whenever they thin they'll be a little
late. That way their parents don't' wbofirt as much and
would begin looking for them if tliey were ever a little
too late getting home," added Ong*

"Gee, from how on, I thin' I'll always cern)" a
dime," added Brian. "If I had hitci le !dime. I could have
celled my mom and maybe knowing I'd be just a little
late for dinner she wouldn't boss° angry and would
delay dinner for a few minute=,';

The boys were almost home.j;Kenny started talkinkr
"I just thought of something el "e that happened M I'

i

year. This happened in the city afid with a woman, too,i.,
"Boy, whet was it?" exclaimed the boys. ,t,.

Kenny continued, "My mole hakes my sister
this plk a few blocks from our home. One day, I
year, a other lady brought her IOUs girl to the sem
park end left her for a minute to go take care of her
little baby. When she came, back the little girl was
missing,"

"What happened?" said the other two boys.
Kenny oontinued. "This older lady came along

and offered the little girl a piece of candy if she would
show' her where the zoo toninials were. When the
mother came back, the little girl was gone end the
mother, after looking.a few seconds, immediately con.
tatted the police. There were several squad cars in
the park sr's, and they found the older women and
the little girl In a few minutes.;'

"What a storyl" laid Brian. "Look, we're horn&
I sure hope I'm in time for dinner." He opened the
door end to his surprise it was just 6:)5.

"Hey, Kenny, your neighbor must not know how
tO tell tittle too wall." /

"Oh,1 forgotl" said Kenny! "She always keeps
her clock ahead 15 or 20 minutes so she's nevehits."

"Thanks guys, I'll see you tomorrow to play Come
more basketball. Get home as soon as you dent OK?"

"OK. We'll see you at 9:00 tomorrow morning."
shouted the other two boys, as they ran down the street
eager to get home in time for their dinners. "I

"Robert began running and the.
gar's side jumped out of the car.
since a teen-age boy is probably fel
and fell in the dirt. Robert saw no
the scream he heard when the boy,
the way hor1113

"Robert's mom celled the poll

SeAthal a vublirstles of the Nogiusst Weir CAIRO'. Sop.
35 t*mbe. Novernbes -Dee irrnba 190
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HISTaRY OF THE BICYCLE

Egyptian. as well as Greek. works of art indicate that a crude two-wheeled vehicle propelled by the feet was
known to the ancients. At a later time similar machines were used in England. France. and Germany The
forerunner of the modern buoycle.thzoniver. Is more directly a nineteenth century development

- ii104
The Dandy Horse OP

The real history of the bicycle began when a Prince of Wales. later King George IV, of Englan his first
dashing appearance on a dandy horse- this machinebecare quite a fad-14h the rich and fashions le people of
the day. but ordinary4people could not affeird it. That is why the name "demi, horse" was often applied to it Other
nettles for this same vehicle included hobby horse. walk along. swiftwalker. and Praisine.

The dandy horse was invented in 3;16 by Baron von Orals. chief forester to the Gfand.Ouke,of Baden He
found his invention a valuable veTticle in covering the forest paths It became the first practical bicycle,

The dandy horse or Draislne consisted of two wheels of equal size, arranged in tandem. and connected by a
perch The rider rested part of tits Weight on a wooden arm rest in front and propelled the machine by striking the
g'rouncr with his feet fast One foot and then the other A handle connected to the front wheel served ass means of
steering the vehicle

in We. Kirkpatrick Macmillan. a Scotsman. developed a bicycle more nearly like conterneorary models
Cranks in the front were con nected4o the rear wheels by rods By pedaling the cranks with the feet, thetrider could
propel the machine without touching the ground Wooden wheels and iron tires made the ride very rough

Light metal wheels with wire spokes and solid rubber tires replaced the wood and iron versions in the 0360's

The; Ordinary

The firs all-metal bo cle was produced in the t870's It had a verliarge front wheel and a
wheel In sothe models th front wheel was five feet high. or even blither, while thqdiameter of
as little as twelve inches hd larger the front wheel, the greater the distance traveled at eac
attached to the nt axle Consequently, the tali man with the larger wheel had decided adv
the small man eeds of thirty miles an hour or more could be attained by a powerful Pers
exertion

The average ordinary of 1870. sOmetimeS called a roadster. weighed 650e
for an American lightweight bicycle -The ordinary became quite popular.
important it was not sale The size, weight. and difficulty in mounting this bi
Seat was mere Than five feet above the ground and nearly over the center of
sornewhiilrequent ands dangerous . 41$ --

r
. 46

0 -

cry small rear
rear wheel was

turn of the pedals
Cage in Speed over
without too much.

4rsus the about 35 pounds
it ,had serious defects Most
40uPled with the fact that the

e large freht wheel, Made fails

t

The Firs, Safety Bicycle
.

In tat& the first safety bicycles were made Thor Were the prototype Of the preSent-day. streamdined.
balloon-tired bicycle Their front and rear wheels were the same diameter, making them 'rich safer then thpil
Predecessor, the ordinary A chain drive trensmitted poWer'from the pedals to the rear wheels, -and was geared ter
ouch a manner thatio ValiyClist had relatively the same advantage as a larger one

This bicycle solVIld Ilya.oroblem of achieving speed with safbly, and uSheredin the golden erikd the bicycle
during-the gay nineties Ttie popularity Of thi3 bicfcle was marked during the lalteelhoteenth and early twentieth
centuries While numerous refinements were still to be deveiabed. thri modern bicycle generally resembles title
racycleS of this earlier period Some of the early types. however:q0avo largely disai5Peared from use Seldom seen
today are the conipartionable er tandem for two or more persons

The Modern Bicycle
* \,)

The modern bicycle differs from its immediate Predecessor chiefly In the matter of refinements The
pneumatic tire. for qxample. did much,to add to the comfort *f bicycling It was patented in t88813y John B
Dunlop. and Irish surgeon He developed the idea for the modern tire by filling pieces of ordinary garden hose
around the wheels of his son's bicycle '

The most significant Safety feature of the modern bicycle Is the coaster brake This remarkableaneehanism ,,,
enables the cyclist to coast or to stop qiiickly at will Coasting itraehieved merely by refraining from pedaling
which puts the bike in "free-wheeling... Braking is accomplished by pressing backward on one of the pedals This
action wedges a shoe against a brake drum. Moo rtsducing speed or-atpdping tthe bicycle depending upon the
an,' r..rf PresSure applied . t -

Other refinements in the modern bicycle Include adlustabithancljebars and cushion saddieS. drop frames fOr
ladies" bicycles, balloon tires. variable gears on some lightweight bicycles. front wheel and hand brakes. electric
headlamps and sound warning devices ,and many useful accessories .

it
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The Lightweight Modern
.-:.

l

r t,

The lightweight bike has become quite popular during tile last decade. It differs from per-WArld War II models
primarily In' frame structure and tire style. In some respects it resembles a racing bike in simplicitybf lines and lack
of atlornment while. at the same time, retaining the comfort and functional features of traditional models.
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/i . BICYCLE SAFETY CHECK LIST

Answer YESor NO in the margin next to each of the following questions.
I.

o1. Are your handlegrips tight? . i
2. Are your handlebars adjusted properly?

4

37 Is your seat at the right height? Is it tight?

4. Is your seat at a comfortable angle (nearly level)?

5- Do yOur brakes work easily?,

6. Do your brakes sometimes slip?

7. Does your bicycle coast easily? 1

8. Have you checked you; chain tension?
. .

9. Is the chain properly adjusted?
.,---

10 Are your pedals working properly? I .
11. Do the pedals have a gripper surface (rubber pad or bar)? ..1-

12. Have I pit reflector tape on my pedals to make.me more visible to motorists and pedestrians?

13 Does your bicycle have a horn or bell?

14 Does your bicycle have a clean. red reflector on the rear for additional safety?

16 II you ride at night, does your bicycle also have a headlight? Is st clean?

16 Are the batteries in my light still good?

17 If you ride at night, does your bicycle also have a red tight on the rear?

18 Are my wheels alsgne so that my front and rear wheels do not wobble?
..

19 Do I have any bent spokes to straighten?
.4

20 Are my tires worn? 4

. \ A.

21 1Check the pressure in our bicycle tires Front tire . lb: rear tire
recommended pressure s ted on the side of your tires?

22 Do valve cores point direct y to the center of the wheels? Ate all spokesilight?, ..*
23 Dsd I check strange noises to make sure there are no loose parts?

$
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SHORTCUT TO ETERNITY ALMOST!' .

by Ken Beachy

I will always remember a sunny Jul, day last year and my experience on a' train tr,estie.
Steve, my beil friend, ;band I had been planning a fishing trip for several weeks. We were real fishing

nuts and we had new racing bicycles. So at 7:00 a.m. we excitedly set out for our first fishing trip alone.
Out destination was the Sandy River east of Portland. We had fished the Sandy often with our folks and

weretarniliar with the entire wee. We reached Troutdale. a small town located on the river, about 8:30.'
When we turned down a path along the river's edge' tte were disappointed to see a long sandbar about 12
inchescbeneath the water's surface. -It extended pi rhilis 100 feet from the bank. The summer dry spell had
made our side'of the fiver no good for fishing but the other side looked like it would be deeper near the bank.

How to get across was a problem becaute the nearest bridge was at least a mile away and we were
anxious to start fishing. -

Then we remembered the nearby railroad trestle. It would make a fast shortcut for us. we thought.
When we were about a quarter of the way across. wheeling our bikes, newspaper stories of car-train

wrecks at railroad crossings began 'to flash through my mind. I then thought of what could happen to us on
that trestle if a train should come along.

I wasn't too worried; thoughat that time I didn't realize we were on the main rail line going east from
Portland. , ,

I took a few more steps, but I couldn't shake the uneasy, feeling. So I stopped and talked Steve into turn-
ing back. It wasn't hard, to dohe too had a few qualms about what we were doing. We turned our bikes

round and wee soon back on the river bank. '*
Just a, minute later, a huge Union Pacific Domeliner roared down the track and across the trestle. Steve

and I looked at each other, realizing that if we had gone on across instead of turtling back when we did Wt;
would have been finished.

And I wouldn't be' telling this story. Walking trestles is fun but it certainly can be dangerouswhat looks
likea little spur' track might well be a main rail line.

Shortly after the train passed, two shaky boys pedaletover to the bridge. It was a mile we didn't mind
traveling now. tie had learned the eaigr"vay...that there ,is ne shortcut in safetSf.

getout Saleta. a i.9911eatl.n or the National Sartt9 Count11. Stre h.A9r11. 1988
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TABLE .1

Type of;Accident By Month

"Month Bicycle Hit
Car

11

Car Hit
Bicycle

13

Bicycle Hit
Bicycle

35January - February

March 13 9 22

April 26 10 73

May 24 21 75

June 32 24 95

a. July 50 28 96

August 18 13 43

tor, September

ore
tf.i. October

12

9

6

10

36

13

November December 8 . 8 17

Total 203 142 505

...

.
Bicycle Hit

'Fixed Object
Fall

.....

Other Total .- .

V 32

16

58

51

60

97

35
AP,

26

20

,.. _ 16

-

. -.
-,-s--..

68

§2

233

186

217(
261

. ,

165

100

63

/5

..-1-
-.,

:-,=-..
14

tr,
25'
. .

50

63

47

66
. .

58

28

20

13

..)I3

167

450

420

475

598

332

208

135

113

____.,

411 , 1450 384 3095
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TAaxe 2

Number of Accidents In Each Month By The light Conditions

t
Ow+

10.4

WWII/ Du6k

_

6

16

36

26

26

4 40

15

21

11

6

I.

Day light

77

63

140

395

370

428

539

292

175

1211.***°-

61

50

Darkness Total

January

ebruarY

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Month

6

4

6

13

14

9

11

8

4

1

4

0

89

75

162

444

410

463

590

*315

200

133

73

56

3010Total 219 2711 80
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. TABLE 3

Type of Aiiidents by Light Conditions ,

$

$

Dawn/Dusk Daylight

f....

DarknssAccident Total

o

Bicycle hot car 26 2407 10 276

Car hot bicycle 15 11 184

Bicycle hit bicycle 42 560 15 617

Bicycle hit fixed object 34 470 14 518

$

Fall 109 1674 31 1814

Other ._ 39 406 15 460

Tata! 265 3508 96 3869 .

I .5

..

*

40,



V
TABLE 4

Type of Accident At Various Locations

Location
Bicycle
.Hot-Car .

Car Hit
. Bicycle

Bicycle Hot
Bicycle

Bicycle Hit
Fixed Object .

Fall Total

Street Intersection 50 64 99 39 170 422

Street Between
Intersections 147 47 211 124 610 1139

Alley 9 . 10 9 18 29 75

64 Driveway 24 26 75 86 346 -567

CO
Driveway/Alley

co
Intersection 21 17 28 18 p 52 136

Sidewalk 12 7 97 137 366 619

Parking Lot .10 10 22 17 61 120

Playground 0 0 24 16 36 76

Bicycle Path 1 23- 34 40 99

Other 9 1
14 53 59 185 320

4.

Total 283 I 196 641 548 1895 3563

%I
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TABLE 5

Type of Accident by Type of Bicycle

Type of Accident-
-1 Boys

dleweight
Girls

Middleweight
Boys

Lightweight
Girls

Lightweight *
.... ..

9Bicycle Hit Car
AI) CI% . 5B 23

Car Hit Bicycle 66 40 119 4

1.1 Bicycle Hit Bicycle._ 11161 184 3B 13

Bicycle Hit Foxed
Object

134 153 28 B

J
Fall

:*P89 68B 54 35

Total 1123 162 69

4

C.
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Boys
High Rose

_
62

46

184

149

439 '-
880

+1.

Girls
High Rise

12

8

53

Total

273

183

633

- 4B I 520

1833

349 3442



HISTORY OF SAFETY BELTS'

Cers had safety belts before 'airplanes. In 1885,
the early eutos, or horsetess carriages) had belts
which- prevented passengers from bouncing out of
vehicles on rough, rutted roads.

In 1901. a United States Army airplane was
equipped with e leather strap. As early as 1935, G. J.
Strickland, founder of the Automobile Safety League
of America, recommended factory installation of safe-
ty belts in cars. Atrut 15 -years later, the Nash-
Kelvinator Corporation' introduced the first factory in-
stalled safety belts in cars. However, until 1964 safe-
ty belts were not installed as standard equipment in
ell cars.

SAFETY RULES FOR PASSENGERS,
117-40:42-.--14

1. When exiting oe entering a car, alweys ttse -She-
curb side of the street.

2. Don't get out of double parked cars.

3. Don't desh between cars after getting out of e
car.

4. Once in the car. lock the doors and fasten your
safety belts.

5. Always remain seated.

6. Keep head and arms inside the car.

7. Keep hands off doorknobs and handles

8. Be cautious when closing the door and windows.

9. Keep hands and feet awe Irowste.ering wheel
i other driving devices:

10. Do not climb from Iront to back seat or vice versa .

11. Keep activity and noise at a controlled leyel and
don't "horse pley."

SAFETY BELT

The moiety; belt. What If you were essigned to
write an essey on that subject? What would ycjii say?

- You'd probably have to think ebout it for a long time.
wouldn't you? 'Maybe one of the questions you'd ask
yourself would be: How often do I wear a safety
belt?

Well, how often do you? Probeb'y not es often
as you should, which is every time yoy get in the car.
A lot-01 people don't put thein on bebabse somewhere

.

-

,

they've_ gotten some wrong ideas .about safety belts.
First *hare ire the people who never wear safety

belts. Every new car is equipped with belts. and they
are there to be used. But maybe you know people
like Joe Brown and his family. They thought' of safety
belts as sort of good luck charms: They didn't have
to wear the belts; just having them in the car was
sure to word off accidents. But it didn't work that
way. Joe spent quite a lot of time in the hospital be-
cause he wasn't wearing his safety belt when his Dad
had to mekg a sudden stop one day.

Or maybe you've heard of someone like Judy Nor-
ris. The safety 120..philosophy around her house goes
.something like this: When you travel on highways at
high speeds, then you must wear safety belt. But
belts are too much bother to worry about when you
are just driving erOund town et slow speeds.

ppip..to,egef.041. JitsIrraailt hie/ faintly; do9.*1
know 1h' real facts about 6ccidents. They don't knot.)
thet half of ell the accidents in which people ere injur-
ed happen when the cars are going at speeds of 40
miles per houi or less.

And have you. ever, met Stuart Gray? His older
brother Jim knows a lot about cars. so when Jim talks
about them, Stuart listens. Jim seys that it's better to
be thrown clear of e wreck then to be trapped by
safety belts inside the car. Jim says he has friends
who have been thrown clear and walked away from e
crash without a scratch.

'Met may be true in some ceses. but ii Stuart
were to'prick up his ears end listen to some real ex.
perts, he Might be eble to tell Jim a thing or two. He
could tell Jirkr..thet stetistics show the chance. of sur-
viving a cresh falive times as great if you stay 'onside
the carwhere yair. sefaty baits will keep you.

You Probably know someone like Janet Lindsay.
too. Her mother driveri sleek new convertible. end
it' °a big treat to get e ride in it. You never have to
hiss with safety belts in thetcer. You've heard Mrs.
Lind*. Jai) this: "I don't wit*, to be trapped in a
,convertible if it rolls over. I'd red**. be thrown deer."

.V1illiat Mrs. Lindsay doesn't knoilik..isthat only 20
per cent of all serious accident a rollover.
mind with or "Input safety belts, a rollovbr in e con-
vertible is dengerous. ,Irr the 80 per cent of eccidents
that don't involve e rollover. the odds' in favor of. Sur-
ifival ere still 'five to on if solely belts are used.

People like the Gilroy tiiiiiis,,Kate and Sheila, are
. pretty common, foo. You've probithly-gen them e lot.

They always'look as if they just stepped Ofit-ei band-
box, they're so noel end Gloom To make sure they
don't get ell wrinkled end crushed and twisted on
their way to church or school, they don't wear their
safety belts. Their Morn says it's all right because
there's not muCh chancel)! being, In an 'accident *A
yokfre just driving in your own neighborhood

Mrs. Gilroy is taking a by chance. She doesn't
realize that half of all treffic deaths occur within 25..

Sekt101 54104. a pubtiealion or the National Sakti, Council. J r Y
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miles of home. If she did, she -wouldn't mina if Kate
and Sheila got a few 'wrinkles when they rode in the
car.

Frank Myer's. father is a lot like someone you
know, too. Mr. Myer has never had an accident. He
prides himself on bis good driving record and his
knowledge of the safe action to take in every driving
situation. "My family doesn't need safety belts," he
says often. "I'm a careful driver."

What Frank's father doesn't know is that four out
of five drivers ijvolved in a crash, have never had
an accident befo'Te, either. And most of them probably
consider- themselves good, careful drivers.

Bruce Fulsom may be a familiar character to
you. He's a (eat go-getter, always on the move_ He
just can't seem to sit still for a minute. He's. pretty
bright about 'most things.. He knows the iniportance

I,

121
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of wearing ksafety belt. But he just doesn't like tote
tied down to 'one spot. So he adjusts the safety belt
to make it looie. Someone had better tell Brute that
the only way to get maximum protection from 4 safety-
belt is to put It snug The more snug if is, theiless the
danger of being thrown foritard into the wincylhieto or
the front seat, and the more chance of staying in the
car during a crash.

You've heard of or actually ksown many people
like Joe, Judy, Stuart, Janet,.Kete 'and 'Sheila, Frank,
Bruce, and their families. They all have one thing'
in common: they won't using their safety belts prop;
erly for reason' that just don't make sense when you

-compare them with' the facts. Here is the most telling
fact of all: authorities estimate that more than 5,000
lives could bet saved every year if everyone who rides in
a car would automatically buckle up all the WO.

.
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4 WHAT IS AN AIR BAG'
y. tit

.46

$

4.

Auto seat belts. which hate been required on new cars [since 1987.1 are ignored by 80 per cent of tbe drivers
on the road. says the National Highway Safety Bureau." Concerned auto-safety engineers believe thdolotorist
must be protected without his having to think about it. and they are pushing development of what could be the best
motorist protector yet the expolding air cushion. .

ttioThese cushions, or air bags as the auto industry calls them, are designed to pop out of the steering wheel end .
glove 'tom partment in an accident to keep driver and front-sett passenger from crashing into the dashboard or
windshield. The nylon billions then quickly deflate. freeing the motorist to cope with his car if it should still be
moving. The entir azrotective cycle occuilin a half second, or the time it takes to sneeze. The safety pillows are set

4\
ofeby electric or m anical sensors onlr.vhen a car is hit byen impact equal to that of stemming into a WO wall
et 8 miles an haus.

An air bag is a passive restraint system that.

1. Works autorntically only when needed in en injury - threatening caArash. It is triggered by sensors as the
crash begins hnd inflates in less then 2/1000 of a second literally quicialchan the blink of an eye.

.

.2. Gently. bouyently spreads theribre of the crash evenly across the protected crash occupant's body. reth'er
'4 Ihan concentrating it harmfully at few points. During-the critical spfitsecond ot the crash, the bag becomes
aR anergy-absorinpg shiel.between the protected crash occueggterld the hazardous. herd. sharp interim'
structure that the upent otherwise might smesh against.

I
3 Does its protectii ork rig the Instant of the crash. den dellatei so rapidly 'that the protected crash

. -

. occupant do ealize t bag was there until after it's out of his r her way. ... -. t,

4. Is entirely unobtrusive and inoffensive to the people it protects. The bag is stored completely out of sight when
not needed; it requires no prior action by the user (Such as buckling seat belts). and if interiors in no way with
the operation of the vehlicia.

. .
5, -' Is required to m t injury-prevention criteria far tougher then safety belts (even when 'mod) must moo in

comparable crash s. Has successfully been subjected to more than 70 million miles of real-world driving, not
to speak of milli° s of miles of laboratory end Controlled- environment testing 'I'
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By Marguerite Atcheson

Nancy and I made faces at each other. which
meant 'Why do we put up with this old crab?"

We were still feeling cross with Dad because a
whole day of our precious vacation had been wasted
for safety belts to be installed in our car. The garage
had been unable to get them in time.

"Sorry, gang," Dad had said. "we can't leave
until day after tomorrow."

"Oh, Dad. I've told all the kids ."
"But. Tom! There's no food in the house."
"Aw, gee, DO, who needs safety belts?"
"We do and we're NOT leaving without them."

Dad's stern voice stepped the clamor, and each of us
sulked in his own way.

The next day passed in gloomy and sullen
impatience. Dad was so scorned by the family that
he finally went down to the garageto spend tfie`time.
But the day was finally over, and the next morning
we were finally on our way.

With Dad's constant reminders, fastening the
safety belts became almost routine, and as the trip
got underway we, forgave him his fussiness and
began to enjoy ourselves. Soon we were having the
time of our lives. We laughed through three happy
weeks, and then, suddenly. it was the last day and we
"'ere on our way home.

It was just after dawn when we left the motel and
Dad called out. "Have you all fastened your safety
belts?"

Nancy nudged me. and we made our special
faces at each other, giggling as we pulled the belts
firmly around our hips. We hadn't even neede&the

'from School Safety. March-April. 1.970.
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WHO NEEDS THE SILLY THINGS'

silly things, I thought, butt felt 'impend sleepy and it
did seem sort of comfortable and secure around me.
I closed my eyes, enjoying the cool morning air on
my face. The traffic was light, Dad was making good
time along the narrow desert road, and soon the
huming of the tires made me doze off.

In the middle of a happy dream, Nancy scream-
ed. I opened my eyes to see a carcoming straight for
us on our side of the road' Nearer it came, its
headlights like monster's eyes. Dad swerved onto
the shoulder too late!
The Crash the sickening squeal of tires ... dizzy
Skidding turning. turning . . . Dad desperately
holding the wheel. And then we hit a sand bank
and stopp,ed.

For a second there was silence, and then
Mothersasnxious: "Are you all right?"

People came running and tried to get us out.
The doors were jammed. holding Mother and Dad in.
The back seat had been whipped out from under us,
and Nancy and I sat on the bare metal underneath,
but the safety belts held us firm.

When the ambulance came, not one of us g,
needed it. though qur car went to the scrap heap-

The policemen took us back to town Said they
had never seen an accident as bad as that without at
least one death.

Our only injuries were minor cuts. and later we
compared the black bruises around our stomachs
made by the safety belts. They saved our lives, and
never again Would we have to be told, "Fasten your
safety belts!"



EMERGENCY RULES

1. Stay in your seat until driver tells you what to do.
Don't panic and move without thinking. .

2. Don't touch emergency equipment or safety
releases until told to do so by the driver or bus
Patrol.

1.

2

.3.

4.

5

6.

7

8.

9.

l

USING THE EMERGENCY EXIT

1. Let those closest to the exit go first. Crowding will
delay everyone. KeeP orderly. i

(
2. Duck your head as you go out..-- .

3. Wrap loose clothing (e.g., coat edges, shirt tails)
around you so you won't get caught.

4. KeeP your hands free. leaving everything behind.
Your life is worth more than your lunchbox. .

5. Bend your knees if it's a big jump down.

6. Get away from the exit so others can follow.

CODE OF BEHAVIOR ON SCHOOL BUSES

On roadways where there are no Sidewalks, walk facing traffic, single tile.

While waiting for the school bus. do not run around or Play games.

Be on time at the designated pick-up point. The bus cannot wait.

,

,r

Approach the bus only when it has stopped. i

4
Rroceed to assigned seat, using handrails. and stay there until the bus arrives at the discharge point. When seated.
keep feet out of aisles. l

Place no books or equipment in the aisle.

i

.
Always keep your seat in the bus no standing.

Always keep heads. hands and arms in the bus.

There is to be no eating of food on school buses. Help keep the bus clean, sanitary. and orderly.

10 Cooperate with th driver no talking to the driver while the bus is ig motion.

However, report an mergency to the driver.

Remain in your seat until vehicle has come to a complete stop.

Leave bus at the designated stop. Cross in front of bus when crossing highway. and at least 10 feet in front of bus.

11.

6.
13.

4,

1

14 The school bus is a classroom on wheels; act in a school bus as you would in the classroom.

15. Respect and be courteous tb your school bus driver_ He has a very important job to do and he needs your help.

16. Avoid unnecessary disturbing noises: do not shout at passing persons or vehicles.

17 Use no profane or.vulgar language.

18 Treat your bus equiprntnt as you would valuable furniture in your home. Damage to busequipment must be pisid for by
the offender.

/
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Taking the bus to school is something you
probably do five days a week and about 250 times a
year It goes something like this, doesn't it? Every
morning you jump or maybe crawl out of bed at
7 30 a.m. You wash your hands and face (don't
torget your ears!) and eat your eggs. toast, and
cereal. Then you brush your teeth, kiss mom good-
by and run to meet your friend Tim. Maybe once in
awhile you'll forget your lunch or a book and you'll
have to go back. but most everyday you follow the
same routine.

Those first few morpings when you were just
learning to take the bus, you were probably not quite
sure kaw to go about it, so you were extra watchful
crosag those strange streets and pretty careful
about how you acted on the bus.

But now you're an old hand at it. so why not, just
walk across the street without looking? You've
crossed it every morning all year and there are
never any cars passing.

How about racing Tim to the bus stop? It's faster
and more fun to run than walk. And it *SO meansyou
Can sleep a' little bit longer.

And then when the bus comes why not push and
shove fora good seat? You.'vebeen riding the bus so
long you deserve one.

When you're finally on the bus, there's no
reason to stay seated. You're not going to trip or fall
when the bus jiggles you're used to all the
bounces and jerks.

And sins you know your busmates so well, you
can clown around all the way. Besides. it's fun to
throw paper airplanes at kids' heads especially
the ones who are sitting quietly and facing forward

they never fight back.
Why not just do what you want? The bus driver

won't care he's an old friend. He'd never get mad.
Everything that you dO in the morning has

become such a habit that yOu don't even have to
about it. You could probably do it all with your eyes
closed. As a matter of fact, how about it? That's a
'Text from School Sii104V A Oubetehon of the hlahonei Setely Courted
Seplemeet-October 196e

t
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THE SCHOOL BUS`

new one to make that Iring morning walk a little
more interesting. Sure, why not make it fun?

You want to know why not? Here's one reason:
Eleven-year-old Leslie Duff of Newport Beach.
California, thought it would be funny to kick at a
Classmate on the bus. Leslie

to
and lost her

balance. She was crushed to *death beneath, the
wheels of the bus she probablytrode very day.

And here's another reason Ned McConnell
was runningto catch his school bus when he Slipped
on the ice and fell under the wheel. He was killed.

And you think your friend the bus driver. isn't
bothered by fun and games ? -'It bothered one bus
driver in Connecticut. Two boys ( maybe just like you
and Tim?) were fighting. This distr ted their friend
the bus driver and he ran his bus of the road into a
tree.

What happens when it gets noisy in bu and
you want to find out what Tim's doing afte ool?
He's way up in front of the bus so you yell at him.
How can that annoy the bus driver? He can still see
the road, can't he? Well, it just so happens that. at the
same time. Mary wants to know what Carol's doing
after school, and Larry wants to find out if Hal will
Play basketball at recess. Also. Susie is as k ing Joe if
he did problem four in the math homework and.
Karen is shouting about trading a peanut butter
sandwich for a roast beef. It all adds up to a lot of
noise for the bus driver.

Don't you wonder how he'll hear tha ambulance
surer, or that railroad signal? One child died and 23
were injured because a bus driver couldn't hear. The
suburban New York bus had stopped at a track
crossing. The driver probably looked bOth ways and
couldn't see anything so he started across. If he had
been able to hear, he wouldn't have Pelted right into
the path of a speeding trait

There's enough proof right hereolf you're taking
your school bus behavior for granted, it could mean
trouble. Think about all those little things you do
every morning when you take the bus- Don't let bad
school bus habits become part of your morning
routine: Get out of that dangerous rut and back on
the road to school bus safety-!*-

Follow the example of those kids sitting quietly
and facing forward. They're saving their energy for
recess at the school playground and look out
they just might outrun you today.



LIGHTWEIGHT TOURING BICYCLE

STUDENT WORKSHEET

Lightweight bicycles are signed for the adult The lightweight touring bicycle is a good biCyClefoA
rider. They are light, fa and easy to Pedal The long trips, daily riding or simply riding /ouricl th
number of models and different features in the neighborhood.

'.\,...;---

lightweights is endless. /
Written Test IF in in the correct answers from the choices below )

Chokes.
pedal adults features long models light

These bicycles are made mostly for People like them because they are fast

and easy to There are many with many different

The lightweight touring bicycle is good for both and short trips.
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LIGHTWEIGHT RECIFIEATIONAL BICYCLE
(MIDDLEWEIGHT)

The most popular lightweight bicycle for both adiiits
and older boys and girls is the three-speed model
with hand-operated brakes. It is torts: sturdy and
easy to ride.

These bicycles come in several different frames and
wheel-sizis to fit different sized persons

Written Test: (Fill in the correct answers from the choices below )
1 ,--....

frames wheel 6 sturdy easy 1p
,toux spitted

1 /1'
hands dangerous brakes, ? bicycle -,

The three- model bicycle with /
brakes is on4,f the most popular. Three

Choices-

STUDENT WORKSHEET

The hand-operated brakes are located on the handle
bars of the bicycle When an individual wants to
stop, both front and rear hand brakes must be used
at the same time. Stopping by using only the front
wheel is dangerous. This could cause the bicycle
driver to loose control of the bicycle

116

control hand - operated

reasons why,they areso popular are that they are _

ride

Because people come in different sizes.

sizes.

The hand-operated

your feet to stop the bicycle.

to

these bicycles. come in differene and

are on the handle ba'fts&___ndyou use your instead of

It is to stop only by the front wheelibecause you coed lose

4.

44 bithe bicycle.
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HIGH -RISE BICYCLE

The high-rise bicycle is -known for small wheels, -

long saddli and the high position of its handle bars
It is a style that is popular with younger children

Written Test. (Fill in the correct answers from the
choices below )

Choices
five children handle bars wheels fool high-riser

,
The os made mostly for It has high small

STUDENT WORKSHEET

The high-risers are designed for fun They come
with one-to five-speed gears. foot or hand brakes
and many different extras.

Ion 'addle

and a

The high-riser comes in many different models with one-to -speed gears and hand or

brakes-
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FITTING YOUR BICYCLE CORRECTLY

Fitting your bicycle correctly is one of the most
important points to sate -total riding performance It
is impossible to over-emphasize this point!

Bicycle riding is unique in that it exercisSs all
muscles When your,muscles are used in teamwork.
cycling' becomes a real pleasure and fatigue is
greatly diminished Correct seat Positioning
height. angle and localion is very important if this
teamwork and real. pleasure are to be achieved.

Proper seat positioning is usually determined by
having someone hold the bicycle upright, seating
the rider solidly on the saddle, placing the heels on
the pedals and rotating the cranks until one pedal is
at the bottom position The seat height Is raised until
the rider's leg is straight When the ball of the foot Is
placed on the pedal, there will be just a slight bend in
the leg (See diagram pn following page )

.,.

V.

...

) ,

#

I
a
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When the seat 19t00 low, it is not possible to use the
ankles properly. instead of a smooth, continuous
flow of power. the rider with a low seat propels his
bicycle with a series of leg thrusts This contributes
to the wobbling ride and rapid fatigue so common
with the inexperienced rider. Too high a seal
prevents effective use of the legs and 'leads to a
rough ride when roads are buinCiy-

Another method of determining the proper-sip:id
bike is on the length of your legs Measure the letigth
of the leg ftom the crotch to the floor in flat-heeled
Shoes And where this measurement fits closest to
the wheel and frame sizes available (This informs-
Mon can be found in Bicycle Rules of the Road. page
74 ) Remember that the height of the saddle can be
adjusted aboid two inches up or down for maximum
comfort '

.1.

,.

4



BICYCLE INSPECTION

Bicycles should be checked to make sure that they are in
safe opetazolg condition The best way to do this is to do it
yourself This allows you the owner the chance to see what
is wrong and correct It yourself

The following inspections should be made. Place a check
next to those items that are OK Place a CAMS (xl in those
areas of concern (i.e., Needs Adjusting, Too Much Air, etc.)
that need additional work and repay

BICYCLE INSPECTION RECORD

do

Parts of Bike
.

OK
Needs

Cementing
Needs

Tightening
'Needs

Ildlipting Needed
Too Much

Air
Not Enough

Air Broken
Needs
Repair

Hand Grips

Handle Bars

&

.

",...

Horn or Bell
.

Pedals

.
.

.

Seat
.

.
1

Sookes

.

Sprocket Chem
.....

:

_ . ..A...
Chain Guard

.

Frame 4
.

Brakes . .Tires. .

Tire Valve .

....,..

.
,

Light .

_

tk,

O0
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PROPER CARE AND MA'NTENANCE OF YOUR BICYCLE

' Brake A coaster brake in good condition is essential
for a sale bicycle ,The brake should be powerful
enough to make the brake wheels skid on dry. level.
clean pavement

Horn or Bell A warning device such as a horn or bell.
capa6le of giving a signal audible for a distance of at
least'100 feet Whistles or sirens are ilot acceptable
tot this purpose

.. ' ''" 1r

Headlight Is required for night riding. it must be at
least 1'; inches in diameter and so designed as to
woke it visible ahead from a distance of at least 500
fart

-I .
Rear Red Reflector Is. required for night riding. it
must be at least 1'. inches in diameter' and so
deirigned to make it visible tram a distance of at least
500 feet from the headlights of an approaching car

Know Your Brciert I n order to keep a bicycle in safe
operating condition. it is necessary for the rider to
know the parts of the bicycle and those points which
required regular attention There are many minor )
repairs which the bicycle owner should be taught to
do for himself However, unless the rider has had
training in hqiiv to service his bicycle. he should take
it to his bicycle dealer or a competent mechanic for
all major repairs

Hand brake The brake. whether operated by the
foot or the hand, is the main safety device of the ,
bicycle Check the brake frequently and keep it on.
good working order Keep sides of wheel rims free
of dirt. oil and wax Check bolts and nuts on caliper
brake and hand lever to make sure they are tight Oil
lightly every 30days the pivot bolt by the brake arm
When the brake shoes become worn or the control
cable needs adjusting. go to your bicycle shop

Pedals Oil pedal bearings by unscrewing the dijst
cap on the end and loosening the lock nut and cone
Oil the end next to the crank also

Handle bars Tighten surely Replay hand-grips, if
necessary Hand grips should be level with frame
and a little higher than the seat Make sure they are
cemented tightly 011 the steering head bearings by
loosening the locktnut and cane at the top of the
frame Ott bearings at bottom of column by dropping
fbrk assembly 0/ay loom column

Alignment of Wit:lets: To align wheels spin them
freely and note whether they rub against the forks dr
any part 01 tenders 11 they do. make sure to adjust
wheels properly in frame If they continue ta rub. the
wheel is not true. This can be corrected by tighten-

. mg every oth'el spoke that goes to the hub on the
siekaway from the one that rubs. until the wheel is
hue 'Remember 10 tighten all spokes evenly

4,
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Tires The tires are an important factor in the
operation of the bicycle To take the utmost care in
their maintenance and to insure the maximum of
service and wear

Always keep the tires inflated to the pressure
indicated on the sidewalls, and check them at
least once a week . .

Never lump curbs with a 'bj(cycle Suoh a prac-
tice is apt to rupture the fabric of the tires

Keep the wheels properly aligned to prevent the
'rubbing of the_hre sidewalls on the forks Or
fenders

Keep the tires clean Oil or tar will rot the rubber

Check the.tires frequently for cuts. ivibedded
glass, pebbles or metal

Alternate your tires every 200 Miles. the wear on
the rear tire is greater than the front lire.

Chain. 11 the chain becomes dirty, remove the chain
by locating the master link and bending the chain
toward you on both sides of this link until the side
bar is released. Soak the -chain several hours in
kerosene. Then give the chain a similar bath in oil
and wipe thoroughly before replacing. In addlti6n.
oil the chain along the sides (to lubricate the centers
of the rollers) and rubewith dry stick graphite on the
outside of thk chain WARNING! Be careful with
kerosene.'

To adjust the chaie4 lepton the rear axle nuts and
move the rear wheel ttitt sprocket backward 'or

...forward by turning theong, square-headed adjust-
men' bolt in the rear 'arils Leave lust a little slack (' e
to ' of an inch) in the chain to prevlit any binding

Frame- Keep the frame clean. and be careful not to
scratch the paint Rub chrome or nickel plated Parts
with an oily rig to keep them from rusting Use a
cleaner or wax on the painted Parts as part of Yoko
regular safety check

. Kick Stand_ Never lay your bike dawn on the ground.
street or sidewalk Park it in a safe place against the
building. within the bicycle rack or by the use of the
kick stand

Seat (adjustment) Adjust fa proper height and
tighten The right height can be found by placing the
heel on the pedal at its lowest point In this position
the leg.and thigh should form a straight line. The
seat should be level (parallel) with the ground.

4
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DESIGN A BIKE

Construct and design a bicycle including all the the bicycle (fop what purpose) and type of equipment.
equipment and give reasons for choosing the style of Below is a bask) outline to work with.

t

%pp
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KNOW YOUR BICYCLE LAWS'

Rules of the road for bicycles were adopted by the 1973 Legislature The new law (Chapter 580) Changed
equipment requirements for bicycles and added several new riding requirements

Definitions

A bicycle is defined in Oregon law as every device propelled by human power uPon which any person may
ride. having two tandem wheels either of which is more than t4 inches in diameter. or having three wheels. all
of which are more than 14 inches in diameter

Bicycle lane means that part of the higheway. adjacent to the roadway. designated by official signs or
Crarkings for use by persons riding bicycles

Bicycle path Means a public way maintained for exclusive use by Persorls riding bicycles and designated as
such by official signs or markings

Equipment Requirements
When a bicycle is in use.at night, the bicycle or itSrider must be equipped with a headlight visible at least 500 feet in
front of thh bicycle A red reflector must be large enough and mounted so it is visible froni all distances from Me
feet to 600 feet to the rear when directly in front of lawful lower beams of headlights on a motor vehicle The law
also permits use of a red light. visible from 500 feet to the rear. in addition to the rear reflector

Every bicycle must be equippped with a brake which will enable thoperator to make the brake wheels skid on dry.
level clean. Pavement ,

It is against the law for a Parent of any child or the guardian of any ward to authorize or knowingly permit any child
Or ward to violate the equipment requirement provisions of the law

Riding Rules
You must ride uPon or astride a permanent and regular seat attached to the' bicycle

N.

A bicycle cannot be used to carry more persons at one time thqn th mber for which it was desigTl and
equipped

If you ride a bicycle( coaster, roller skates. sled or toy vehicle), do no "hitch-a ride by attaching either your,self or
the unit to some other vehicle.

You tee US ride as near to the right side of the roadway as Practicable. except on oneway streets Exercise due care
when passing a standing or Moving vehicle going in the same

n streets or roads where the designated speed exceeds 25 miles per hour. you must rids single hie In other
locations. ride not more than two abreast

11 3 breyCle lane had been Provided adjacent to a roadway. bicycle riders are to use that lane and not the regular
street or road

Do not carry any package, bundle or article which Prevents you frOm keeping at leastonq hand on the handlebars
and having full control at all times

bicycle nal-VS also are exPetted to obey all other traffic laws that apply to the driver of a motor vehicle. except
those which by their very nature can have no application (This is not new. Oregon law has long contained this
provision )

Motor Vehicles and Bicycles
A driver of a vehicle cannot drive or park:on a bicycle path.

Drivers of vehicles cannot use 8 bicycle lane except when passing another vehicle on the right. when permitted by
law Before passing on the right and using a bicycle lane to do so. a drIvelwiust make certain thd move can be made
with safety Right-of-way must be given to bicy6es using the bicycle .1.Iine_

Bicycles end Pedestrians
When a bicycle is on a sidewalk. the rider is to give an audible warning before overtaking and passing a pedestrian
and shall yield right-ofway to all Pedestrians on the sidewalk

Do not operate a bade on a sidewalk in a careless manner that endangers or would be likely to endanger any
Person Or property

-to relza, Ire 110
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BICYCLE KNOWLEDGE TEST

Dwintion.S. Draw a circle around the letter T if the statement is correct. It the staff
around the letter F

T F 1 The forerunner ot the bicycle as we
know it today Was called the "or-
dinary It otten reached heights of
five feet

'

T F 2' Baron yon Drais developed one of the-
first bicycles. 111

T 3 It was made oftwo wagon wheels held
together by a hardwood bar which
supported a wooden saddle

T- F 4 To move this bicycle, the rider had to
use his feet by running along the
ground

T F 5 The large front wheel tvas'developed
for taster speeds *id much safer
riding.

T F 6. The RoverSatet)Sicyclq was the first
bicycle to be propelled by Pedal; that
were attached to a rope-drhalF rear
wheel.

3

134
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is incorrect, draw a circle

T F 7 Many o- f the mechancial features ot
the automobile were the forerunner
for the development ot the bicycle

T I F 8 The large front wheel of the "or-
dinary" bicycle was constructed Of
hard pneumatic rubber. and con-
nected to the hub by wire spokes.

9. Bicycle races were verylopular initr
early 44300's

T F

T F 10 Frank Kra r one of America's most
. famous bicVcle racers. once reached

60 miles per hotir while racing his
bicycle.

T F 11 Pneumatic tires. roller chain drive and
the -"diamond" steel trama became
standard equipment by the turn of the
20th century.

le
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TRAFFIC .SIGNS. SIGNALS AND PAVEMENT MARKINGS

Fin in the correct ward or phrase' Iran the choice on the right

All traffic ,,Igrr at.? P.:,stvd for thre safety of the bicycle driver and must be continued

disobeyed

11 obeyed

Stop signs are atikay4 in shapes and they always rtian ghat the bicycle

dime( must stop At Omplefell, 41 sided
9sided
10-sided

gr
Stop sIgns ars-. in shape because they haus eighrt equal sides square

Stop .;gris toed with , lettering

r:;kolor this vAgr coirectly

rectangular

actagorfpl

yellow

white

grey

**41
Alter (..topping. the driver must always wail and yield the right of way to theme. --cross traffic

car behind

0

oto

4
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driver ahead



The Yield ht of Way Sign is '

4

in shape with three equal sides. oblong

. ar

f..
rectangular

- 3
Iiffriangular

0 Oa

te (
40

t
..4

_ S.This signis usually posted where streets with broader streets . Change 040
.

rO
t.

The yield right of way signhas a yillovibackground with black

Color this sign correctly

411

Bicycle drivers approaching the yield rioht of way sign shall
if necessary

4f- 1.01%

REDUCO

SPEED

AHEAD

Triangular in shape tells you that the figure has

It .

gob
4 "1..

'136

66

move
* -

interaect

true -

false

maybe

peed or stop stop

redUce
:4 '4.

.increisfr

4.2.4,4"

5.%

°

'

three

four
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Although you might have the right of way, you should if approaching stand up and shout
vehicle will not yield.

4

dents.

call a policeman

not insist on
your right of,
way .

,1!'
to yield the right of way at intersections is one of the mai causes of acci- Trying

.....

Regulatory Signs are in shape with two sets of equal sides.

01,

The purpose of regulatory signs is to give information and directions to bicycle drivers

...

(

in what to do, such as

SPEED
ZONE

AHEAD

These'signs have black or red lettering on a

ONE
WAY

background.
A

NO
PARKING

BUS
STOP

A

Willingness

Failurq

square

Oval

rectangular

gas prices
r

speed limits

speed traps

large

dark

white

.......,,

Bicycle drivers are expected to read, understand and the directions as accept

command

obey

given on these signs.

137
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SOME WORDS AND PHRASES USED ON REGULATORY SIGNS.
.

ONE
WAY

,

THRU
TRAFFIC

KEEP
RIGHT

k -.%

PASS
WITH
CARE

YEW
\ /

RIGHTI
TURN
LANE

SP EED
LIMIT

30
1' 1

DO
NOT

PASS
.

NO
PARKING

BUS
STOP

SCHOOL' :
SPEED
ZONE

AHEAD

138
67

a

SPEED
ZONE

AHEAD

i

NO
PARKING
HERE TO
CORNER

1

DO NOT

STOP ON

TRACKS
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Warning signs are ashaped with four equal sides. oval

square

diamond sr

Warhing signs are diamond-shaped and warn the bicycle driver to

,,r-\: \

4
Warning Sign

i

Warning signs tell the driver to slow down and use more

Warning signs have a yellow background with

i

c

Color this sign correctly.,

9

/

139
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I

lettering.
A. NINie

-.I

t.

speed up

slow down
--t

ride around the block

-kaution

concern

effort

I,

red , ,

black

hand

06 ,
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.
Crossroad Signs are used to
Where traffic is likely to be encountered or where advance visio

ahead warn of turns
n is poor.

warn of intersections

warn of others

Which sign is used to indicate crossroads, curves. tunnels and intersections?
4,

These signs tell you that

i.

./

11.....+.

might be crossing ahead!

( .

rettg,egular

i'li ,nond=shaped

ovak shaped

pedestrians

/ drivers

ball ayers

-,,
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Construction and Workman Signs are diamond-shaped, with black letters on an orange permanently

presently

temporarily

background and are placed

li

I*
4

Color this sign correctly.

\
DETOUR
AHEAD

. w

C

.

/

" %.

,
9

141P
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WORDS AND FIGURES USED ON WARNING SIGNS.

.

.. .

1

lk .

II

.P

,..

.

vi

.

.

.



A round sign always means railroad crossing. Railroad Warning Signs are yellow with yellow

-1 letters. white

black

I

Railroad warning signs may be either round yellow signs with black letters or a yellow Crossbuck

with black letters. white crossbuck

(ed crossbuck
2

This sign tells you. the bicycle driver, to listen and be ready to stop look
for e train REMEMBER: A TRAIN DOES NOT STOP!

J

4 peep

Jump

The round railroad sign is located a distance before the,crossing. long

1

Color this sign correctly. 143
72

W.

short

middle
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t

I

The crossbuck arm railroad signal Is found right at the railroad
1

Or.

o .

. .

I

1

1

1

1

D

1

..

6

Station

terminal.

crossing

e_

The red light means stop and wart lot the light to change Irom
green before going

OW

and turn . red

yellow

green

Red traffic lights mean that you must Stgp part way
...........

t
half way

completely

The yellow light means increase speed

.

N i

144
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drove ahead



The yellow light is used in traffic lights to warn bicycle drivers that the light is

I

changing from
green to red

-Chenging from
red to green

changing to
be helpful .

The green light tells you that you may through the intersection. You race
must first. however, yield the right of way to other cars end pedestrians in the intersection.

go

speed up

This is e Red Light with a green arrow. The green arrow moons you cen
without stopping.

If you do oot turn;you must slow

()

stop

turn

slow
'

proceed

stop

Many intersections have a white stop line When you see one of these lines by e sty sign slow down

so.

or traffic signel. make sure you

145
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Stop behind it
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A

Double yellow stripes m41114t the center line of a street which has more than one lane for

I

drive on them

treffic in each dliection.Always drive your bicycle in the right lane and never cross the
yellow stripes

You may cross over theie lines only to make . in an alley or driveway.,

6 ,
,

When them more than one lane for traffic in each direction, the lanes are separeted

by
..

... solid lines

i

._.

ride in the left lane

right turns

left turns

' U-turns

white dashes

N double yellow lines

The center line of a street marked with dotted yellow stripes tells you there is only

for traffic in each direction. You must stay on the right
side of the center line unless you make a left turn

11
l

. i

1

' I

i

I

1
. . .

Sometimes a lane will be marked et an intersection with a curved arrow The words

Or may be peinted on the pavement. You must turn
in the direction of the arrow.

1
1

t
t

rr
146

75

two lanes

two-Only treffic

one lane

j
"Left -rum"
Right Turn"

"Left-
Right"

.

"Left Only"
"Right Only-

-.4



White Ones are painted at most intersections for crossing safely_ These lines protect the car

bicycle driver

Pedestriang who have started to cross the street at the crosswalk have the right of way

over bicycle drivers and cars. Crosswalks are at intersections usually, but speed
sometimes they may be in the middle of the block.

movement'

When you See one or two solid lines in the center of I road or street.

147
76

pass on the left

never cross it

drive on it

k`,J.t

it
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INTERSECTION TRANSPARENCY MASTER #1

Directions: Using this diagram of an intersection with pavement markings.. signs and/or signals. Identify tha situation.
signs, signals and pavement markings involved. in aridition. recommend the proper action on the part
of the bicycle-driver approaching this intersection.

4

Om

lor

I.

41

Recommendations:

.....1.

_.

77

f148 1
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i
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INTERSECTION TRANSPARENCY MASTER #2

I

I
I

I

I

V.

00

g Roc ornate ndatioros: t

I

I

I
I

4,

1.

2.

(4,

I

I

I

I

4.

t
4

78
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INTERSECTION TRANSPARENCY MATER #3.

3

0

o

I

%

a

Recommendations: s

tly

4
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INTERSECTIQNITRANSPARENCY MASTER #4,.,

SCHOOL

Recommendations:



4

8.

a. a.

b. b.

10 a.

11.

a. b

b.

13

b.

14

a

4
-b

81

152

a.

a

b.

15

a
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(

. REVIEW TEST

TRAFFIC SIGNS, SIGNALS AND PAVEMENT MARKINGS

1

Directions: Give the general meaning of each sign, signal -and pavement marking by its shape and/or outline, or
by what the sign says: secondly, tell where (if appropriate) each sign, signal or pavement marking is
used; and thirdly, the colors of the sign.

EXAMPLE:

a Stop

b. red & white

intersection

i
4.

6.

a. a. a.

*

...._--.

a. a

b. b

i

- - ,

a--I.
b. b. b.

4
153

82

1
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p

a

b.

16.

19.

a.

b

a.

a

17.

b

a

20.

a

- b.

L

b:

83

t

a

22.

..

b.
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23.
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LEFT TURN: From two -lane. Koo-way. into fourlane. two-way

A+

$

Ile

i 4

0
0
0

F

I

.111 *BRIO 411M

Traffic 1110-Flow

16

k

LPL k_I

Traffic
Flow

TURNING MANEUVER #1

000

I.

Traffic
-111 Flow

..

11=10 1" frISO

NNWO

85

I

1

1

I

I

I

b

156

N

Traffic
Flow

.4.

0
0
a
WALK4
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LEFT TURN.` two-lane..two-way. into three-lane, one-way.

Traffic1- Flow

I

I

I

I

I

I

...

Mal 4111MNIM 441414.10

c
Flow

Traffic
Flow

4

TURNING MANEUVER #2

C Traffic
Flow

4111MNIM =. 114MNIM OPOOMP

M.4 1144W 4.4444 .14.01P

4.

I

86

157

tt

t

Traffic
Flow

14

Traffic
Flow



LEFT TURN: From two-lane, two-way, into small residential street (two-way)-

1

TURNING MANEUVER #3

Traffic
now'

420

1111101111 IMMO IMMIM INNIS 0111 411 ailMO 111=1M1 .EM -

Traffic
Flow

Traffic
Flow

87

Traffic
Flow



a TURNING MANEUVER #4

LEFT TURN: From residential two-way street, into side two-way street.

r

Traffic
Flow

Traffic...ii
Flow

~0 , .Mlil MI, .11

1110. .===111110- 11110.

4

i.

Traffic
Flow

$>

0

. 159
6.

88

r

41

1

1

I

I

I

I

1

1

4.

Traffic
Flow

-ii



k
TURNING MANEUVER #5

..

RIGHT TURN to LEFT TURN: From two-lane. one-way. into two-lane. twO-way, into two -lane. two-Way

0 I

Traffic...4--
Flow

- a I - - a - -

Traffic 11..
Flow

1

Traffic
Flow

14

.44__ Traffic
Flow

.-

A

l

b

I
I
i

1

I

89
..

160
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Flow
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. BICYCLE SAFETY PERFORMANCE AND SKILL TESTS

.

Approval
Desk

1

' )

Test No. 2 _.

Obstacle Course Right Turn

Test No. 3
Figure-Eight Steering

.L,
IBicycle

IInspectionArea

..

\
\ Test No 5 I I Test No- 1

I
1 - 1

Intersection Start/Stop
Observation Left Turn

4.....3/47"."...--...°
? 1.617
90

'Y.

L.
...

1.

I!

I

I

1

Test No. 4
Braking Stop
(Emergency) 1

64-

40

.

q

.

1



30'

TEST NO. 1

START/STOF, - left turn

'PURPOSE: To test the riders ability at riding a 'straight course between parallel lines, withoUt touching either line
while coming to complete stops three INTAS.

DIAGRAM

O
O
O

40' 1111.4k

13'

V

-4- 30-

0

zit

0 0
(3

12

.101 to O310

PROCEDURE The rider starts from a standstill with the front wheel at one end of the lane and very slowly rides
through the lane and stops at three locations. The first stop is behind the stop sign The second stop
demands the rider to stop behind the stop line The third stop necessitates the rider to stop behind the
pedestrian crosswalk

The second part of the test is to have the riderderhoristrate the performance standards for a left turn with
proper hand signal

STANDARDS FOR SUCCESS'

) 1; .Drove tire on white line

) 2 Wheel rolled outside white lines

f ) 8

9

Checked traffic from behind prior to left turn

Gave correct hand signal - LEFT TURN

) 3 Stopped even with stopsign C 110 Made left turn from correct lane

) 4 Stopped behind stop line and stop sign I )11 Kept to right of the mid-point at intersection

5 Stopped behind crosswalk and slop sign - ( )12 Placed both hands on the handle bar to turn

) 6 Gave correctwand signal - STOR (3).
r

f )13 Gave correct hand, signal - STOP

) 7 Kept to right and drove in a straight line

162

91



-N.

TEST NO. 2
C

OBSTACLE COURSE = RIGHT TURN

PURPOSE To determine the ability of the rider to demonstrate the -feet- of the bicycle in close quarters. to reveal
judgment and accuracy in riding past obstacles

DIAGRAM.

24'

1.011124' 56'

4'

ti

I

(Note The seven obstacles are made preferably of
wood or rubber (cones) and placed eight feet
apart on a straight line )

D.41moto not to tote

PROCEDURE The rider starts from a position back of the first obstacle so that balance is secured before the first
obstacle is reached He passes to the right of the first obstacle and weaves in and out among the rest
When the last obstacle has bilip passed, the rider successfully demonstrates a right turn with hand signal.
With completion of the right gin. the rider comes to a complete stop behind stop line and stop sign

STANDARDS FOR SUCCESS

/ 1 Touched cone markers when turning

( 1 2 Drove tire on white lines

3 Wheel rolled outside boundary lines

t 1 4 Foot touched ground while riding

5 Gave correct hand signal - RIGHT TURN

6 Turned into correct lane

7 Gave *correct halld signal - STOP

92

163



TEST NO. 3

.)'...

0

. FIGURE-EIGHT - STEERING. PURPOSE To determine the rider's ability in steering and balancing

ve

.

4ZIAGRAM

23^

4

23'

441

t

..2nd time .litm-s-011--
1st time .4.0 -.4.1...... ..011....41..

4

M(Note The radius of the inside Circle is eight feet six inches_ O the outside curds eleven feet. s4 Wives. making
a lane of eighteen inches wide )

PROCEDURE The rider takes a moving start with both hands on the handle bars and Steers through the figure
eight

STANDAPDS FOR SUCCESS

t ) 1 Drove tire on white lines

1 1 2 Wheel rolled outside white Imes
i-

( ) 3 Fool touched ground while riding
..,

t ) 4 Gave correct hand signal - RIGHT TURN

164

93

is
11



BRAKING STOP (EMERGENCY)

PURPOSE: To test the j.ide'r's balance and capability for stopping in an emergency.

. DIAGRAM:

AM.

2" - 4"
board

40'

TEST NO. 4

PROCEDURE: The rider takes a moving start and brings his speed to normal. He rides directly toward a board
(lying on ground)-and stops with the front tire just in front of the obstacle. The wheels must not be skidded.

STANDARDS FOR SUCCESS- 1111

) 4 Stopped pedaling before reaching board.

) 2. Swerved to complete stop safely

) 3. Wheels were forced to MO

) 4.- Foot touched ground while trying to stop
1

. 1

i

..---'
11.

1

1

',. ii ... t. 1.
vT

165

94

to
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TEST NO. 5
ti.

I

i

.. ti

INTERSECTION OBSERVATION (YIELD SIGN POSTED)

t

Pk_IRPOSE. The rider demonstrates ability to safely approach an intersection (copircrIled). observe traffic situations
and ride safely through. .,.

. DIAGRAM.

t

I 111: fal
16.

. 1 1/ 1.
4 -,

0,-1,--

IOROCEDURE The cider takes a moving start and rides in the correct lane approaching thi4intersection. He is to
observe traffic conditions (left -right left) prior to safely passing through the intersection. /

s'
Y

STANDARDS FOR SUCCESS f
6

I ) I

t ) 2

t ) 3

co'

prove m'correct lane
$ .t

Observed traffic (left.right-left) conditions `
'4.....

Slowed down to anticipate intersection ;. .

I,. k. 4 Kept to right and drove in a straightiline

.
A

4

N

..

I.

.

J
4

41.

ti

co

/ 4

. .../444.--":"-244._

b..

II

i..

I



BICYCLE DRIVER'S RECORD

SCHOOL

Name Grade Age ate

Address Teacher /1.A

Skill Tests Score

Test No.

Test No. 2

Test No. 3

Test Ncli..4

Test No. 5

Test No. 2 - Obstacle Course - Right Turn

) 1. Touched cone markers when turning.

( ) 2: Drove tire on white lines.

"- A ( ) 3. Wheel, rolled outside boundary line.

( ) 4. Foot touched ground while riding.

( ) 5. Gave correct hand signal - RIGHT TURN.

'Deduct 5 points for each error.
Mark an X for each error.

Test No. 1 - Start/Stop - Left Turn

( ) 1- Drove tire on white line

( ) 2 Wheel rolled outside white lines

( ) 3. Stogt-ed even with stop sign

( ) 4. Slopped behind stop line and Slog sign.'

) 5 Slogged ts!hmd crosswalk and stop sign

1 6. Gave correct hand signal - STOP (3)

( ) 7. Kept to right7and drove in a Nigh.' Itne

( ) 8. Checked traffic from'behind prior to left turn

( ) 9. Gave correct hand signal - LEFT TURN

( )10 Made left turn from correct lane

( )11. Kept to right of the mid -point at intersection

( )12. Placed both hands on the handle bar to turn.

( )13_ Gave correct hand signal - STOP

Remarks.

1 6. Turned into correct lane:

( ) 7. Gave correct hand signal - STOP.

Test No. 3 - FigureEight - Steering

) 1. Drove tire on white lines.

( . ) 2. Wheel rolled outside white lines.
N.

( ) 3. Foot touched ground while riding

( ) 4. Gave correct hand signal - RIGHT TURN.

Test No. 4 - Braking Stop (Emergency)

( ) 1 Stopped pedaling before reaching board

1 1. Swerved to complete stop safely

( Wheels were forced to skid.

( ) 4. Foot touched ground while trying to stop.

Test No. 5 -Intersection Observation (Yield sign Posted)

( J 1. Drove in correct lane.

( ) 2 Observed traffic (leftright.left) Conditions

) 3. Slowed dawn to anticipate intersection.

) 4. Kept to right and drove in a straight line

96

1.67



True and False Questions: Answer the following '"1'
questions which are true*
with a T. and those whiCh
are false with an F. Use
the spaces in front of
each question.

1. Bicycles are a part of highway traffic just
as cars are.

2. When riding in a group. you should travel
in single file. even when traffic is light.

3 The hand signal for a right turn is pointing
your left arm straight up like this.

4 Hand signals for bike drivers are the same
as for car drivers.

5. Bike drivers need At make way for
pedestrians who are crossing against a red
light.

6 Bike shivers don't have 10 watch for cars
pulling out of alleys, driveways and parking
places. It is the car driver's job to be care-
ful.

7 Your bicycle's headlight should be visible
from 500 feet away.

8 WOn approaching a blind corner, it is not
ndtessary to slow down if you sound your
bell or horn..-

..

9. Bicycles are allowed on expressways.

10 You should ride at least three feet away
from parked cars.

11. The red reflector on the rear of your bicy-
cle should be visible for at least 500 feet.

12 Bicycle riders do not need to stop for a
flashing red light at a railroad crossing if
a train is not coming

13 Your bike needs a horn or bell only if you
are allowed to ride in busy streets.

14 You can drive a bike. buf not a car, In
either direction on a one-way street. 97

BICYCLE RULES OF THE ROAD TEST

15. You should always ride your bike with the
traffic on the right hand side of the road.

16 it is safe to hitch onto an automobile if the
driver gives permission.

17 You signal for a right turn by holding your
right arm obit straight.

18 The hand signal for a left turn is pointing
your right arm straight up like this.

19. This is the signal for slow and stop.

20. A bicycle is the right size and the saddle
. properly adjusted - if your knee is slightly

bent when yolir foot is on the pedal like
this.

21

22

23

24

25.

"A bicycle rider must come to a complete
stop at a stop sign.

The chain on your bicycle should be loose
enough to slip off easily.

A bicycle driver should sigma, before turn-
ing info a driveway.

A while light is necessary on the front of
a bicycle operated al night.

Blue is a good color to wear when driving
a bicycle after dark.



. .
Multiple Choice Questions: Choose the best response --<_31 What color should

which best completes or a) Red
answers the following b) Yellow
questions. Place the letter c) White
corresponding to the best
answer in the space pro-
vided in front of each
questioji.

MI&

_26 What bicycle would be best to go on long,
hilly trips?
a) High-risers
b) Middleweight
c) Lightweight

Which of the following bicycle equipment
is requited by law?
a) Speedometer
b) Bell
c) Kick stand
d) Basket:

28 How many people can this bicycle carry
safely?
a) Not more than two
b) Only one
c) No special number

_29 What does this sign say?
a) Stop

.4) Yield
Railroad

drWarning,

30 Bicycle riders must obey all traffic signs
and signals:
a) Always
b) If traffic is heavy
c) When necessary
d) When traffic is light

98

169

this Sign be?

32 Who has the right of way here?
a) Pedestrian
b) Bicycle
c) Car
d) Nobody

33 A red traffic/light signal means:
a) ,Slow down and be careful
b) Stop and wait for the green light
cY Stop and then go ahead
d) Continue at present speed

_34 The yellow traffic light signal means:
a) Warning, the signal is changing to

red
b) Watch for cars
c) Right turn only
d) Cross the street

-35 You should ride on the side of the street
where traffic Is coming toward you:
a) Always
b) Never

36

c) Whenever there is little traffic
d) Makes no difference

All bicycles must have:
a) A bell or horn ,_,

b) Turn signal
c) Rearview mirror
d) Chain guard

37. It is safe for two people to ride on a bicy-
cle:
a) Sometimes
b) If traffic Is light
c) Only if it has two seats
d) Whenever the tires are properlyliflated



.46

td)

4

38 A flashing red light signal means:
a) The same as a stop sign
b) Wait for the green light
c) Se careful
d) Go when there is no traffic

do

39. A red sign with eight sides always means:
a) Caution
b) Yield
c) Stop

J

Me

.1

r
f,

'17U

99

40 When making a left turn at an intersection
N where traffic it -movirig in opposite

directions, you should:
a) Turn as cars do
b) Walk your bicycle thrdugh the

crosswalk
a) Don't turn left
d) Make_a right hand turn.

,

I
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Class P. A separated trail for joint use of bicyclists and pedestrians. It may be
entirely independent of other transportation faciliites.



ce4(397n..,,
yz.

Class If: A bikeway that is adjacent to the travel lane of motorized traffic, but
provides a physically separated through lane for bicycles and
pedestrians

40111001111itiot
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